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A-Z  
Anti stress items 235
Air beds 200
Alarm clocks 84, 85
Apron 98
Backpack 159, 161-163
Bag holders 141
Bags 152-173
Baking accessoires 99
Ballpens 10-43
Bamboo items 92, 94, 95, 107, 117
Bar accessories 105-108

Barbecue items 192, 193
Baseball caps 176-179
Bath items 116-131
Batteries 243
Beach bags 170, 171
Beach balls 198, 199
Beach items 198-203, 205
Belt pouches 170
Bike accessories 174, 175
Binoculars 181
Bottle holder 239
Bottle opener 220, 221, 225, 227, 235

Boules games 205
Bowl sets 92, 102, 109
Business card holders 66
Calculators 82, 83
Calendar 80
Camping chair 203
Candles  129-131
Cargo bay bag 157
Ceramic items 109-115
Chairs 203
Cheese graters 103
Cheese knifes 94

Chess 105
Chocolate fountain 104
Chrome bowls 109
College bags 156-159, 163, 166-169
Compass 79
Computer items 76, 77
Conference folders 56-65
Cooling bags 182-186
Corkscrews 105-107
Cosmetic items 116-121, 124, 125
Cotton bags 152, 153
Crayons 44, 45

Cutters 214
Cutting boards 93, 95, 96
Desk calculator 82, 83
Desk clocks 84, 85
Desk pen holder 81
Digital clocks 85
Dinking flasks 188
Document folders 130, 131
Drinking cups 187
Eye cooling masks 124
Felt bags 232
First-Aid-Kit 142

Fitness items 126
Fleece blankets 132-134
Fleece sets 135
Fly flaps 237
Fondues 104
Fragrance sets 56-65
Games 204, 205
Handbag holder 137
Heatpads 128
Highlighters 40, 42
Hip flasks 188, 189
Hot water bottles 127

Portable fountains 124
Power banks 74, 75
Rain capes 144
Rain jackets 144, 145
Rollerball 30
Ruler 79, 82
Safety items 174-177
Salad bowls 92
Salad servers 92
Salt and Pepper mills 95, 102
Sewing sets 143
Shoe polising sets 138

Household items 92-115
Ice scrapers 237
Icecream bowls 100
Icecream scoop 100
Jute bags 155
Keyrings 220-231, 233
Kids' items 42-45, 204, 234, 235
Knives 93-98
Lamps 206-211, 220-223
Lanyards 241
Laptop bags 169
Laser pointers 26

Shopping bags 152-155, 157
Shoulder bags 156-159, 163, 166-168
Smartphone accessoires 67-75
Spaghetti sets 97
Sport bags 158-160, 165, 171, 172
Sticky notes 53-55
Suit bags 164
Sunglasses 180, 180
Sunglasses holder 239
Sunshades 203
Tables-PC-holders 70
Teeth brushing sets 143

LED lights 206-211, 220-223
LED pens 26, 41, 208
Led-candles 129
Letter opener 78
Lighters 131, 236
Luggage scale 140
Luggage tags 140, 141
Lunch boxes 101, 102
Magnifiers 238, 239
Manicure sets 120, 121
Massaging device 116, 117, 119, 124
Measuring tapes 218, 219, 222

Tents 203
Thermal flasks 192, 193
Thermal forks 97
Thermal mugs 189-191
Tool case 215
Tools 212, 213, 215
Torches 206-211, 220-223
Touch pens 22-25, 27
Towels 122
Travelling bags 158-160, 165
Travelling pillows 136
Travelling sets 138-143

Memo boards 80
Memo holders 78
Memo holders 78, 81
Mirrors 125
Mobile phone accessories 22-27, 67-75
Mobile phone case 71, 73
Mobile phone holders 68-71
Modeling clay 204
Mouse pads 76
Mugs 110-115
Multifunctional tools 211-213
Notebooks 46-52

Travelling socks 140
Trolleys 165
Umbrella 146-151
USB hubs 76
USB items 72, 74-77
USB sticks 242
Vanity bags 138, 139
Wall clocks 87-91
Wallets 232
Wellness items 116-131
Wine accessories 105-107
Wine sets 105-107

Oven cloth 98
Pad 52
Painting sets 44, 45
Parmesan grater 103
Pen cases 240
Pen holders 78, 81
Pencils 40
Picnic items 196, 197
Picture frames 81
Piggy banks 234, 235
Pill boxes 143
Pocket knifes 211, 216, 217

Wrist watches 86
Writing instruments 10-45
Writing sets 27, 32-36, 38
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Pad printing is a printing process that can transfer a 2-D image onto a 3-D 
object. This is accomplished using an indirect offset printing process that 
involves an image being transferred from the printing plate (cliché) via a 
silicone pad onto a substrate (surface to be printed). Pad printing is used 
for printing on otherwise unprintable products in many industries. Up to 5 
colours including white, exceptions possible

Screen printing is a printing technique that uses a woven mesh to support 
an ink-blocking stencil. The attached stencil forms open areas of mesh that 
transfer ink as a sharp-edged image onto a substrate. A roller or squeegee 
is moved across the screen stencil, forcing or pumping ink past the threads 
of the woven mesh in the open areas. Up to 5 colours (depending on item), 
exceptions possible 

Screenprint transfer is a production method of applying an image (on pa-
per) to a surface by using heat pressure onto the material. The membrane 
cushion makes sure that the pressure spreads evenly over the whole ma-
terial. It is most commonly used for decorations on polyester, pvc, cotton 
and similar materials. Usually up to 5 colours.

Digital transfer is a production method of applying an image (on paper) to 
a surface by using heat pressure onto the material. The membrane cushion 
makes sure that the pressure spreads evenly over the whole material. It is 
most commonly used for decorations on polyester, pvc, cotton and simil-
ar materials. With the digital print methos a four colour process (CMYK) is 
used, so that you can create any possible colour. 

Laser engraving is the practice of using lasers to engrave an object. The 
technique is very complex, a computer drives the laser head through a 
very fast movable mirror. The following products can be lasered: metal, 
lacquer finished products, glass, wood, leather and some kinds of plastic. 
The laser takes away only the upper surface, whatever is below will appe-
ar. Colour depending on the material underneath. The laser takes just the 
surface away.
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Embroidery is to use a specially designed embroidery or sewing-embroi-
dery machine to automatically create a design from a pre-made pattern 
that is put into the machine. Most embroidery machines are driven by 
computers that read digitized embroidery files created by special soft-
ware. Price is already up to 12 colours, but depending on the quantity of 
stitches

Doming is done by a printed label (any shape) covered with a sticky fluid. 
The fluid is getting hard after a while - the back of the label is sticked into 
a form - like on a key chain. The Epoxy Doming is looking a little bit like 3D 
Logo. 

Ceramic Transfer - is printed via screen print on a paper (colour by colour) 
- then wet sticked on the ceramic material (nearly all positions are possib-
le) - then is runs through an oven - to connect the print with the ceramic 
surface.

Colour Changing Ceramic Transfer - this method is the same like the stan-
dard Ceramic Transfer - but the colours are different - they are magic - like 
a chameleon can change its colours. The print colour looks e.g. black - but 
through the hot water which will be filled in - it changes the colour to e.g. 
blue. Funny effects are possible.

Label printing is the reproduction of digital images on a label. It is gene-
rally used for products which are too difficult to print or when the final 
customer doesn‘t like to get his present printed. Thus a four colour process 
(CMYK) is used, so that you can create any possible colour. 
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Art: 1682 Plastic ball pen " Moscow"
Fantastic looking stylish high-quality ball pen with 
a  coloured transparent shaft and the high-shining 
accessories, consisting of the tip, decorating rings, 
pusher and metal clip. The non-slip rubber grip zone and 
the jumbo blue ink plastic refill make writing easy and 
comfortable. Your advertising will look great with a matt 
silver imprint on the shaft, right from the clip.
Size: 14 × ø1,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1681 Plastic ball pen "St. Petersburg"
Fantastic looking stylish high-quality ball pen with matt 
silver shaft and the high-shining accessories, consisting 
of the tip, decorating rings, pusher and metal clip. The 
coloured non-slip rubber grip and the jumbo blue ink 
plastic refill make writing easy and comfortable. Your 
advertising on the silver shaft looks especially good if it 
is printed in the same colour as the grip zone. Available 
in many different colours.
Size: 14 × ø1,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 1698 Ball pen "Nowosibirsk"
Fancy! Stand out with this colourful plastic ball pen. The 
combination of coloured housing and black accessories 
like top, decorative rings, pusher and metal clip makes 
this ball pen outstanding. It provides a  blue-writing 
plastic large refill. We will print your advertising by means 
of pad printing underneath the clip.
Size: 14 × ø1,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1679 Ball pen "Wladiwostock"
Stylish high-quality ball pen with fantastic charism by its 
combination of the coloured housing and the high-gloss 
accessories like top, decoration rings, pusher and metal 
clip in silver. The anti-slip grip zone and the blue-writing 
large plastic refill make writing a pleasure. It is refined by 
your advertising on the shaft.
Size: 14 × ø1,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 7902 Plastic ball pen "Legnano"
Fancy ball pen with a huge choice of colors. This plastic 
ball pen wins you over with it's simple design in plain 
white. The nicely curved colored clip is a real eye-catcher. 
It has a blue ink plastic refill. Your advertisement will be 
placed on the shaft by pad printing.
Size: 14 × ø1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,5 cm

Art: 7899 Plastic ball pen "Mao"
Not just black and white! This colourful ball pen got lots 
of space for your multicoloured advertising. The grip 
zone is made for a nice and easy handling. We will pad 
print your advertising onto the shaft.
Size: 13,8 × ø0,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 2850 Ball pen "Piacenza"
Innovative!  Your whole homepage on a  ball pen or 
perhaps a  commercial, advert, business card, etc......? 
You think this is not possible? It is that easy with this ball 
pen. We will print the link to your homepage by means of 
a QR Code on the clip. If it is scanned by a QR Code Reader, 
one is automatically on your homepage.  Customer 
contact was never that easy, as the QR Code makes 
curious what lies behind. Be innovative and creative! For 
optimal readability we recommend imprint in black.
Size: 14,6 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 13001 Bucharest plastic ballpoint pen
Red plastic ballpoint pen at campaign price with 
rubberized grip zone. We recommend to place your logo 
on the side of the pen by pad printing.
Size: 8 × 10,5 × 1,7 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm
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Art: 1073 Plastic ball pen "Melbourne"
This ball pen with push mechanism is very distinctive 
and modern. The upper part is designed in a  modern 
frosted colour contrasted by the tip, clip and pusher 
made of silver-lacquered plastic. The grip consists of 
non-slip transparent-frosted rubber for easy writing. 
The ball pen contains a  blue ink big plastic refill. We 
recommend to print your logo in matt silver right from 
the clip - so it corresponds with the accessories.
Size: 14 × ø1,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,8 cm

Art: 4181 Plastic ball pen "Tokyo"
This ball pen with push mechanism attracts attention 
with its slim and handy appearance. The shaft is 
designed in modern frosted colours contrasted by the 
point, clip and pusher made of transparent and clear 
plastic. The grip is made of non-slip rubber which makes 
writing easy. The pen contains a  thin blue ink refill. We 
recommend pad printing on the shaft.
Size: 14,3 × ø0,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,5 cm

Art: 8886 Ball pen "Alken"
One for all! Finally a ball pen on which even complicated 
logos with colour gradient or many colours are no 
problem anymore. The clip offers sufficient space for 
a nice doming and there are no limits for your requests. 
We will apply your advertising by means of an label on 
the clip. Alternatively printing on the shaft upon request.
Size: 14 × ø1,2  cm
Print size: 3 × 0,7 cm
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Art: 3399 Ball pen "Alicante"
Colourful! This gorgeous plastic ball pen with blue-
writing plastic refill offers a  lot of space for your 
advertising. We will print it on the broad clip by means of 
digital printing. Thus all requested motives with colour 
gradients can easily be realized. Pad printing on the shaft 
upon request.
Size: 13 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 1,1 cm
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Art: 2764 Plastic ball pen "Medina"
Modern plastic ball pen with stylish applications. The 
simple designed ball pen got his special look from the 
coloured and chrome finished applications. The pen 
consists a  blue ink plastic refill. We will pad print your 
advertising below the clip onto the shaft.
Size: 13,9 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1621 Plastic ball pen "Jenks"
Trendy looking, pretty plastic ball pen. The colourful 
stripes make the fancy difference between a  normal 
plastic ball pen and this ball pen with a  modern look. 
Furthermore it is equipped with a jumbo blue ink plastic 
refill. Your advertisement will placed on the matt finished 
shaft by pad printing.
Size: 13,8 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 2761 Plastic ball pen "Luena"
Stylish plastic ball pen. The ball pen got a  new and 
modern shape which is handy as well. The grip zone is 
special designed for a comfy handling. The pen consists 
a  jumbo blue ink plastic refill. We will pad print your 
advertising below the clip onto the shaft.
Size: 14,1 × ø1,2 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 3295 Ball pen "Butterworth"
Fancy ball pen in special design! This plastic ball pen 
with blue-writing plastic refill captivates by its metallic 
shining design and the especially formed pusher. We 
will place your advertising on the shaft by means of pad 
printing.
Size: 14 × ø1 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1981 Metallic ball pen "San Angelo"
Elegance could be also low priced! With this metal 
optic ball pen you can show elegance and style to your 
customer, without spending much. This pen comes 
with a jumbo blue writing refill. Your advertising will be 
placed on the shaft right from the clip.
Size: 14,1 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,7 cm

Art: 3405 Ball pen "Arlington"
Stylish! Provide the perfect platform for your advertising 
with this classical twist action ball pen made of plastic. 
It appears especially elegant due to its lean form and 
the silver accessories like top, decorative plastic ring and 
solid metal clip. Furthermore, it features a  blue-writing 
plastic refill. We will print your advertising by means of 
pad printing on the shaft.
Size: 12,9 × ø0,8 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 0,5 cm
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Art: 4088 Plastic ball pen "Warsaw"
Attractive ball pen with silver pusher, tip and fancy 
rolling metal clip. The black rubber grip makes writing 
comfortable. The pen contains a  thin blue ink plastic 
refill. We recommend to print your logo in silver on the 
matt-frosted shaft right from the clip.
Size: 13,5 × ø0,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 8457 Ball pen "Nassau"
Exclusive! Give your advertising message a  stylish 
appearance with this frosted plastic ball pen with 
blue-writing plastic refill. Pusher and clip are refined 
continuously, which gives this ball pen its exclusive look. 
We will print your advertising by pad printing on the 
shaft, preferably in silver matching the applications.
Size: 14,5 × ø0,9 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 0,7 cm

Art: 1078 Plastic ball pen "Hong Kong"
Want a beautiful ball pen at a very low price? We have 
it! You can order it in two versions, either with a  matt 
silver-lacquer or a  colour-frosted shaft. The solid metal 
clip with its special loop design is a  real eye catcher. 
The pen contains a  jumbo blue ink plastic refill. Your 
advertising will be pad-printed in silver colour on the 
coloured shafts and in your preferred colour on the matt 
silver shaft right from the clip.
Size: 13 × ø1,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 3292 Ball pen "San Nicola"
Extravagant! Looking for a  unusual ball pen in fancy 
design? There you are! The nice plastic ball pen with 
blue-writing plastic refill captivates by its great colour 
combinations in metallic shining design. We will place 
your advertising centred on the shaft.
Size: 14,1 × ø1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1974 Plastic ball pen "Libertyville"
Nice ball pen for small money! The matt silver shaft and 
the colored applications make this ball pen have a stylish 
appearance. Your advertising will be placed right from 
the clip on the shaft.
Size: 14,7 × ø1 cm
Print size: 5 × 0,7 cm

Art: 3287 Ball pen "Cortland"
Strikingly different! Stand out with this nice plastic ball 
pen. It provides the perfect platform for your advertising 
with it's nice design, broad clip and a blue-writing large 
plastic refill. We will print your advertising by means of 
pad printing either on the shaft or the clip.
Size: 13,7 × 1,2 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,9  cm
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Art: 1983 Plastic ball pen "Griffin"
Ball pen in an extraordinary design. This frosted ball 
pen with blue writing refill, and silver applications has 
its extraordinary design through its ball shaped pusher. 
Your advertising will be placed on the shaft right from 
the clip, or even directly on the clip.
Size: 14,9 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,8 cm

Art: 1085 Plastic ball pen "Yokohama"
Stylish high-quality ball pen with a fantastic look, jumbo 
big ink blue plastic refill. Your advertising will look 
especially good if it is printed in the same colour as the 
grip. We will place your logo right from the clip. Available 
in many different colours.
Size: 13,5 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,8 cm

Art: 1770 Plastic ball pen "Los Angeles"
Fantastic looking stylish high-quality ball pen, with 
a  coloured transparent body and the high-shining 
accessories on the tip, decorating rings, pusher and 
metal clip. Easy writing thanks to the non-slip grip and 
the jumbo blue ink plastic refill. Your advertising will be 
printed in matt silver on the shaft, below the clip.
Size: 13,5 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,8 cm
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Art: 7926 Ball pen "Wessex"
Crystal clear! This modern plastic ball pen with blue-
writing plastic refill is a highlight due to its transparently-
coloured applications like pusher, clip and top. We will 
place your advertising on the silver shaft by means of 
pad printing.
Size: 14,0 × ø0,9 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,7 cm

Art: 1977 Plastic ball pen "Mansfield"
Nice ball pen in a  cool design. This matt silver plastic 
ball pen with jumbo blue writing refill gets its nice 
appearance through its coloured grip zone and the 
fitting rings next to the pusher. Your advertising will be 
placed right from the clip on the shaft.
Size: 13,9 × ø1,2 cm
Print size: 5 × 0,8 cm

Art: 1972 Plastic Ball pen with sliding calliper 
"Prescot"
This plastic ball pen with blue writing ink solves the little 
measurement problems. On the shaft of the ball pen 
you will find a sliding calliper, for quick measurements. 
Your advertising will be placed on the opposite side of 
the scale.
Size: 14,7 × 1,2 × 0,9 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 0,8 cm

Art: 1954 4 in 1 ball pen "Marbella"
The all rounder among the ball pens. This plastic ball 
pen offers your client always 4 writing colours. It features 
a  red, blue, black and green writing refill. You can use 
them easily by pushing the according coloured pushers. 
We will print your logo underneath the clip on the shaft.
Size: 14 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,7 c cm
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Art: 3328 Ball pen with touch pen "Florida"
Modern! Your clients will be thrilled by this nice plastic 
ball pen with blue-writing large plastic refill. Besides its 
nice accessories in metallic shining design it also features 
a touch pen. We will place your advertising by means of 
pad printing on the shaft.
Size: 14,5 × ø1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 8958 Touch pen "Independence"
Smart companion! A  must for all smart phone users. 
Thus you can avoid the annoying finger prints. By means 
of the 3.5 mm latch connection it is always with you. Just 
plug into the smart phone and there you go. Thus you 
will be a permanent companion with your advertising. 
Your customers will not give this touch pen out of their 
hands again. We will apply your advertising by means 
of pad printing, preferably in silver, centralized. Single 
packed in polybag.
Size: 10,9 × ø0,9 cm
Print size: 2,2 × 0,4 cm

Art: 3261 Ball pen with touch pen "Budapest"
You are looking for a  ball pen with extra functions for 
little money? Then this is the right model for you. The 
ball pen features besides the blue writing plastic refill 
a touch pen above the clip. We will print your advertising 
on the shaft by means of pad printing.
Size: 15,2 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,5 cm
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Art: 3288 Ball pen with touch pen "Osaka"
Small but effective! The small plastic ball pen with 
metall clip and blue-writing plastic refill features also 
a  touch pen. The metallic-matt finish gives its unique 
appearance. We will place your advertising under the 
clip by means of pad printing.
Size: 10,9 × ø0,8 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,4 cm

Art: 3378 ball pen with touch pen "New Orleans"
Two for small money! Are you looking for a nice ball pen 
for small money, which offers your customer an extra 
advantage? Then this stainless steel ball pen with twist 
mechanism and blue writing plastic system refill is the 
right item for you. Furthermore it features a  touch pen 
above the clip. It matches the ball pen in colour, which 
makes the ball pen a real highlight. We will engrave your 
advertising underneath the clip. Single-packed in poly 
bag.
Size: 13,8 × ø0,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,4 cm
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Art: 3290 Ball pen with touch pen "Davos"
2 in 1! Fancy ball pen made of plastic in metallic shining 
design with blue-writing large plastic refill. It's unique 
due to the touch pen on top. Just push in the ball 
pen lead and use the touch pen. We will place your 
advertising centred on the shaft.
Size: 14 × ø1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 8623 Ball pen with touch pen "Danzig"
Popular design with great extra function. The stylish 
high-quality ball pen with matt-silver covering and 
high-glossy accessories like top, decorative rings, pusher 
and metal clip features also a  touch pen. The coloured 
anti-slip grip zone and the blue-writing large plastic refill 
makes writing a pleasure. We will place your advertising 
under the clip on the shaft.
Size: 14 × ø1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 3286 Ball pen with touch pen "Ferrara"
Dual-purpose! Nice plastic ball pen with blue-writing 
large refill as well as coloured aluminum cuff and touch 
pen in one. The elaborate positioning of the touch pen is 
highly practical, just push in the lead and simply use the 
touch pen. We will place your advertising on the shaft by 
means of pad printing.
Size: 14,1 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,7 cm
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Art: 3294 Ball pen with touch pen "Columbia"
Apart ball pen with special function. This plastic ball 
pen in metallic shining design features also a touch pen 
on top. Furthermore, it provides a  blue-writing large 
plastic refill and a  rubber finish grip zone, which lies 
comfortably in your hand. We will place your advertising 
under the clip.
Size: 13,9 × ø1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,5 cm

Art: 2785 Metal ball pen "Arese"
Elegant metal ball pen with a useful additional function. 
Besides the normal writing function the ball pen got 
a  touch-pen function for all current smartphones. The 
pen consists a  jumbo blue ink metal refill. We will laser 
engrave your advertising onto the shaft. Single packed 
in a black gift box.
Size: 14,3 × ø1,3 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,7 cm
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Art: 2816 Laser pointer "Plymouth"
3  in 1! Practical allround talent, a  must for any speech 
and more. The metal-made touch pen provides a  laser 
pointer on the back as well as a LED light. Thus it features 
all important functions. We will laser-engrave your 
advertising alongside the clip. Single-packed in box.
Size: 12,1 × ø1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 5318 Metal laser pointer "Detroit"
Ball pen with laser pointer and LED light. This pen has 
3  features: ball pen with blue ink plastic refill, laser 
pointer that is perfect for speeches or presentations, 
and a  bright white LED light. The laser is compliant 
with the EU regulations. Besides the pen, the beautiful 
veneered wooden gift box includes 3 long-life coin cell 
batteries. We recommend long-lasting laser engraving 
on the upper part, right from the clip. Single packed in 
a polybag.
Size: 14 × ø0,9 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 2798 Laser pointer "Matlock"
4  in 1  laser pointer. Fancy metallic writing device with 
two ball pens (blue and red-writing), laser pointer 
(compliant with EU standard regulations) and LED lamp. 
. The sturdy grip zone provides comfortable handling. 
Three long-lasting coin cells and a metal box are already 
included in delivery. We recommend a  laser engraving 
on the top. Single-packed in box.
Size: 15,2 × ø0,9 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 3339 Metal ball pen "Ascot"
Noble ball pen for small money. This aluminum ball pen 
has a blue-writing large plastic refill and captivates by its 
elegant design. We will place your advertising by means 
of laser engravement on the shaft. Single-packed in poly 
bag.
Size: 13,6 × ø1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 2885 Metal writing set "Birmingham"
Elegant trio! Inspire your customers with this fancy 
metal writing set consisting of a ball pen (blue writing 
large plastic refill) with touch pen point and pushbutton 
pencil with two leads. We will engrave your advertising 
on both pens. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 6,2 × 5 × 1,9 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 8277 Metal ball pen "Kade"
Elegance could be also low priced! The fancy ball pen 
made out of aluminium comes with a  shiny notch at 
the grip zone which gives the ball pen the elegance. It's 
equipped with a blue-writing jumbo refill. We will place 
your advertisement via laser engraving on the shaft. 
Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 14,4 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 0304 Metal ball pen in diamond look 
"Diamond"
Pure elegance - the Star flair giveaway ball pen. With 
the metal points integrated in the grip zone, this ball 
pen gets a very special appearance. It is equipped with 
a blue-writing jumbo refill, an aluminium shaft, and the 
push and clip are also metal made. We will place your 
advertisement via laser engraving below the clip. Single 
packed in a polybag.
Size: 14 × ø1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1878 Mini metal ball pen "Elizabethtown"
Nostalgic mini ball pen! This classic metal ball pen (blue 
ink refill) is available in a  wide range of colours and 
neatly fits in every pocket due to its small practical size. 
Your logo will be laser engraved on to the cap section 
90 degrees from the clip. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 10,6 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 2762 Metal ball pen "Itabela"
Elegant mirror-bright metal ball pen. The modern ball 
pen got his special look from the mirror-bright body and 
the chrome finished rings. The pen consists a  blue ink 
plastic refill. We will laser engrave your logo below the 
clip onto the shaft. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 13,9 × ø0,9 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,5 cm

Art: 8278 Metal ball pen "Macau"
Stylish ball pen for little money! The fancy ball pen made 
out of aluminium stays out of the row because of the 
simple-elegant optic. Its equipped with a  blue-writing 
jumbo refill. We will place your advertising via laser 
engraving on the shaft. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 13,8 × ø1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,5 cm
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Art: 0301 Metal duo pen "Getafe"
Elegant and practical. Here unifies grace and 
convenience. This beautiful aluminium ball pen with 
black-writing refill has on the opposite side a  yellow 
highlighter. An eye catcher on every desk. We will place 
your advertisement via laser engraving on the middle of 
the shaft. Packed separate in a polybag.
Size: 14 × ø1 cm
Print size: 4 ×  0,7 cm

Art: 1096 Metal roller ball "Cork"
Metal cover roller ball with a coloured transparent plastic 
ring which matches the colour of the jumbo plastic refill. 
The rubber grip makes writing easy. Your advertising 
will be laser engraved on the upper part beside the clip. 
Single packed in a polybag automatically.
Size: 14,3 × ø1,4 cm
Print size: 5 × 0,8 cm

Art: 7637 Ball pen "Clarkston"
Fancy aluminium ball pen in slim design with blue 
writing plastic refill and big rubber grip zone, permitting 
long fatigue-proof writing. A  highlight on every 
desk, especially with your advertising. We will place 
it underneath the clip on the shaft by laser engraving. 
Single packed in polybag.
Size: 13,5 × ø0,9 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,5 cm
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Art: 1705 Metal ball pen "Olivet"
Modern looking ball pen made of aluminium. In addition 
to the eye-catching rubberized rings at the grip zone 
that enforce relaxed writing, this matt finished ball pen 
has a jumbo blue ink plastic refill. Your advertisement will 
be placed on the shaft by laser engraving. Single packed 
in a polybag.
Size: 14 × ø1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 8205 Ball pen "Washington"
Classy! Elegant aluminum metal ball pen with blue-
writing large plastic refill, which gets its special optics 
by its matt metal lacquering. Your advertising will be 
extremely accentuated, as the laser engraving appears 
silver-white, creating a  nice contrast to the coloured 
lacquering and harmonizing wonderfully with the clip 
and pusher. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 13,5 × ø0,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1070 Metal ball pen "Ankara"
This elegant metal ball pen contains corresponding 
transparent rings and a  matt grip zone. This pen has 
unique flair. The especially strong metal clip and its 
jumbo blue ink plastic refill make the pen a  life-long 
companion. Your logo will be engraved right from the 
clip. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 14 × ø1,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 2724 Metal ball pen "Marly"
Chic metal ball pen in a elegant design. With this handy 
metal ball pen you'll show that your customers are 
special. The laser engraving comes out in a  nice silver 
tone fitting to the applications. The ball pen consists 
a jumbo blue ink plastic refill.
Size: 13,6 × ø1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,7 cm

Art: 2726 Metal writing set "Marlow"
Classy metal writing set. The beautiful writing set consists 
a ball ben incl. A jumbo blue ink refill and a mechanical 
pencil. We will laser engrave your logo onto both writing 
utensils below the clip. Single packed in a nice gift box.
Size: 16,1 × 4,8 × 1,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,7 cm
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Art: 8497 Gift set "Clearwater"
Noble gift set. Surprise your clients with this fancy gift 
set consisting of a blue-writing metal ball pen with large 
plastic refill and a  metal key ring. We will place your 
advertising by laser engraving on both pieces in the 
same size. Single packed in gift box.
Size: 16,5 × 9,1 × 1,9 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1094  Metal writing set "Cologne"                 
Metal writing set, including one drop action pencil with 
1 HB lead 0.5 mm (+ 1 spare lead) and one drop action 
pen with big black metal refill. Very elegant and stylish 
with its chrome accessories - these are silhouetted 
against the matt visual appearance of the shaft. The 
transparent plastic box provides an instant view on this 
nice combo. We recommend laser engraving on the 
shafts of both pens, right from the clip. Single packed in 
a cardboard box.
Size: 16 × 5,1 × 2,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,7 cm

Art: 2818 Writing set "Santo Domingo"
Elegant! Fancy writing set in PU case. This set 
features a  blue-writing ball pen with plastic refill and 
a  pushbutton pencil. Both is made of aluminum and 
packed in a nice PU case with magnetic closure. We will 
laser-engrave your advertising on both pens underneath 
the clip. Single-packed in a box.
Size: 15,1 × 4,3 × 2 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 1955  Metal ball pen "Clayton"
Present pure elegance! This nice matt-black metal ball 
pen with rubber grip zone and blue writing big plastic 
refill captivates by its discreet design. The silver ring 
above the grip zone is a  nice highlight, underlining 
its unique look. The ball pen is single packed in a  gift 
box. We will place your logo right from the clip by laser 
engraving.
Size: 16,5 × 3,8 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,7 cm

Art: 8413 Metal ball pen "Clayton"
High quality metal ball pen packed in a gift box. Show 
your customer with this elegant matt finished black 
metal ball pen with silver applications, that you care 
about him. The pen contains a  jumbo blue ink metal 
refill. We will place your advertising via laser engraving 
below the clip onto the cap. Single packed in a  black 
cardboard box.
Size: 18 × 7,5 × 2,3 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,6 cm

Art: 3035 Metal ball pen "Chester"
Pure elegance! Your customers will love this elegant 
metal ball pen (blue writing large metal refill) and 
keep you in good memory. The nice set is completed 
by the fancy gift box. We will engrave your advertising 
underneath the clip. Single-packed in box.
Size: 17,1 × 6,5 × 3 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 1121 Metal writing set "Frankfurt"
Elegant metal writing set, including a black ink metal ball 
pen (with jumbo metal refill) and a  blue ink roller ball. 
The pens come with a  carbon designed gift box and 
a black polished surface. Accessories in chrome top the 
set off. The high-quality gift box has a magnetic catch. 
We place your advertising on the upper parts of the pens 
by laser engraving. Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 18,3 × 6 × 2,6 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1934 Metal writing set "Mayfield"
Prove your style! Surprise your clients with this elegant 
writing set. It consists of a  nice case with flip-over 
cover, a  ball pen with black writing big plastic refill 
and a  fountain pen with blue ink. Both pens feature 
a charcoal coloured body criss-crossed by 5 metal rings 
and a metal cap. We will place your logo on both caps by 
laser engraving.
Size: 16,4 × 3,9 × 2,2 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,6 cm

Art: 3036 Metal writing set "Livorno"
Extravagant duo! Show your customers your loyalty 
with this noble metal writing set. Its unique design is 
completed by the combination of high-shiny metal 
and white stripe design on the shaft. It consists of a ball 
pen (blue writing large metal ball pen), roller ball (blue 
writing) and gift box. We will engrave your advertising 
on both pens. Single-packed in box.
Size: 19,1 × 8,2 × 3,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 1614 Metal ball pen "Frisco"
Write with style! Exclusive metal ball pen with a  shiny 
black cap and a satined shaft with a big blue metal refill. 
Comes in a black PU case. We will laser engrave your logo 
on the cap.
Size: 15 × 2,2 × 2,9 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,8 cm

Art: 3263 Metal ball pen "Kingswood"
Silver oder gold? Why not both? The elegant silver metal 
ball pen with high-quality rotating function, bluewriting 
large metal refill and golden applications accentuates 
your advertising. We will laser-engrave it on the upper 
part. Single packed in nice box with viewing window.
Size: 16,5 × 3,8 × 2,6 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,7 cm

Art: 1880 Metal writing-set "Lafayette"
The perfect present if your customer likes something 
special. Get his appreciation with this noble designed 
metal writing set. This set consists of a  black-writing 
metal ball pen with metal refill and a blue-writing roller 
ball pen. Combined in a faux- leather case, this beautiful 
set will be your partner on your next travel. Single 
packed in a white paper box. We suggest laser engraving 
on both writing instruments with your logo, right from 
the clip.
Size: 16,6 × 6 × 2 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 1892 Wooden ball pen "Heywood"
Present your client a  piece of nature with this classic 
wooden ball pen. It provides a  blue writing refill and 
a  fancy cardboard case. We will place your advertising 
underneath the clip by laser engraving, thus emphasizing 
the natural look.
Size: 15,4 × 2,7 × 0,9 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,5 cm

Art: 8408 Wooden ball pen "Ontario"
Elegant wooden ball pen in a  gift box. Inspire your 
customer with this fabulous ball pen with rotary 
mechanism and matt finished black applications, made 
out of bamboo. The pen contains a blue ink metal refill. 
We recommend black pad printing below the clip onto 
the cap. Single packed in a black cardboard box.
Size: 18 × 7,5 × 2,3 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,8 cm

Art: 3366 Metal ball pen "Hazelwood"
Stylish! This is how your customers will write with 
this fancy metal ball pen with twist mechanism with 
blue writing metal system refill. Its unique design is 
completed by a  nice combination of white lacquered 
metal and silver shiny applications. We will engrave your 
advertising underneath the clip. Single-packed in brown 
box with viewing window.
Size: 15,7 × 3,5 × 2,4 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,5 cm
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Art: 4015 Rosewood writing set "Oxford"
A wooden ball pen with rotary mechanism and blue ink 
metal system refill and a wooden fountain pen including 
a  blue cartridge - on top the wooden case, which is 
a pen stand when closed. The pens come with a golden 
metal trim for the luxury look. We recommend gold pad 
printing on the wooden box on the outside lower right 
corner. Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 17 × 5,8 × 2,4 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 8441 Rosewood writing set "Bangkok"
A set consisting of a wooden ball pen with blue ink metal 
system refill, a  wooden fountain pen including a  blue 
cartridge and a letter opener. The pens come with matt 
silver-lacquered metal trims which makes them look 
great. We recommend matt silver pad printing on the 
wooden box on the outside in the lower right corner. 
Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 17,5 × 7,5 × 2 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 3368 Writing set "Scottsdale"
Think green! It's easy with this ecological writing set. 
It consists of a  ball pen with blue writing refill and 
pushbutton pencil. Both is made of recycled cardboard. 
The set is completed by a cardboard case. We will print 
your advertising on both writing utensils.
Size: 15,3 × 5 × 1,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1957 Cardboard ball pen "Cramlington"
Think green! Protect the environment with this blue 
writing ball pen made of recycled cardboard, featuring 
a waved metal clip, plastic top and pusher. Thus you give 
your client a better understanding of your advertising as 
well as an environmental awareness. Furthermore the 
ball pen is packed in a nice cardboard case. We will print 
your advertising right from the clip.
Size: 15,4 × 2,7 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm

Art: 1921 Paper ball pen "Livingston"
Think green! With this blue writing ball pen made of 
recycled paper with wooden clip and plastic-top and 
pusher is it very easy. You don't just pass the message 
of your advertising: also of your environmental thinking. 
We will place your message right from the clip on the 
barrel.
Size: 40,2 × 30 × 9,5 cm
Print size: 20 × 10 cm
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Art: 1093 Sticky note pen "Antalya"
Take it everywhere you go! This ball pen set has many 
excellent features. The blue or red ball pen with plastic 
refill or the integrated post-it notes. We recommend 
printing on the coloured transparent shaft in white.
Size: 15 × 1,8 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1 cm

Art: 7468 Drop action pencil "Basel"
Astonishing! Amaze your clients with this unique drop 
action pencil (0.7mm) in pencil shape with rubber. You 
will be kept in mind. We will print your advertising on the 
shaft by means of pad printing.
Size: 18 × ø0,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,3 cm

Art: 7896 4in1 ball pen "Luebo"
Practical office all rounder. With this 4in1 ball pen you're 
well prepared in the office. The ball pen comes with 
2  refills made out of plastic in the colours of blue and 
red, one pencil as well as a highlighter. We will print your 
advertising underneath the clip on the silver shaft.
Size: 14,6 × ø1,6 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,7 cm
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Art: 1801  Plastic ball pen " Light Bulb"
Thanks to this unique ball pen with light bulb, your 
customer will never be short a brilliant idea! Just hit the 
bulb on the desk and the LED light in the frosted rubber 
ball will light up for a few seconds. This promotional gift 
is for everybody. The pen contains a blue plastic refill and 
3 long-life coin cell batteries. Your advertising will be pad 
printed in silver on the slim shaft.
Size: 19 × ø2,7 cm
Print size: 5 × 0,4 cm

Art: 1089  Plastic ball pen "Injection 1"
Don't be afraid! This funny ball pen looks like a syringe 
and contains a blue or a red ink plastic refill, depending 
on the colour of the syringe liquid. We recommend 
printing in colour on the transparent upper part.
Size: 12,7 × ø1,2 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,6 cm

Art: 3512 Highlighter set "Acapulco"
High five! You will highlight your advertising with this 
highlighter set in hand shape and will be a  populat 
companion in the office. The hand features five 
differently coloured fingers which are always at hand. 
We will print your advertising centered on the white part 
of the hand. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 9,4 × 7,4 × 1,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 4647 Koper ballpoint with lanyard
Twist ballpoint with lanyard a  great idea for all 
promotional purposes. We print your logo by pad 
printing on the plastic case.
Size: 25 × 13 × 11 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm
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Art: 1908 Highlighter "Colorado"
Bring colour in your life! These mini- highlighters are 
perfectly made for this due to their fresh colours and 
the big space for your advertising. Here you find many 
colours!
Size: 8 × 1 × 2,3 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 0373 Deskbutler "Ipanema"
Make your customers' desk more organized. With this 
desk butler you will have in future all important writing 
utensils immediately in your hand and your advertising 
always in focus. In this set you will find a plastic ball pen 
(blue ink plastic refill), a  push-pencil with 0.7mm lead 
including a rubber and four highlighters combined with 
a plastic stand. On the big front of the plastic stand we 
have enough space to place your advertising . Single 
packed in a silver coloured paper box.
Size: 10 × 3 × 14,4 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 1893 Highlighter 3 in 1 "Lucena"
Treat your client with this unique highlighter three times. 
Having a 3 in 1 function it provides a yellow, a blue and 
a  pink highlighter. By turning the top you can easily 
get the desired colour. We will print your advertising 
centered on the shaft. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 14,4 × ø2,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,5 cm
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Art: 2811 Wax crayons "Riga"
Multi-coloured! Great item for children of all ages. 
Children can let their imagination run wild. The 30 wax 
crayons are stored in a stable paper cup. Thus they are 
always quickly re-stored. We will print your advertising 
on the paper cup by means of pad printing.
Size: ø5,6 × 10,2 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 3052 Witch ball pen "Ipswich"
Bewitched! With these cute ball pens (blue writing 
refill) made of wood you will bewitch also your small 
customers. Lovingly details like felt hat, wool hair and 
funny make-up will make children's eyes beam. We will 
print your advertising in black on the wooden corpse. 
Not suitable for children under age 3.
Size: 16 × ø2,8 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,6 cm

Art: 3055 Children's ball pen "Amilly"
Fly ladybird. With these cute ball pens (blue writing 
refill) made of wood you will bewitch also your small 
customers. A special feature is the small wind wheel and 
the ladybird fixed to a  spring which makes it bounce 
funnily. We will print your advertising in black on the 
wooden shaft. Not suitable for children under age 3.
Size: 21 × ø3,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 0,5 cm
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Art: 2813 Wax crayons "Oslo"
For small and big artists! The paper box contains six 
differently coloured wax crayons, which give a lot of joy. 
They will be the favourite companion for small and big 
people. We will print your advertising on the paper box 
by means of pad printing.
Size: 5 × 9,1 × 0,9 cm
Print size: 2 × 2 cm

Art: 1132 Wooden crayons "Becky"
Kids will love these crayons and integrated sharpener 
in the blue transparent plastic cover. We will place your 
advertising on the box with pad printing.
Size: 10 × ø2,7 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 1125 Drawing set for kids "Little Picasso"
Great gift for the younger generation! With this drawing 
set the little ones can take their first drawing steps. The 
drawing set includes 10  crayons, plastic ruler (15  cm), 
plastic sharpener and various pre-printed books for 
drawing. We will put your advertising at the bottom of 
the cardboard with pad printing.
Size: 18 × 7,5 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm

Art: 1127 Wooden crayons "Minnie"
For kids only! 6 short crayons in cardboard case. We put 
your advertising on the upper part of the cardboard with 
pad printing in your desired colour.
Size: 9,3 × 4,9 × 0,9 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm
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Art: 1133 Painting set "Mickie"
Be creative! 10  short crayons and 9  wax-crayons in 
a cardboard case. This drawing set promotes creativity in 
your kids. We put your advertising on the case by means 
of pad printing.
Size: 19,5 × 7,8 × 1 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm

Art: 1134 Big wooden painting set "Maxi"
Picturesque! This big art set contains everything that any 
artist needs. Including crayons, fibre pens, wax-crayons, 
chalks, paint-box, ruler, eraser, sharpener and glue. 
Because of the solid wooden design, this case is the ideal 
travel companion. For your advertising we recommend 
pad printing on the case. Single packed in a cardboard 
box.
Size: 28 × 21 × 4,3 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 1142 Painting set for kids "Fun"
For kids only! This large art set contains everything for big 
and small kids. Including crayons, pencils, felt tip pens, 
wax-crayons, paint-box, eraser, sharpener and plastic 
paper clip, packed in a  decorative fold-out children's' 
box. We attach your advertising with a label to the box.
Size: 17,5 × 10 cm
Print size: 4,0 × 1,8 cm
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Art: 3411 Notebook "Rostock"
Colourfull elegance! Inspire your customers with this 
nice notebook with black PU cover and 160  lined 
pages. The special appearance is given by the coloured 
trimmed edge and the matching accessories like book 
mark, ball pen loop and rubbered lace. We will print 
your advertising by means of pad printing preferably 
centered on the front. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 9 × 14 × 1,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3407 A5 Notebook "Schleswig"
Glamourous! Your advertising will stand out with this 
fancy A5 notebook, stand out with your message with 
the metallic shining cover and captivate your customers. 
The notebook has 160 lined pages and a black rubbered 
closure. We will print your advertising by means of pad 
printing preferably centered on the front. Single-packed 
in poly bag.
Size: 14,5 × 21 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 2875 Set A6 notebook & ball pen "Hamburg"
Top ensemble! Your customers will love this set. Two 
top seller were combined to one fancy set. It provides 
an A6 notebook with 190 unlined pages with PU cover 
and metal ball pen with blue writing large plastic refill. 
We will print your advertising on the notebook. Laser 
engravement on the ball pen upon request. Single-
packed in box.
Size: 14,7 × 18 × 2,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 2876 Set A5 notebook & ball pen "Norderstedt"
Top ensemble! Your customers will love this set. Two 
top seller were combined to one fancy set. It provides 
an A5 notebook with 160 unlined pages with PU cover 
and metal ball pen with blue writing large plastic refill. 
We will print your advertising on the notebook. Laser 
engravement on the ball pen upon request. Single-
packed in box.
Size: 21 × 25,9 × 2 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 1928 Journalist note book "Duisburg"
A classy item in trendy nature design. Your clients will 
be perfectly equipped with this small note pad with 
160  pages. The perfect place for striking ideas. The 
cardboard cover even underlines the concern for the 
environment. It contains a bookmark, a compartment on 
the rear inside cover and can easily be closed by means 
of the rubber band on the outside. We will place your 
advertising on the cardboard cover in the lower third. 
Single packed in polybag.
Size: 9 × 14 × 1,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 1984 A6 note book "Lübeck"
Why pay more? Surprise your customer with this good-
looking and smooth PU note book for small money. An 
integrated bookmark assures to find the important notes 
immediately. Your advertising will be placed on the 
cover. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 9,3 × 14,4 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 3121 A5 note book "Kiel"
Unforgettable! With the colourful and smooth PU 
A5 note book you won't forget anything again, espacially 
not your advertising. The book consists 160  unlined 
pages and a coloured bookmark. We will print your logo 
onto the cover of the book. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 13,2 × 21,2 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 7855 Notebook "Rio Negro"
Handy companion! You can hold it in your hand, put 
it into your pocket, take it with you or leave it on the 
desk: this small notebook is universal. The 32  checked 
sheets offer space for a  lot of things. We will print your 
advertising outside in the lower part of the cover.
Size: 10,5 × 6,5 × 0,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 3 cm

Art: 7856 Notebook "Tahiti"
Useful companion! The 48 checked sheets offer space for 
a lot of thoughts. Whether you are en-route, at home or 
in the office: such a notebook can be used by everyone 
and you are everywhere with your advertising. It will be 
printed outside in the lower part of the cover.
Size: 14 × 9 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 7857 Notebook "Hurgada"
For big thoughts! These will find their space in this 
A5 notebook with 48 checked sheets. Thus no thought 
is lost or forgotten. We will print your advertising outside 
in the lower part of the cover.
Size: 21 × 14,2 × 0,6 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 8505 Notebook "Cambridge"
Hearty notes! Show your clients your big heart and 
surprise them with this nice notebook in heart shape. It 
provides 60 pages of white paper as well as a cover made 
of recycled paper. It is held by the small screw. Your 
advertising will be printed by means of pad printing in 
the middle of the heart. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 13 × 12,7 × 1,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 8504 Notebook "Hollywood"
Hollywood calling! With this funny notebook in 
telephone shape your clients will never again forget 
something - neither will you. Telephone notes, 
messages, shopping lists, etc.: everything will find its 
place on the 60  pages. The cover is made of recycled 
paper. Your advertising will be printed outside by means 
of pad printing. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 12,7 × 11 × 1,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 8503 Notebook "Middlesborough"
Homely notebook. You are working in the real estate 
branch and are looking for a  suitable gift? Then this 
notebook with 60 pages and a cover made of recycled 
paper is the right thing for you. But also other branches 
will not be forgotten with this notebook. Your advertising 
will be printed outside by means of pad printing. Single 
packed in polybag.
Size: 12,7 × 12,7 × 1,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 1907 A5 ECO Notepad "Kentwood"
Do something for the environment! With this small 
A5  notepad made of recycled paper, your advertising 
message will be received by your client in a natural way. 
The blue writing ball pen made of recycled paper fits 
perfectly to the lined pad with 120 pages. Single packed 
in a polybag. We suggest to print your logo into the right 
down corner.
Size: 15 × 21 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 1976 A6 ECO Notepad "Keystone"
Think eco-friendly! Give a  piece of nature to your 
customer with this writing pad made of recycled paper. 
This writing pad with 120  lined pages comes together 
with a blue-writing ball pen that is also made of recycled 
paper. Your advertising will be placed on the last third of 
the cover. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 11 × 14,5 × 0,6 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 3447 Notebook "Erding"
Not only for creative writers. This nice book with 
paperboard cover offers with its 160 pages a lot of space 
for sketchings, notes and more. Your customers can note 
all inside in future and will never again forget anything. 
We will print your advertising by means of pad printing 
preferably centered on the front.
Size: 25,3 × 17,8 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 8268 Adhesive note pad "Burlington"
Eco friendly is trendy! Show your customer that you 
support the environment. The note pad contains 
50  bigger and 25  smaller adhesive sheets and a  set of 
5 coloured adhesive sheets with 25 sheets each. We will 
print your logo onto the outside cover.
Size: 8 × 10,5 × 1 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 8269 Adhesive note pad "St. Louis"
Practical eco friendly office accessory. You'll prepare your 
customers perfectly for the office with this note pad. 
The pad contains 200 adhesive sheets, 25 yellow sticky 
notes, 5 sets of coloured adhesive sheets with 25 sheets 
each and a ball pen. We will pad print your logo onto the 
outside cover. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 12,3 × 13,8 × 1,6 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 3448 Notebook with marking stripes "Tulsa"
Ready to hand. This notebook with marking stripes 
is in future ready to hand for your customers. The pad 
provides 200 pages and six differently coloured marking 
stripes á 20  pages. We will print your advertising by 
means of pad printing on the outer cover. Single-packed 
in poly bag.
Size: 10 × 16 × 1,6 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm
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Art: 8270 Note pad "Dunmore"
Eco friendly giveaway! Show your customers with this 
practical note pad with 100  pages, 25  adhesive sheets 
and a  set of 5  coloured markers with 25  sheets each, 
that you take care about the environment. We will print 
your advertising onto the outside cover. Single packed 
in a polybag.
Size: 9,3 × 13,2 × 0,9 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 8267 Sticky notes "Cartago"
Everybody needs them! With this sticky notes in a eco 
friendly cardboard, your customers will have your help 
always when they need it. It has a  set of 5  adhesive 
sheets with 20 sheets each. We will pad print your logo 
onto the outside of the cardboard.
Size: 8 × 6 × 0,30 cm
Print size: 4 × 3 cm

Art: 3424 Sticky note stripes with hand "Like"
Thumbs up for your advertising! Become a  popular 
companion with this practical office accessory. The 
item made of cardboard box features a book mark, five 
differently coloured highlighting stripes (15 sheets) and 
a  note pad with sticky notes (15  sheets). We will print 
your advertising centered on the hand by means of pad 
printing. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 22,2 × 6 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 1 cm
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Art: 1608 Sticky note book "Amarillo"
This sticky note set contains everything you need: 
a  yellow and a  rose-coloured sticky note pad with 
approx. 90 sheet and 5 different colours of marker stripes 
with 90 pieces respectively. Comes in a polybag. We will 
print your logo in the middle of the cover.
Size: 17 × 8,5 × 1,9 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm

Art: 1283 Adhesive notepad "Palma"
Keep in mind - making notes and adhering to them is 
no longer a  problem. This practical adhesive notepad 
contains 100 bigger and 100 smaller adhesive sheets as 
well as 5 sets of coloured adhesive sheets with 25 sheets 
each. Everything is wrapped in a white hard cover. We 
suggest to print your advertising on the cover in your 
desired colours.
Size: 8 × 10,5 × 1,7 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm
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Art: 8521 Writing case "Fillmore"
Affordable! Are you looking for a  competitive writing 
case? Then you are right here. This PVC-made case 
provides a  writing pad with 30  lined sheets and two 
insertion corners, offering you all you need. We will print 
you advertising outside on the case. Single packed in 
polybag.
Size: 24,4 × 31,5 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm

Art: 4903 Conference folder A4 "El Salvador"
Organise yourself! Your can use this fancy folder with 
a  270  degrees zipper either for studies or for business. 
Besides a  lined pad with 60  pages the folder provides 
7 compartments with transparent tabs to hold your own 
labels, which are closed by a Velcro fastener. A additional 
9 compartments provide organisation and fast access to 
documents. The inside of the folder is made of PVC and 
the outside made of 600 D polyester. We recommend to 
place your advertising on the cover.
Size: 35,8 × 28 × 3,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 1011 Conference folder A4 "Panama"
The conference folder with a 270 degrees zipper made 
of sturdy 600  D polyester has a  curved matt soft PU 
panel. Besides a large compartment on the back of the 
folder, it has many compartments inside and contains 
an unlined pad with 40 pages. We recommend to place 
your advertising on the outside in the lower left corner 
or on the soft PU panel preferably in matt silver. Single 
packed in a polybag.
Size: 34 × 25,5 × 3,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 3049 A4 writing map "Athen"
Fancy writing map made of sturdy 600D polyester. It 
supplies a  pad with 20  pages and date head, ball pen 
loop and compartment. We will print your advertising 
outside on the PU stripe. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 24,6 × 32,2 × 1 cm
Print size: 5 × 2,5 cm

Art: 2869 A4 writing map "San Marino"
Exquisite! Your customers will be perfectly prepared for 
the next meeting with this elegant PU map. It features 
a  calculator (dual power), pad (20  pages), 8  small 
compartments, 3  ball pen loops, a  large compartment 
and a small zipper compartment outside on the cover. 
We will engrave your advertising on the metal plate. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 26,4 × 32,7 × 3 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,5 cm
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Art: 8990 A4 folder "Fujin"
Classy! This nice A4  folder made of sturdy microfibre 
outside and robust 600D polyester inside will wow your 
customers. It can easily be opened and closed by means 
of the rubber band. Inside it provides a pad, two business 
and credit card compartments, a pocket compartment 
and a  ball pen latch. We will apply your advertising 
outside on the PU stripe upright. Single packed in 
polybag.
Size: 24,5 × 32 × 2 cm
Print size: 5 × 3,5 cm

Art: 8989 A5 folder "Daan"
Fancy! Treat your customers with this great A5  folder 
made of beautiful microfibre outside and 600D polyester 
inside. It can easily be opened and closed by means of 
the grey rubber band. Inside it provides a  pad as well 
as two credit card and business card compartments, 
a pocket compartmetn and ball pen latch. We will apply 
your advertising outside on the PU stripe upright. Single 
packed in polybag.
Size: 17 × 23 × 2 cm
Print size: 5 × 2,5 cm
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Art: 8966 Business card holder "Ovada"
Exquisite! Your customers will be delighted by this high-
quality business card holder. Due to its enjoyably soft PU 
surface and all the practical pocket compartments this 
nice holder is a welcome companion. The closure with 
its latch prevents loss of one of the valuable cards. We 
will apply your advertising by means of laser engraving 
at the front on the clasp, which underlines the elegant 
character of the item. Single packed in a  box and 
polybag.
Size: 11,1 × 8,7 × 1,3 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,8 cm

Art: 8964 A5 folder "Trezzo"
Extravagant! Inspire your customers with this nice 
A5  folder. The folder captivates by its noble design 
and the extra soft PU cover. Inside it provides a pocket 
compartment, business card compartment and a  ball 
pen latch. The pad with approx. 50 pages is also included 
in delivery. We will apply your advertising by means of 
laser engraving on the metal closure outside. Single 
packed in a box and polybag.
Size: 18 × 23 × 2,7 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,8 cm

Art: 8965 A4 folder "Reggello"
Pure elegance! Treat your customers with this noble 
A4 folder. The super fancy folder provides a high-quality 
comfortable soft PU cover, two pocket compartments 
and two business card compartments and a  ball pen 
latch inside. All is completes by the pad with approx. 
50 pages, which is already included in delivery. We will 
apply your advertising by means of laser engraving 
outside on the closure. Single packed in a  box and 
polybag.
Size: 25 × 31,3 × 2,8 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,8 cm
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Art: 2171 A5 Conference folder "Algier"
Elegant conference folder with a  270  degrees zipper 
and special accessories like finest bonded leather, 
stainless steel plate for your laser engraving, coloured 
highlight and finest twin seam stitching made of strong 
bright thread. Inside the conference folder is fitted with 
high-quality microfiber. A  lined A5  pad with 60  pages 
is already included. This is a  legally protected design. 
Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 24 × 18,5 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1,2 cm

Art: 2172 A4 Conference folder "Johannesburg"
Elegant conference folder with special accessories like 
finest bonded leather, stainless steel plate for your laser 
engraving, coloured highlight and finest twin seam 
made of strong bright thread. Inside the conference 
folder is fitted with high-quality microfiber. A  lined 
A4 pad with 60 pages is already included. This is a legally 
protected design. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 32,5 × 26 × 2 cm
Print size: 3,8 × 1,4 cm

Art: 2056 Business card holder "Eton"   
Elegant business card holder with special accessories like 
finest bonded leather, stainless steel plate for your laser 
engraving, magnetic catch and finest twin seam made of 
strong bright thread. Inside the case is fitted with high-
quality microfiber.
Size: 10,5 × 2,2 × 6,7 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 0,8 cm
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Art: 2187 Conference bag A4 "Wall Street"
Elegant conference bag with a 270 degrees zipper and 
special accessories like finest bonded leather, stainless 
steel plate for your laser engraving, coloured highlight 
and finest twin seam stitching made of strong bright 
thread. Inside the conference folder is constructed 
from high-quality microfiber. Comes with a  4  D-ring 
mechanism and calculator with all important functions 
(inclusive one coin cell battery) and a lined A5 pad with 
60 pages is already included. This is a  legally protected 
design. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 36,5 × 28 × 6,5 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 2180 A4 Conference folder "Cape Town"
Elegant conference folder with a 270 degrees zipper and 
special accessories like finest bonded leather, stainless 
steel plate for your laser engraving, coloured highlight 
and finest twin seam stitching made of strong bright 
thread. Inside the conference folder is constructed from 
high-quality microfiber. A  calculator with all important 
functions (inclusive one coin cell battery) and a  lined 
A5 pad with 60 pages is already included. This is a legally 
protected design. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 35 × 27 × 5 cm
Print size: 3,8 × 1,4 cm
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Art: 7908 Business card holder "Oakdale"
Premium business card holder! This super soft business 
card holder is made out of the finest artificial leather. It 
has space for 20 business cards. We will pad print your 
logo below the PU stripe. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 10,4 × 6,9 × 1,9 cm
Print size: 5 × 0,7 cm

Art: 8266 Conference folder "Orion"
Luxurious travel accessory! Because of it's size, this 
conference folder helps in all situations. The super 
soft folder is made out of finest artificial leather and 
contains the most important implements like a  loop 
on the in and outside for a ball pen, one compartment, 
a calculator and a pad with 30 pages. We will pad print 
your advertising on the front lower right corner. Single 
packed in a polybag.
Size: 9,8 × 13,8 × 2,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 7904 A5 Conference folder "Hudson"
Elegant conference folder made out extravagant 
artificial leather. The super soft bonded leather of the 
conference bag is made to perfection, it feels like real 
leather. Your customers will be impressed of the quality. 
Inside you can find all you need like a loop on the in and 
outside for a ball pen, A5 pad with 30  lined pages and 
2 compartments. We will place your advertising on the 
front lower right corner. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 18 × 23,5 × 1,8 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 7903 A4 Conference folder "Katano"
Why real leather for a high price? This luxury conference 
folder made out of super soft artificial leather is made 
to perfection and feels like real leather. Your customers 
won't feel the difference. Inside you can find all you need 
like a loop on the in and outside for a ball pen, A4 pad 
with 30 lined pages and 3 compartments. We will place 
your advertising on the front lower right corner. Single 
packed in a polybag.
Size: 24,5 × 33 × 1,3 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 2877 A4 writing map "Chesterfield"
Ideal companion for every meeting. Your customers 
will be perfectly equipped for the next meeting with 
this nice PVC and 210D polyester map. It features a pad 
(30  pages), ball pen loop, compartment and business 
card compartment plus note clip, where you can easily 
attach handouts etc. We will print your advertising 
outside on the PU stripe. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 23,5 × 32 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 7906 A4 Conference folder "Isa"
Pure luxury! Put a  smile into your customers face with 
this fancy and super soft artificial leather conference 
folder. Inside you can find all you need like a  loop on 
the in and outside for a ball pen, calculator, A4 pad with 
30  lined pages and 6  compartments. You can't loose 
anything inside the folder because of the zipper. We 
will pad print your advertising on the front lower right 
corner. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 26,9 × 35 × 4 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 7907 A4 Conference bag "Newheaven"
For the perfect performance! You will be well prepared 
with this elegant and super soft artificial leather 
conference folder. The bag comes with a  4  D-ring 
mechanism, a loop on the in and outside for a  ball pen, 
7 compartments, zipper, and a A4 pad with 30 pages. We 
will print your advertising on the front lower right corner. 
Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 26,8 × 36,7 × 5,8 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 2867 Writing map with tablet holder "Maine"
Multifunctional elegance. Inspire your customers 
with this elegant writing map (material: outside high-
quality microfibre, inside PU) with functional additional 
use. It provides a  lined pad (20  pages), ball pen loop, 
4  compartments and tablet holder. With more than 
8  rubber bands you can attach all current tablets in 
upright or diagonal position. We will engrave your 
advertising outside on the metal plate of the closure. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 24,7 × 33,1 × 2,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm

Art: 2868 Car tablet holder "Derry"
The ideal travel companion! Become a  welcome travel 
companion for your customers with this practical map 
(material: PU). You can easily attach a tablet to the head-
rest in the car and start the entertainment programme. 
It features 8 rubber bands and is suitable for all current 
tablets. Furthermore it provides a  large compartment 
and three further rubbers bands for e.g. needed cables, 
etc. We will print your advertising centered on the 
compartment. Thus your advertising will always be seen. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 21,5 × 28 × 2,7 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 3051 A4 writing map "Ottawa"
Modern PU writing map. The large compartment 
outside males the map special. Here you can easily store 
a tablet and operate it through the foil. Thus you don't 
have to pack and unpack it the whole time. Furthermore 
it provides a  pad (20  pages), 4  small compartments, 
mobile phone compartment and large compartment. 
We will print your advertising underneath the 4  small 
compartments inside. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 25,5 × 32,5 × 2,2 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 2225 Metal business card holder "Wales"   
Classic business card holder made of matt aluminium. 
We recommend to laser-engrave your advertising on the 
cover, each case is packed individually in a  cardboard 
box.
Size: 9,3 × 5,7 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 2201 Metal business card holder "Derby"
Make a great impression and protect your business cards 
with this sturdy business card holder made of shiny 
metal. The top cover provides a perfect advertising area 
for your laser engraving. Each case is packed individually 
in a cardboard box.
Size: 9,4 × 6 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 2206 Metal business card holder "Cornwall"     
Present yourself - your cards are protected in this solid 
metal business card holder made of matt metal which 
leaves a  good impression! The top cover provides 
a perfect advertising area for your laser engraving. Each 
case is packed individually in a cardboard box.
Size: 9,4 × 6 × 0,6 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 8626 Business card case "Mainz"
2 in 1! Elegant business card holder made of metall with 
PU cover. A highlight are the two separate compartments 
(for 10 cards each). Thus your clients can easily separate 
their own cards from the foreign ones. We will place your 
advertising on the metall emblem by means of laser 
engravement. Single-packed in a box.
Size: 9,5 × 6,3 × 1,6 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1 cm
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Art: 3475 Bluetooth selfie remote control "Madera"
Trendy! Be trendy with this bluetooth remote control. 
You can easily make your selfies without wrenching 
or shaking. Just connect the remote with your mobile 
phone via bluetooth and start shooting. Compatible 
with all Android 4.2.2 OS or newer and IOS 6.0 or newer 
device. We will print your advertising by means of pad 
printing on the back of the remote control. Single-
packed in a box.
Size: 5,2 × 3,4 × 1 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 3484 Selfie stick "Ancona"
Hip! The perfect gadget for the selfie hype and perfect 
amendment to our bluetooth selfie remote control. Be 
a cool companion with this stick. Selfies of even larger 
groups of people or from other great perspectives can 
be made. Just attach your mobile phone, activate the 
automatic release and just start. For all who have no 
automatic release, we recommend our bluetooth selfie 
remote control. We will print your advertising on a label 
and stick it to the single packing. Single-packed in poly 
bag.
Size: adjustable 20 -> 106 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 8769 Mobile phone holder "Beverly Hills"
Nice silicone mobile phone holder. Suitable for all 
popular smart phones and tablet PCs. By its suction 
cup it can easily be attached to the back side or to the 
desk. Thus a comfortable angle of view to the device is 
guaranteed. The large surface offers a  lot of space for 
your advertising, which we will make by means of pad 
printing. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 4 × 3,8 × 3,5 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 8957 Mobile phone holder "Barnsley"
Useful and modern at once. This elegant designer mobile 
phone holder offers all kind of mobile and smart phones 
sufficient space and a fancy place on every desk. It was 
made of aluminum. The black lacquering enhances 
the white-silver laser engraving and accentuates your 
advertising extremely well. We will apply your advertising 
centralized at the front. Single packed in a box.
Size: 3,5 × 5,1 × 2,9 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 1 cm

Art: 8976 Mobile phone holder with cleaning cloth 
"Barra"
Practical desk accessory! This mobile phone holder 
offers sufficient space for all kinds of mobile and smart 
phones and provides also a  microfibre cleaning cloth. 
Thus annoying finger prints on the display have no 
chance anymore. As it can be easily and quickly folded, it 
is especially suited for journeys. The large printing space 
offers by its white ground enough space for multi-colour 
printing. We will apply your advertising centred by 
means of pad printing.The quoted prices are per colour 
and side. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 6 × 9,4 × 0,9 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm
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Art: 2864 Smart phone bag "Bordeaux"
This small silicon bag (1 mm) with adhesive foil on the 
back is a stylish companion. It can easily be attached to 
the back of the smart phone and offers space for credit 
cards, business cards and many more. We will print your 
advertising centered on the bag. Single-packed in poly 
bag.
Size: 5,6 × 0,3 × 8,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3455 Smartphone bag with stand-up "Monte 
Carlo"
2  in 1. Become a  trendy companion with this small 
silicon bag (1 mm). It can easily be fixed to the back of 
the smartphone by means of the adhesive foil. The bag 
can be used for e.g. credit cards, business cards and more 
and provides also a folding stand-up for mobile phones. 
We will print your advertising right or left of the stand-up 
on the bag. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 9,4 × 5,7 × 0,6 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm
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Art: 8498 Mobile phone holder "Emden"
Noble metal mobile phone holder. A  gem on every 
desk. Enthuse your clients with this fancy mobile 
phone holder. A highlight is the rubbered middle part. 
Just apply your mobile phone to it, push slightly and it 
will hold as if by magic. We will place your advertising 
by means of laser engraving on the lower shiny metal 
emblem. Single packed in a box.
Size: 9,8 × 7,2 × 4,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm

Art: 3277 Anti-slip pad "Santana"
Anti-slip! The ideal companion for your car. Everything 
stays at its place with this anti-slip pad. By its sticky 
surface and lower side it sticks to every surface and 
keeps mobiles phones, GPS, etc at its place. Thus nothing 
can slide away while driving. Just clean under running 
water. We will print your advertising on a label and stick 
it to the smooth surface.
Size: 14,7 × 9 × 0,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 8768 Tablet PC holder "Illinois"
Practical for all purposes. Whether at home or on the 
way - you can use this tablet PC everywhere. Due to 
its little weight and the space-saving folding function, 
it fits into every bag. Of course it can also be used as 
mobile phone holder or MP3 player holder. We will place 
your advertising on the back, preferably in silver. Single 
packed in polybag.
Size: 7,5 × 7 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 8620 Mobile phone holder "Lodsch"
Stored away! This funny flexible manikin stores away your 
mobile phone perfectly even when charging. Due to the 
flexible metall bars under the rubbered surface it can be 
adapted to any mobile phone and can easily be hung 
with its hook on the recharger. We print your advertising 
centered on the belly. Single-packed in a poly bag.
Size: 15 × 0,5 × 20,3 cm
Print size: 3 × 1,5 cm

Art: 2799 Mobile phone sock "Glasgow"
Stylish! Practical mobile phone sock made of knit 
stretch. Due to the flexible material, the sock is suitable 
for almost all mobile phones. Due to the cord with 
protection closure the mobile phone can be carried 
around the neck. It can easily be removed or attached by 
means of the metallic snap hook. We will laser-engrave 
your advertising on the rubbered surface.
Size: 11,8 × 6 × 1 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 0,9 cm
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Art: 3327 USB stick "Wallington"
Nice travelling duo! With this practical charger for the 
cigarette lighter in the car, your clients are prepared for 
everything. It supplies an 1  amper and one 2.1  amper 
connection. Thus you can either charge a  smartphone 
or a tablet PC. We will place your advertising on the edge 
by means of pad printing. Single-packed in a poly-bag.
Size: 6 × ø3,1 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 0,8 cm

Art: 8628 Earphones "Warwick"
Music to go! With these earphones your clients can enjoy 
their favourite music everywhere. The soft silicone caps 
provide comfortable wearing. Due to its 3.5  mm plug 
connection the earphones are adaptable to all current 
device. The earphones can be stored safely and quickly 
in the plastic box. We will print your advertising centred 
on the transparent cover. Single-packed in a poly bag.
Size: 6,5 × 6 × 1,7 cm
Print size: 3 × 2,5 cm

Art: 8863 USB charger "Norwich"
Practical! The perfect accessory for every car. You can 
easily charge all current smartphones and more with 
this USB charger. Just plug in into the cigarette lighter in 
your car. We will print your advertising by means of pad 
printing on the charger. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 5,5 × ø2,4 cm
Print size: 2 × 1 cm
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Art: 2836 Mobile phone cover "Preston"
Protective! Due to this practical plastic cover your 
customers' mobile phone will be protected on the 
beach and can still be used. By its special closure the 
cover can be closed watertight. Just close the two 
zippers, fold the edge twice and close with the push 
buttons. Thus the mobile phone is protected from water 
and sand and can still be used through the foil. We will 
print your advertising on the black edge of the cover. 
Single-packed in a poly bag.
Size: 22 × 11,7 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm

Art: 2835 Tablet cover "Malta"
Protective! Due to this practical plastic cover your 
customers' tablets will be protected on the beach and 
can still be used. By its special closure the cover can be 
closed watertight. Just close the two zippers, fold the 
edge twice and close with the push buttons. Thus the 
tablet is protected from water and sand and can still be 
used through the foil. We will print your advertising on 
the black edge of the cover. Single-packed in a poly bag.
Size: 34,6 × 23,1 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 2 cm
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Art: 3028 Power bank "Malibu"
Power to go! Never bother about an exhausted battery 
again - this is simply possible with this rechargeable 
power bank.  The small battery has a  capacity 
of  2.200  mAh,  which is sufficient for fully charging all 
current smart phones.  By means of the supplied USB 
cable, it can easily be charged on the PC and due to 
the USB connection all commercial charging cables can 
be used for charging smart phones.  We will print your 
advertising on one side. Single-packed in box.
Size: 9 × 2,4 × 2,4 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,2 cm

Art: 3513 Power bank "Miami Beach"
Power to go! Don't worry about a  flat battery any 
longer. This is easily possible with thie metal power 
bank. The small battery has a  capacity of 2.200  mAh, 
which is enough for charging all current smartphones 
completely. Via the supplied USB cable the battery can 
easily be charged at the PC and via the USB connection 
all current charging cables of the smartphones can be 
used to charge them. We will engrave your advertising 
on one side. Single-packed in box.
Size: 9,5 × 2,4 × 2,2 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,5 cm
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Art: 3514 Power bank "Kingsville"
Power to go! Don't worry about a flat battery any longer. 
This is easily possible with this power bank. The small 
battery has a  capacity of 4.500  mAh, which is enough 
for charging all current smartphones completely. Via the 
supplied USB cable the battery can easily be charged at 
the PC and via the USB connection all current charging 
cables of the smartphones or tablets can be used to 
charge them. We will engrave your advertising on one 
side. Single-packed in box.
Size: 12 × 6,7 × 1 cm
Print size: 5 × 5 cm

Art: 3029 Metal power bank "Port Hope"
Power to go! Don't worry about a  flat battery any 
longer. This is easily possible with thie metal power 
bank. The small battery has a  capacity of 2.200  mAh, 
which is enough for charging all current smartphones 
completely. Via the supplied USB cable the battery can 
easily be charged at the PC and via the USB connection 
all current charging cables of the smartphones can be 
used to charge them. We will engrave your advertising 
on one side. Single-packed in box.
Size: 9,5 × 2,2 × 2,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,2 cm
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Art: 1820 Computer mouse "Springfield"
Fancy computer mouse for on the go! The computer 
mouse guarantees easy working on a  laptop. The 
mouse got a  rubber finishing for a  nice handling and 
a 0,75 meter long extendable cable. We will laser engrave 
your advertising onto the mouse. Single packed in 
a black cardboard box.
Size: 14,8 × 4,4 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 1 × 1 cm

Art: 8771 USB hub "Rotterdam"
Modern USB hub 2.0 with three connections, captivating 
by its clear and simple design. It was consciously 
reduced to the basics, thus pushing your advertising to 
the foreground. We will place it by means of pad printing 
on the top of the USB hub. Single packed in a box.
Size: 23,4 × 2 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,3 cm

Art: 9039 USB hub with mouse pad "Maranello"
Individual! Are you still looking for an adequate gift 
for your clients, that can be used in office as well as 
en-route and furthermore can be created according to 
your wishes and visions? Then you are right here. The 
practical mouse pad with USB hub 2.0  (3  connections) 
offers a  large space for your individual advertising and 
is especially suited for journeys due to its easy handling. 
Single packed in cardboard box.
Size: 17,2 × 6 × 4,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 2141 USB set "Massachusetts"
The ideal equipment for any laptop. Anyone who 
works often with texts and figures in Excel and Word, 
appreciates an extra number input. To work even better, 
the set provides an optical mouse with a  0.75  meter 
extension cable, a RJ-45 modem cable and a 4-fold USB 
hub 1.1  with connection cable. We recommend your 
advertising in matt silver on the nylon case. The set is 
packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 14,5 × 16,5 × 5 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 1800 USB set "Silicon Valley"
Perfect travel accessory! This USB set contains everything 
you need for travelling: a  computer mouse, two USB 
extension cables and solar charger with different 
adapters for cell phones, digital cameras, PDAs, MP3- and 
MP4 players. Everything is nicely packed in a silver nylon 
case. We will place your advertising onto the outside of 
the case. Single packed in a silver cardboard box.
Size: 22 × 16 × 4,2 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 2006 Plastic paper knife "Sacramento"
Absolutely practical! This handy letter opener with 
a sharp metal blade is so well-made that you will have 
fun opening invoices. The white middle part is perfect for 
a multi-colour print. We suggest to print your advertising 
in your desired colours within the white frame.
Size: 7,5 × 5 × 0,4 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,2 cm

Art: 2407 Plastic memo holder "Cube"
Simple and practical! This silver-lacquered plastic memo 
holder with solid wire rope and metal alligator clip keeps 
your desk orderly! Everything has its place, let it be 
business cards, photographs or notes. We recommend 
to print your advertising directly onto one side of the 
cube. Packed individually in a polybag.
Size: 10,5 × 2,5 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 2 × 2 cm

Art: 8394 Pen holder "Blankenburg"
Fits perfect onto every desk. The little office accessory 
offers a pen holder, a business card holder and a storage 
for paper clips. We will pad print your advertising onto 
the box. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 4,6 × 4,6 × 4,6 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 3 cm

Art: 1963 Los Angeles paper clip dispenser
Paper clip dispenser with 20 pcs of paper clips. The item 
looks nice on every desk offering a  great advertizing 
surface for your logo which would be printed by pad 
printing.
Size: 15,4 × 2,7 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 2767 Ruler with post it's "Oria"
Practical office accessory. This ruler offers besides the cm 
and inch scale post it's with 40 sheets, coloured post it's 
with each 20 sheets and 8 paper clips. We will pad print 
your logo above the post it's. Single packed in a  poly 
bag.
Size: 14,8 × 5,9 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 3 cm

Art: 8793 Compass "Claremont"
Encircled! The perfect gift for all students. The compass 
provides a lead and one spare leads. We will place your 
advertising outside on the plastic case by means of pad 
printing.
Size: 11,5 × 1,4 × 1 cm
Print size: 2 × 3 cm

Art: 3315 Multi-functional ruler "Bolzano"
Multi-functional! Nice accessory for your desk! Besides 
a ruler with cm and inch indication it provides a magnifier 
with 2.5-fold enlargement and seven coloured marking 
strips with 25 sheets each. We will place your advertising 
by means of pad printing centred on the transparent 
cover. Single-packed in poly-bag.
Size: 13,2 × 5,6 × 1 cm
Print size: 5 × 3,5 cm

Art: 0011 Nürnberg memo and name card dispenser
Do you need a practical desk top item? POP-UP memoholder 
including ?? Memo sheets. Just push the top and take your 
paper. It holds your business cards to have it always available. 
We recommend to put your logo on the top of the item by 
pad printing.
Size: 11 × 8 × 5,5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 3,5 cm
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Art: 1929 Permanent calendar "Fehmarn"
Ultra flat and long-lasting. Stay at your customer's desk 
with this permanent calendar. The black frame can be 
set up to a new week over and over just by switching. 
Due to its ultra flat design it is the ideal mailing item. We 
will print your advertising underneath the date display. 
Single packed in polybag.
Size: 14 × 12,2 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm

Art: 1956 Magnet pin board "Elmshorn"
You will not forget anything ever again! With this magnet 
pin board your clients will never miss an important 
appointment. The board features a  clock, a  calendar, 
a writable magnet board with 6 black magnets and two 
pens (black and red), a weekly schedule and a pin board 
with 6 black pins. Single packed in a box. We will place 
your advertising at the right lower corner.
Size: 59,7 × 40 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 1,5 cm

Art: 0014 Kosice mini stapler
Mini stapler made of translucent plastik. The item offers 
an ideal place for your advertisment. We recommend to 
print your logo on the top of the stapler by pad printing.
Size: 7 × 5 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 0,8 cm
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Art: 1030 Acrylic desk pen holder "Madrid"
Clear and simple design is characteristic of this acrylic 
desk pen holder with silver front. Everything is within 
reach. This pen pot has a  large display showing time, 
date, day and room temperature (C/F). Additionally, it has 
an alarm function (9 different tones), birthday reminder 
and countdown. Each pen holder is packed individually 
in a  cardboard box, a  coin cell battery is included too. 
We recommend to pad-print your advertising below the 
multifunctional display in your desired colour.
Size: 12 × 10,5 × 5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 2728 Multi-functional desk clock "Addison"
Tidy! This multi-functional desk clock offers next to the 
time index (12h/24h), date index, week index, alarm with 
snooze function and a business card and ball pen holder. 
We will pad print your advertising onto the frame. A coin 
cell battery is already included. Single packed in a  gift 
box.
Size: 9,4 × 9,4 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 0,5 cm

Art: 2503 Photo frame desk clock "Phoenix"
2  in 1! A  high-quality silver-lacquered plastic frame for 
a  picture (10  ×  15  cm) and a  single-line display that 
shows time, alarm clock with snooze-function (rings 
after another 5  minutes), date, day and temperature 
(C/F). 1 coin cell battery is already included in the single 
cardboard box. We recommend to print your advertising 
in your desired colours below the display.
Size: 19 × 18,5 × 1,6 cm
Print size: 10 × 2,5 cm
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Art: 0242 Desk calculator " Enschede"
Typing like on the PC. This remarkable dual power desk 
calculator with PC keyboard impresses not only with 
its easy handling, as well as with its beautiful design. 
This jewel on every desk is in simple black with a silver 
coloured border. We will place your advertising above 
the display. Single packed in a paper box.
Size: 16 × 9,5 × 1 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,5 cm

Art: 8564 Desk calculator "Bergen"
Big dual power desk calculator with all important 
functions! The angle of the display can be adjusted, 
so you can see clearly the figures and results of its 
12  digits display. Its optimal advertising surface is 
directly underneath the display. The PC keyboard makes 
calculating a pleasure and its dual function (battery and 
solar zone) makes sure that you'll always have fun with 
counting. Packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 15,5 × 17 × 2 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 2112 Plastic calculator and ruler "Iceland"
Dual power (battery- and solar-powered) - ruler with an 
integrated 8-digits calculator. The surface next to the 
number pad is perfect for your advertising. Measuring 
range 20 cm and 8 inch respectively. Packed in a single 
cardboard box.
Size: 21 × 5,5 × 1,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3046 Scientist's calculator "New Haven"
One for all purposes! Your customers will be prepared 
for all kind of situation with this scientific calculator. It 
features more than 56  different calculating functions. 
Please oblige the manual, all calculating functions are 
explained in detail. A coin cell is included in delivery. We 
will pad print your advertising onto the cover. Single-
packed in box.
Size: 7,4 × 12,2 × 1,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 3 cm
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Art: 3048 XXL calculator "Nola"
Think big! Large plastic calculator. Your customers 
will never again lose the overview and will always see 
your advertising. The numbers can be seen from every 
angle on the large 12  digits display. We will print your 
advertising by means of pad printing above the display. 
One AA battery is included in delivery. Single-packed in 
box.
Size: 21,5 × 15,8 × 5,3 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,2 cm

Art: 3047 Calculator "Dorchester"
For more colour in your life! Bring more colour in your customers daily 
routine with this calculator. Whether in red or blue: with this plastic and 
metall-made calculator you will set your advertising in broad light. We 
will print in by means of pad printing above the 12 digits display. One 
coin cell is included in delivery. Single-packed in box.
Size: 10,1 × 13,8 × 2,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm

Art: 9969 LOGO calculator
LOGO calculator with extra large advertising surface for 
your slogen. We print your logo on the display by pad 
printing.
Size: 11,5 ø × 9 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,5 cm
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Art: 2771 Desk clock "Hallein"
This elegant desk clock is a great way to always keep 
reminding your customers, with it's beautiful silver 
design and alarm function. The silver base offers lots 
of space for your logo, which will be pad printed. 
Please also order 1 AA battery, see coverpage. The 
desk clock is single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 8,9 × 10,9 × 4 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm

Art: 1230 Travelling clock "Prague"
The ideal companion for your journeys! You'll never sleep late again 
with this practical, fold-away quartz travel clock made of frosted 
ABS plastic. The foldable protective cover makes for a  sturdy stand. 
The easy handling facilitates a fast and uncomplicated setting of the 
desired alarm time. With its ideal diameter of 7.8 cm it is your perfect 
travel companion. Please order also a AA battery see last page inside. 
We suggest to place your advertising on the cover preferably in silver. 
The alarm clock is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: ø7,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 1019 Flexible man "Santa Cruz"
Pure flexibility! Finally a man to twist as you please! This 
clock man with alarm function and a memo clip at the 
back of its head is a  real eye catcher on your desk. It 
contains the following functions: time, alarm function, 
date and second indicator. 1 coin cell battery and a single 
cardboard box are already included. We recommend to 
print your advertising onto the chest by pad printing.
Size: 7 × 10 × 4 cm
Print size: 2 × 1 cm

Art: 1821 Firenze 3 in 1 clock
Firenze 3 in 1 desk clock with all the features you need 
and two different torch functions. It is a  nice gift for 
everybody. We recommend to print your logo on the 
white body by pad printing.
Size: 14,8 × 4,4 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 1 × 1 cm
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Art: 2772 Desk clock "Bischofshofen"
Chic desk clock. This retro style plastic desk clock with 
alarm function will bring style onto any desk. We will 
pad print your advertising below the dial onto the frame. 
Please also order 1 AA battery, see coverpage. The desk 
clock is single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 12,4 × 12,6 × 4 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 1507 Metal travelling clock "Lausanne"
Fashionable and practical at the same time! A  robust 
metal body and precise technology present themselves 
in this easy to handle travel clock. We suggest to place 
your advertising by means of laser engraving on the 
silver-shiny cover. A coin cell battery and cardboard box 
are already included.
Size: 6,5 × 6,3 × 2,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3542 LCD desk clock "Memphis"
Fancy and practical! Great desk clock made of plastic 
with alarm function. It has the following features: time 
display (12 hours/24 hours), alarm function with snooze 
button (tunable for dayly function, at work days, Mo-Sa), 
date display, temperature display (°C/°F) and touch field 
at the top for activating the display light and the alarm. 
We will print your advertising right or left of the touch 
field. Single-packed in box. Three AAA batteries included 
in delivery. Just order it with the desk clock, see last page.
Size: 13,6 × 7,6 × 4,5 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 2 cm
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Art: 2894 Touch screen watch "Nizza"
Modern silicon touch screen watch. Surprise your 
customers with this sporty silicon wrist watch. By slightly 
pushing the center of the watch, you can activate the 
date display. In order to increase the lifetime of the 
battery, the display goes out after a couple of seconds. 
By pushing anew you can activate it again at any time. 
We will engrave your advertising underneath the dial. 
One coin cell battery included in delivery. Single-packed 
in poly bag.
Size: 25,5 × 4 × 0,7 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 1996 Wall clock with all over clock face "Bel 
Air"
Finally you can create your own clock face! This wall 
clock makes it possible: Your layout will be printed by 
means of a transfer foil and afterwards the clock hands 
will be applied. Please note that the clock hands come 
separately if you order plain stock. Please order one AA 
battery separately. Comes in a single box.
Size: 22,9 × 22,9 × 1,6 cm
Print size: 22,2 × 22 cm

Art: 3499 Wall clock with allover clock face 
"Venice"
Finally possible! Create your own clock face as you like. 
There is no insert clock face with limited space for your 
advertising. Fell free to create your own advertising. 
We will print your layout directly on the clock face by 
means of digital printing. Attention: When ordering plain 
stock, please keep in mind that clock face and hands 
are supplied separatedly. Mounting is made only after 
printing. One AA battery is not included, just order it 
together with the clock (see last page). Single-packed 
in box.
Size: ø25 cm
Print size: ø25 cm
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Art: 2706 Wall clock "Pineville"
Chic wall clock with branding! You can easy print onto 
the dial of the wall clock, because you can easy click the 
complete dial out. We'll print your logo onto the dial just 
below the 12. Exclusive a AA-battery (order it with, as you 
see on the last page of the catalogue). Single packed in 
a gift box.
Size: ø22,7 × 4,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 2,5 cm

Art: 2720 Wall clock "Tripoli"
Small but tough! Your customers will be happy to order 
this wall clock made out of aluminium. The wall clock 
gets the stylish look through the shiny silver digits and 
the white dial. We will laser engrave your logo onto the 
matt finished aluminium frame. Exclusive a  AA-battery 
(order it with, as you see on the last page of the 
catalogue). Single packed in a gift box.
Size: ø15 × 4 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,5 cm

Art: 2773 2in1 clock "Eisenstadt"
Classic wall clock. This clock is specially designed to be 
a wall or desk clock. The clock offers also lots of space 
below the dial for your big advertising. We will pad 
print your logo onto the mentioned position. Please 
order also 1 AA battery see coverpage. Single packed in 
a cardboard box.
Size: 15 × 19,5 × 4,3 cm
Print size: 9 × 5 cm
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Art: 1213 Plastic wall clock "Den Haag"
Time at one glance! This elegant wall clock will 
fascinate you with its white clock face and the matt 
silver surface. Besides the time it also displays humidity 
and temperature. Decorates any wall! There's enough 
space for your advertising between hygrometer and 
thermometer. Please order also 1  AA battery see 
last page inside. The wall clock is packed in a  single 
cardboard box.
Size: 27,5 × 32 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 7,5 × 6 cm

Art: 3043 Sticky wall clock "Lucca"
For free minds! Your customers can create their own wall 
clock or attach it to the wall as they like. Cyphers and 
clockwork can easily be stuck to the wall and by means of the 
supplied pattern the correct space between the cyphers can 
be determined. We will print your advertising on a label on 
the back of the box in a supplied bag. Thus it can also easily 
be stuck to the wall. Single-packed in blister foil. Excluding 
one AA battery, please order separately (see last page).
Size: 31,8 × 23,3 × 3,9 cm
Print size: 19 × 9,5 cm
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Art: 3278 Wall clock "Porto Calvo'"
Quadratic! Fancy plastic wall clock in nice design. Thus 
you can always see your advertising. We will print your 
advertising by means of screen printing on the glass 
underneath the 12. Single packed in a box. Exclusive AA 
battery. Order right now, see last page.
Size: 28 × 28 × 4 cm
Print size: 8 × 4 cm

Art: 1997 Metal wall clock "Babylon"
Exclusive metal wall clock with a black lacquered clock 
face and recessed numbers. Please order one AA battery 
separately. Comes in a single box. We will engrave your 
logo onto the clock face.
Size: ø29,8 × 2,4 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm
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Art: 1212 Plastic wall clock "Amsterdam"
Time at one glance! This elegant wall clock will 
fascinate you with its black clock face and the matt 
silver surface. Besides the time it also displays humidity 
and temperature. Decorates any wall! There's enough 
space for your advertising between hygrometer and 
thermometer. Please order also 1  AA battery see 
last page inside. The wall clock is packed in a  single 
cardboard box.
Size: 27,5 × 32 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 7,5 × 6 cm

Art: 3064 Wall clock "Bagio"
Wall clock in a  fresh new sports design! Do you have 
a  limited budget and you want however a  chic wall 
clock?! Then you're right with this wall clock. The plastic 
wall clock will show you the time and has a thermo- and 
hygro meter. We'll pad print your logo onto the frame 
just below the 6. Exclusive a AA-battery (order it with, as 
you see on the last page of the catalogue). Single packed 
in a gift box.
Size: ø30 × 4 cm
Print size: 6 × 2,5 cm
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Art: 2780 Bamboo salad servers "Capua"
Perfect for serving! Put a smile onto your customers face 
with the bamboo salad servers. We will laser engrave 
your logo onto one handle. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 30,3 × 6 × 2,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 3387 Wooden spatula "Padua"
Chef de cuisine! That's what your customers will be 
with this practical spatula made of beech tree. We will 
engrave your advertising on the grip. Please note that 
the colours can vary when engraving natural materials.
Size: 30 × 4,5 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm

Art: 2781 Bamboo salad bowl "Forio"
Get fit! This bamboo salad bowl will be your perfect 
partner for every salad. Your customers won't forget 
you because of your laser engraved logo. We will laser 
engrave your logo onto the bottom or the edge of the 
bowl. Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 24,2 × 24,3 × 8 cm
Print size: 8 × 4 cm
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Art: 3388 Wooden board with knife "Lizzano"
Excellent duo! Your customers will love this wooden 
board made of beech tree with integrated knife and 
you will always be present with your advertising. We will 
engrave it on the board. Please note that the colours can 
vary when engraving natural materials. Single-packed in 
poly bag.
Size: 30,5 × 23 × 1,9 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm

Art: 3390 Wooden board "Valencia"
High quality! Your customers will find lots of possibilities 
to use this great wooden board made of beech tree. You 
can use it as chopping board, to cut vegetables or as 
trivet. We will engrave your advertising on the wooden 
board. Please note that the colours can vary when 
engraving natural materials. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 35,3 × 15,5 × 1,9 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm

Art: 3389 Wooden board "Bologna"
First class! This nice wooden board made of beech tree 
offers your customers a lot of possibilities for use. You can 
use it as chopping board, to cut vegetables or as trivet. 
We will engrave your advertising on the wooden board. 
Please note that the colours can vary when engraving 
natural materials. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 23 × 15 × 1,7 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm
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Art: 3318 Tea box "Damaskus"
Elegantly stored! Your tea bags are neatly stored and 
protected from humidity and light in this nice tea 
box made of bamboo. Thus perfect tea enjoyment is 
guaranteed. The box has space for 10 tea bags in each of 
its three compartments. We will place your advertising 
centred on the cover by means of laser engravement. 
Please oblige that this is a natural material and thus the 
engravement is subject to deviations. Single-packed in 
a box.
Size: 21 × 6,5 × 8,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm

Art: 3283 Chees chopping board "Pescia"
Good and favourable! Your clients will be perfectly 
equipped with this cheese chopping board made of 
rubber wood. Having a hearty snack and a nice glass of 
wine, this board provides all you need. It features already 
a  cheese knife, cheese fork and waiter's knife. We will 
laser-engrave your advertising centralised on the board. 
Larger laser engravement upon request. Single packed 
in a poly bag.
Size: ø19 × 3,2 cm
Print size: 8 × 3 cm
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Art: 2782 Bamboo pepper mill "Alba"
Bring in some spices! The bamboo pepper mill consists 
a  high end ceramic grinder which is made for a  long 
lasting life. We will laser engrave your logo onto the 
peppermill. Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 12,3 × ø4,9 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 1,2 cm

Art: 7633 Cutting board with knife "Mantova"
You'll need it! Even when cooking, your customers will 
think of you. You are always nearby with this bamboo 
cutting board with integrated universal knife made of 
stainless steel. The knife is fixed in the cut-out by means 
of a magnet. We will place your advertising on the knife's 
blade by laser engraving. Single packed in a box.
Size: 33 × 30 × 2 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 1888 All-purpose knife "Lanuvio"
One knife for all purposes! Surprise your client with 
this universal knife with stainless steel blade. This 
indispensable cooking helper is suitable for cutting 
nearly all food due to its sharp blade and its easy 
handling. We will place your advertising permanently 
onto the blade by laser engraving. Thus your client keeps 
the advertising always in focus. Single packed in a box.
Size: 26,5 × 4,5 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,5 cm

Art: 8791 Glass chopping board "Everett"
Easy cutting! Your clients will be thrilled by this 
awesome glass chopping board. Due to its material the 
chopping board is extremely hygenic, long-lasting and 
multifunctional (e.g. as chopping board or coaster). We 
will place your advertising by means of laser engraving 
to the lower right corner of the glass chopping board. 
Single packed in coloured box.
Size: 29,6 × 19,8 × 0,4 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm

Art: 3391 Chopping board with knife "Greendale"
Happy kitchen help! Your customers will enjoy this 
chopping board made of PP for a long time. It provides 
a structured surface, minimizing the risk of slipping and 
cutting yourself and thus protecting your fingers. The 
knife with stainless steel blade and plastic grip features 
also a  protective cover, minimizing bodily harm even 
further. We will place your advertising by means of 
a label on the single packing. Shrink-wrapped in foil.
Size: 29,7 × 19,7 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 3065 Carving knife and fork "Passau"
Razor-sharp! Give your customer the perfect possibilty 
to carve the meat the best way. This set really guarantees 
you good grip with the fork and the perfect first cut with 
the razor-sharp blade of the knife. The black wooden box 
is also the best storage for this carving set. We will pad 
print your logo onto the top of the wooden box. Single 
packed in a gift box.
Size: 34,9 × 9,5 × 4,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 4 cm

Art: 4157 Meat thermometer fork "Pisa"
Perfect cooking time and time again! With this thermo 
meat fork you'll make the best roast, whether medium 
or well-done. The fork shows how the roast is cooking 
by means of the LCD display. 2 AAA batteries are already 
included. We will place your advertising by means of pad 
printing on the silver surface of the grip. Each meat fork 
is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 3,3 × 2,6 × 33,5 cm
Print size: 2 × 1,3 cm

Art: 1409 Stainless steel spaghetti set "Capri"
Pasta, Pasta! Invite your friends to a cozy pasta evening. 
This high-quality stainless steel set includes a spaghetti 
fork, cheese grater, tongs and sauce ladle. We will place 
your advertising on a label (up to 4 colours) and attach it 
to the milky transparent cover.
Size: 23,5 × 30,5 × 5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 3077 Kitchen set "Baker"
The perfect set for the kitchen and the bbq. With this 
set (Material: polyester, recycled cotton), consisting 
a  apron (70x80cm), oven cloth (18x18cm) and a  oven 
glove (17x28cm) your customers will be always thankful 
for assisting in the kitchen. We will print your advertising 
onto the middle of the apron. Packed as a  set in 
a polybag.
Size: 17,5 × 28 × 3,5 cm
Print size: 20 × 10 cm

Art: 8630 Non-woven apron "Ravenna"
Enjoy cooking! Make cooking a  pleasure with this 
non-woven apron (80  g/m2) and safe money at the 
same time. You will always be on top with this apron, no 
matter if in the kitchen or when having a barbecue. The 
best thing is that you will safe money. We will place your 
advertising centred on the chest.
Size: 60 × 118 cm
Print size: 10 × 8 cm

Art: 3355 Kitchen set "Rimini"
Perfect kitchen help. Your customers will find all they 
need in the kitchen. The plastic stand provides a peeler, 
scissors with unscrew help, peeling knife and vegetable 
knife. All made of stainless steel with colourful plastic 
grips. We will print your advertising centered on the 
stand. Single-packed in box.
Size: 7,5 × 7,5 × 21,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 4 cm
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Art: 3026 Chive scissors "Bilbao"
Perfect cut! With these nice scissors with plastic grips 
and stainless steel blades your customers can cut chive 
5  times faster in future. Due to the protective cover 
the risk of injury will be minimised when not using the 
scissors. We will print your advertising on the protective 
cover. Single-packed in box.
Size: 22,2 × 7,8 × 2,6 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm

Art: 3058 Silicon egg wip "Milano"
One for all! Finally an egg whip suitable for all jars. Due 
to its silicon covering it can also be used with teflon-
covered pans and pots without scratching anything. We 
will place your advertising by means of permanent laser 
engravement centered on the stainless steel grip. Single-
packed in poly bag.
Size: 25 × ø5,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm

Art: 2891 Baking set "Faro"
Pat-a-cake … This will be easy in future with this both 
helpers. The nice baking set consists of a dough scraper 
and brush. Both is made of silicon (naturally food safe) 
and stable plastic grips. We will print your advertising on 
both grips. Alternatively we can stick a printed label on 
the box (price upon request). Single-packed in box.
Size: 29 × 13,1 × 2,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm
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Art: 2721 Ice cream scoop "San Rafael"
For ice cream fans! Ice cream does always taste good! 
Your company will be always in mind when your 
customer is having a wonderful portion of ice cream! We 
will pad print your logo onto the handle. Single packed 
in a polybag.
Size: 17,7 × 3,5 × 4,4 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,2 cm

Art: 8776 Sundae set "Giaveno"
For a  sweet tooth! You will enjoy you icecream even 
more when eating out from this colourful sundae set 
consisting of four different coloured plastic cups with 
matching plastic spoons. The perfect match for item 
2721 icecream scoop. We will place your advertising by 
means of a label on the single packing. Packed as set in 
a transparent PVC box.
Size: ø12,5 × 12 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 2880 Yoghurt cup to go "Modena"
Stay healthy on the way! Be trendy with this yoghurt 
cup to go and enjoy fresh and healthy food. Just fill in 
your favourite yoghurt (approx. 330  ml). The cover (ca. 
110 ml) offers enough space for fresh fruit or crispy flocks. 
By separating the ingredients, you can mix your yoghurt 
everywhere at any time. We will print your advertising by 
means of pad printing upright on the cup. Single-packed 
in box.
Size: 14,5 × ø9 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm
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Art: 8618 Salad cup to go "Erba"
Salad to go! Enjoy your salad on the way with this nice 
salad cup made of plastic (PP) (approx. 800ml content). 
Due to the integrated salad sauce cup (approx. 70ml) in 
the cover you can easily and freshly prepare the salad 
and can be enjoyed everywhere with the incorporated 
plastic fork. We will place your advertising centred on the 
cup. Single-packed in poly a bag.
Size: 20 × ø11,5 cm
Print size: 3 × 1,2 cm

Art: 3322 Apple cutter "Apple Valley!
Healthy snack! As everone knows: an apple a day, keeps 
the doctor away! This is guaranteed with this great apple 
cutter. Attach, push down and enjoy the healthy snack. 
We will place your advertising on the edge. Single-
packed in poly bag.
Size: 13 × 14,7 × 1,9 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1 cm

Art: 3031 Pizza wheel with bottle opener "Napoli"
Pizza and beer! That's a  perfect match for which this 
pizza wheel is ideal. First your customers can cut their 
pizza in slices and furthermore open their beer bottle. 
We will print your advertising centered on the pizza 
wheel. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 12,8 × 8,2 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm
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Art: 1304 Stainless steel salt and pepper mill 
"Cattolica"
Spice up your dishes! You can use this metal salt and 
pepper mill easily with one hand, just push the button 
and let the mill do the rest. This modern stainless steel 
mill really brings joy to your life and captivates by its 
simple design. We will place your advertising by means 
of laser engraving. Packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 15,5 × ø2,7 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 3 cm

Art: 8982 Plastic box with cutlery "Matino"
Just practical! Your customers will like this plastic box 
(1600ml). The cutlery which is already integrated into the 
cover, is especially practical. Thus it is not only suitable 
for your lunch but also for all activities outside. Of course 
it is suitable for the microwave, dishwasher and freezer. 
Thus you have various possibilities for use. We will apply 
your advertising on the cover. Material plastic box: PP, 
cutlery: PS. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 22,8 × 15,8 × 6,2  cm
Print size: 6 x2 cm

Art: 3555 Salt and pepper mill "Rome"
Spice it up! Spice up your customer relationship with 
this nice 2-in-1 salt and pepper mill. The stainless steel 
and plastic made mill features two adjsutable ceramic 
grinders. Rough salt and fresh pepper are easily grinded. 
We will engrave your advertising centered on one 
stainless steel lid on one side. Single-packed in box.
Size: 22 × ø5,2 cm
Print size: ø3 cm
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Art: 3569 Fried egg form "Pompei"
Funny kitchen help! make your customers smile with 
this funny forms made of silicone. Whether for fried 
eggs or for pan cakes, your customers can create nice 
designs with these forms. Just put the form into the pan 
(heat-resistant up to 225 °C), put an egg or dough in, fry 
and dissolve from form afterwards. The silicone forms 
are dishwasher-proof. We will print your advertising on 
a  label and stick it to the single box. Single-packed in 
box.
Size: 11 × 15 × 6,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3520 Parmesan rasp "Malcesine"
For real enjoyment! Only freshly grated cheese tastes 
good. This will be no problem any longer for your 
customers with this rasp. Every hard cheese can easily be 
grated into small pieces on the grating surface. Due to 
the integrated plastic bowl, even larger quantities are no 
problem. The cover makes the cheese stay longer fresh. 
We will print your advertising centered on the cover by 
means of pad printing. Single-packed in box.
Size: 15,5 × 9 × 8 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm
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Art: 5088 Chocolate fondue set "Riva del Garda"
For your candlelight dinner! With this porcelain fondue 
set your dessert becomes an event. The set is for 
2  people and contains 1  tea light. We will print your 
advertising via a  ceramic transfer print on the upper 
part. Wrap around and colour chaning print available on 
request. Single packed in a paper box.
Size: ø11 × 13,3 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm

Art: 0372 Chocolate fountain "Como"
Melt your customer! With this chocolate fountain you 
will delight every chocolate fancier. It's easy to use - you 
just need to preheat it, and to fill it with 365 g pre-melt 
couverture and 35 g vegetable oil. 220-240 volts. We will 
place your imprint on a label up to 4 colours that will be 
put on the box.
Size: 23 × ø15,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 4196 Luxurious wine set "Montepulciano"
For all who like to enjoy a glass of wine! Luxurious wine set 
in a decorative wooden gift box including the following 
metal accessories: waiter's knife (with corkscrew, bottle 
opener and a  small blade), drop ring, bottle cap and 
a plastic thermometer. We will place your advertising on 
the cover at the bottom right preferably in silver. Each 
wine set is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 14,5 × 17,5 × 5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 4037 Chess wine set "San Gimignano"
Check! Enjoy a  bottle of wine while contemplating 
your next move! This set contains all you need: waiter's 
knife (with corkscrew, bottle opener and a small blade), 
drop ring, metal bottle stopper and a  thermometer 
all placed in a  decorative wooden gift box. The chess 
pieces are neatly packed inside and the cover serves as 
a  chess board. We will place your logo on the front of 
the wooden box preferably in silver. Each set is packed in 
a single cardboard box.
Size: 17 × 14,7 × 4,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm

Art: 4007 Wine box "Jesolo"
Wine is always a nice present - and it is even nicer if it is 
embellished as a nice gift. Take a bottle of wine of your 
choice and pack it into this wine box which is already 
packed with all wine accessories. We will place your 
advertising on the cover at the right bottom preferably 
in gold. Thus your customer receives an advertising gift 
which always reminds him of you. Each box is packed in 
a single cardboard box.
Size: 36,2 × 11,4 × 11,1 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm
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Art: 3030 Wine set "Rioja"
The perfect set for wine lovers! This set offers your 
customers all they need for perfect wine enjoyment. It 
contains a  waiter's knife with foil cutter and two-level 
opening, spout with closure and vaccuum stopper. 
You can set the date here for a better overview. We will 
engrave your advertising on the waiter's knife. Single-
packed in box.
Size: 15 × 10,5 × 5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 0,7 cm

Art: 4009 Metal waiter's knife "Montalcino"
Multifunctional! This metal waiter's knife has all 
a  wine knife needs: a  knife for easy removal of the 
foil, a  corkscrew and a  lever, which facilitates the easy 
opening of the bottles. This lever even includes a bottle 
opener. We will place your advertising by means of 
permanent laser engraving. Packed in a single cardboard 
box.
Size: 11 × 2 × 1 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,5 cm

Art: 1965 Waiter's friend "Trappes"
Stylish! With this elegant waiter's friend you will open 
bottle by bottle in a traditional way. With its 2 different 
steps to open, it is also easy to handle for beginners. 
Your advertising will be placed by laser engraving on the 
black body. Single packed in a silver gift box.
Size: 12,7 × 2,6 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,7 cm
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Art: 1945 Wine set in bottle form "Bergerac"
Exceptional! Treat your client especially with this 
extravagant wine set and contrast your competitors. The 
bottle-like plastic box is refined with rubber finish on 
the outside, thus providing a comfortable grip. The set 
contains a drip ring, a spout with closure and a waiter's 
knife. You can close both bottle parts by integrated 
magnets, thus avoiding unintentional opening. We will 
place your advertising upright on the bottle by laser 
engraving. Single packed in a box.
Size: 6 × 23,5 cm
Print size: 1 × 5 cm

Art: 1947 Wine set "Arras"
Bamboo style. Surprise your customer with this nice 
wine set. The wine accessories like thermometer, 
waiter's knife, spout with closure and the single closure 
are all furnished with bamboo applications and cannot 
fall out due to the inlay. The elegant bamboo box also 
comprises a  drip ring. We recommend placing your 
advertising centered on the cover by laser engraving. 
Single packed in a box.
Size: 22,8 × 12,8 × 4,6 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3071 Corkscrew "Caraz"
Practical assistant in a  remarkable design. In this little 
wine bottle made out of plastic, you'll find a corksrew in 
a unique way. For an easy and powerless way to open 
a wine bottle, you just have to turn the handle clockwise, 
until it blocks and then anti-clockwise to screw the cork 
out. We will pad print your advertising on the opposite 
side of the label. Single packed in a transparent gift box.
Size: 7,3 × 4,1 × 4,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,5 cm
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Art: 4021 Metal cocktail set, 3-piece "Messina"
Shaken, not stirred! With this high-quality chromed 
cocktail set you'll mix like a professional barman. The set 
contains 1 shaker, 1 measuring pitcher and 1 strainer with 
2 supports. The strainer applies to the size of the glass 
thanks to its spiral, so that all bigger fruit or ice pieces 
are kept away from the glass when pouring. Rustproof 
stainless steel makes quality strainers indestructible. We 
will place your advertising by means of laser engraving 
on the shaker. Each set is packed in a gift box.
Size: 27,8 × 19,3 × 9,8 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm

Art: 3045 Drink dispenser "Miami"
Become part of the next party! You'll be a welcome guest 
at any event with this extra large glass drink dispenser 
(capacity 8  l) with ice and fruit tank. Thus you can cool 
your drinks even outside and protect from dirt. Due to 
the small tap everyone can easily tap his drink. We will 
print your advertising on a label (CMYK) and stick it to the 
box. Single-packed in box.
Size: ø20 × 33,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 1830 3- piece chrome- bowl "Parma", squared
Stylishly served! In this chromed bowl with 
3 compartments everything finds its own place. Single 
packed in a present box. We will place your advertising 
on a label (up to 4 colours) and attach it to the box.
Size: 39 × 18 × 4 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 1826 Chrome Bowl "Laguna Beach"
Shiny dished up! Surprise your customer with this 
chromed ceramic bowl. For a solid stand there are 4 feet 
at the bottom. Single packed in a  paper box. We will 
place your advertising on a  label (up to 4  colours) and 
attach it to the box.
Size: 36,6 × 10 × 5,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 1828 2- piece chrome bowl "Lancaster"
Glamorous! Donate something special to your 
customer with this chromed bowl set made of ceramic. 
A combination of two spacious bowls. Single packed in 
a present box. We will place your advertising on a label 
(up to 4 colours) and attach it to the box.
Size: 25 × 14 × 4,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 2758 Mug with spoon "Risley"
Stylish! Be part of the daily tea or coffee of your customers 
with the 250ml colourful mug. We will add your logo via 
ceramic transfer (on the left or right side). Wrap around 
and colour changing print available on request. Single 
packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 10,3 × ø8,3 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 5095 Coffee cup "Palermo"
You still haven't found what you are looking for? Well stop 
looking as the illusive spoon comes integrated in the 
handle of the cup. The interior colour of the cup (250ml) 
matches the spoon. We will print your advertising via 
a ceramic transfer print or screen print onto the position 
you choose (for example on the left or right beside the 
handle, the inside of the edge, on the handle, etc.). Wrap 
around and colour chaning print available on request. 
Single packed in a paper box.
Size: ø8,5 × 12,5 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 2790 Mug with spoon "Loveland"
Lovely mug! Show your customer with the mug (250ml) 
that you really like him. He'll love you for it. We will add 
your logo via ceramic transer onto the mug. Single 
packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 10 × ø8,2 cm
Print size: 2 × 1,5 cm
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Art: 1749 Mug "Bellevue"
You have the choice now with this white 
ceramic mug. You can configure now your 
own set with Art. 1759, (350ml) according your 
desire. You have the choice now between 
a classic style with a black spoon or if you like 
it rather colourful take for example a  yellow 
one. We will print your advertising via a ceramic 
transfer print or screen print onto the position 
you choose (for example on the left or right 
beside the handle, the inside of the edge, on 
the handle, etc.). Wrap around and colour 
chaning print available on request. Single 
packed in a paper box.
Size: ø8,4 × 10,3 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 2 cm

Art: 1759 Spoon "Livingston"
What colour suits your corporate identity? Choose out of 
a colourful variety of spoons your favourite one. Please 
note: spoons are packed separately if ordered without 
branding on the mug. We will add your longo on request 
onto the spoon. Single wrapped in crinkled cardboard.
Size: 12,4 × 3,1 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,4 cm

Art: 2789 mug "La Mata"
Coffee 2  go! With the stylish porcelain mug (200ml) 
you can enjoy your coffee everywhere. The silicon ring 
will protect your fingers of the coffee. We will add your 
logo via ceramic transfer above the silicon ring onto the 
ceramic mug. Wrap around and colour changing print 
available on request. Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 12 × ø8,6 cm
Print size: 3 × 1,5 cm

Art: 0113 Coffee set "Modena"
With this high-quality porcelain cup set each coffee 
break will be a pleasure. The 2 cups (à 150 ml) are visually 
highlighted by matching spoons and a  decorative 
design. The set is safely packed in a  gift box with 
transparent cover. We will place your advertising on 
a label (up to 4 colours) and attach it to the transparent 
cover of the gift box.
Size: 17,7 × 15,5 × 8
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm
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Art: 8705 Ceramic mug "Lockport"
Stylish! Fancy ceramic mug captivating by its unique 
design. Due to its shape (capacity of 300ml) it is even 
stackable. We will place your advertising by means of 
ceramic transfer on the desired place (left or right from 
the handle, on the inner rim, on the handle, etc.). Allover 
and colour-changing print upon request.
Size: 9 × ø8,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 4 cm

Art: 8704 Ceramic mug "Martinez"
Exquisite! Great ceramic mug with a capacity of 300ml 
which offers the utmost for you with its variety of 
colours. We will place your advertising by means of 
ceramic transfer on the desired place (left or right from 
the handle, on the inner rim, on the handle, etc.). Allover 
and colour-changing print upon request.
Size: 9,2 × ø8,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 4 cm

Art: 7888 Ceramic mug "Monza"
One for all! The classic under the mugs. This large mug 
(approx. 300 ml) offers many space for your advertising 
message and is especially suited for coloured logos due 
to its bright colour. We can make it all: one or multi-
colour imprint on one or both sides, allover print, on 
the handle, on the inner side or colour changing. Please 
note that the quoted prices are per side, allover print and 
colour changing upon request. Single box upon request.
Size: ø8,2 × 9,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 3 cm
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Art: 0270 Mug with chalk "Triest"
Message on a mug! Be creative and garnish this ceramic 
mug (300  ml) with your individual messages. With 
this you can leave a  personal message to everyone. 
One piece of chalk is also included. We will print your 
advertising via a  ceramic transfer print or screen print 
onto the position you choose (for example on the left 
or right beside the handle, the inside of the edge, on 
the handle, etc.). Wrap around and colour chaning print 
available on request. Single packed in a white paper box.
Size: ø8,2 × 9,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 7981 Coffee cup "Genova"
This glass coffee cup decorates any desk. The trendy 
colours in frosted design and its capacity of approx. 
300 ml make it a real eye catcher. The cup is dishwasher 
safe. Screen printing on the cup accentuates your 
advertising. Ceramics transfer and laser engraving upon 
request.
Size: 9,7 × ø8 cm
Print size: 10 × 6 cm

Art: 2015 Coffee cup "Genova"
This glass coffee cup decorates any desk. The trendy 
colours in frosted design and its capacity of approx. 
300 ml make it a real eye catcher. The cup is dishwasher 
safe and can be ordered in the following frosted colours: 
blue or green. Screen printing on the cup accentuates 
your advertising. Ceramics transfer and laser engraving 
upon request.
Size: 9,7 × ø8 cm
Print size: 10 × 6 cm
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Art: 3281 Sublimation mug "Vieste"
Beautiful! This mug (300ml) is the ideal platform for 
your digitall print due to its special coating. Due to the 
sublimation technique digital printing is already possible 
for small amounts. Hand wash recommended. We will 
print your advertising allover the mug.
Size: 11,5 × 8 × 9,7 cm
Print size: 19 × 8 cm

Art: 3439 Ceramic mug with sublimation space 
"Montevideo"
Gorgeous! This fancy colourful lacquered ceramic mug 
(300ml) offers the perfect platform for your photo print. 
The especially coated surface makes a  realistic photo 
print possible even for small quantities by means of 
sublimation print. Also suitable for multi-colour and 
large space logo presentations. For prevailing a brilliant 
imprint for a long time, we recommend hand wash only. 
We will print your advertising by means of sublimation 
print on the respective surface.
Size: ø8 × 9,7 cm
Print size: 18,5 × 8 cm
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Art: 3437 Sublimation mug "Versailles"
Absolutely beautiful! This ceramic mug (300 ml) vested 
with special coating offers the perfect platform for your 
photo imprint. The coloured lacquering inside makes 
it especially beautiful. Due to the sublimation printing 
method a realistic photo print is possible even for small 
quantities. We recommend hand wash only. We will print 
your advertising allover the mug (attention: a space of ca. 
5 mm to the upper and lower rim must be observed, as 
well as 1 cm to the handle).
Size: ø8 × 9,9 cm
Print size: 19 × 8 cm

Art: 3438 Colour-changing sublimation mug 
"Sirmione"
It's magic! Impress your customers with this unique 
sublimation mug (300ml). When cold the mug's imprint 
vanishes under the coloured lacquering (this effect 
is even stronger with the black lacquered version). 
As soon as liquid is poured in, the mug unveals it's 
secret. The sublimation technique is ideal for a  realistic 
photo print and is already possible for small quantities. 
We recommend hand wash only. We will place your 
adveritising allover the mug. (Attention: a  space of ca. 
5 mm to the upper and lower rim must be observed, as 
well as 1 cm to the handle).
Size: ø8 × 9,8 cm
Print size: 19 × 8 cm



Art: 2704 Wellness set "Fresh Orange"
Fresh relaxation! Pamper your customers with this 
wonderful wellness set, which consists a  shower gel 
(150ml), a  body lotion (150ml), peeling (140ml), bath 
sponge and a  massage roller. The set is packed in 
a transparent gift box. We will place your advertising on 
a label onto the transparent box.
Size: ø12,9 × 17,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 1885 Bath set "Québec"
Wellness for a  small budget. Bring some recreation to 
your client with this bathing set. The small sauna bucket 
contains a  pumice stone, a  sponge, a  nail brush and 
a   sponge. Shrink-wrapped individually in foil. We will 
place your advertising on a label (up to 4 colours) on the 
outside of the shrink-wrap foil.
Size: ø10,8 × 8,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

All cosmetic products have been dermatologically tested.



Art: 7691 3-pc bathing set "Eldorado"
For relaxed bathing hours. Treat your clients with this 
nice wooden bathing set. It consists of a brush with long 
handle and cord, a  small brush with a  purnice stone 
and cord as well as a massaging roller. The set is nicely 
packed in a wooden box. We will place your advertising 
outside by means of a label. Shrink-wrapped in foil.
Size: 42,6 × 18 × 4,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 2795 Bamboo bath set "Damara"
Source of natural. Treat your customers well with this 
fancy bamboo and grean tea bath set. The set consists 
a body lotion (75ml), body peeling (75ml) and a bath salt 
(100g). The set is nicely packed in a bamboo box. We will 
place your advertising onto a label (up to 4 colours) that 
will be put onto the polybag.
Size: 25,2 × 10,5 × 3,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

All cosmetic products have been dermatologically tested.



Art: 1620 Bath set "Avion"
Pure luxury! Spoil your customers with this elegant bath 
set, consisting of a  shower gel, bath foam, massage 
soap, bath salt and a bath tablet. It all comes in a golden 
bath tub and with a fruity cranberry scent. We will place 
a  label with your logo on the transparent foil in which 
the item is wrapped.
Size: 25,5 × 20,5 × 12,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3279 Bathing set "Salvador"
Happy! Inspire your customers with this joyful bathing 
set consisting of a box of body scrub (50g), a box of body 
lotion (50g) and a tube of handcreme (100ml). All packed 
in a nice box with ribbon. We will print your advertising 
on a label and stick it to the box.
Size: 15 × 17,3 × 5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 2991 Bathing set "Perth"
Nice bathing experience! Delight your customers with 
this beautiful bathing set. Escpecially cute is the small 
bath tub, filled with all ingredients, and the colour-
matching ribbon. The set contains shower gel (60  ml), 
bath bomb in snowflake shape (50 g) and bath sponge. 
Fragrance: frozen sugared berry. We will print your 
advertising on a label (CMYK) and stick it to the foil.
Size: 13,5 × 19 × 6 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

All cosmetic products have been dermatologically tested.

Art: 2895 Bathing set
Bathing set Ocean Breeze brings fresh air containing 
shower gel, bathing foam, body butter, bubbly bath 
essence and perfumy bath salt.



Art: 7932 4-pc bathing set "Regensburg"
For the modern man! Surprise your male clients with 
this nice travelling bathing set "Racing Green". It consists 
of a  shower gel (100ml), shaving foam (100ml), cooling 
body spray (100ml) and a washing cloth (27.5 × 27 cm). 
Packed in a nice toilet bag. We will place your advertising 
by means of a label on the single packing.
Size: 21,5 × 13,5 × 9,3 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 8330 Feet massaging shoe "Harlow"
Show your feet… Everyone will gladly do  this thanks 
to this feet massaging shoe. The practical plastic shoe 
with its brushes and the purnice stone can easily be 
fixed in every shower or bath tub by its suction cups. 
Then just ad soap and put your foot in, your feet will be 
cleaned and knead at the same time. We will place your 
advertising on the single packing by means of a  label. 
Single packed in a box.
Size: 28,3 × 13,7 × 11 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

All cosmetic products have been dermatologically tested.



Art: 2788 Manicure set "Salina"
Ideal for travelling. This manicure set contains everything 
needed for a good manicure. The set consists a scissors, 
a nail file, tweezers, a nail clipper and a nail cleener. The 
set is packed in a transparent pvc case. We suggest you 
pad print your advertising onto the case.
Size: 11 × 6,4 × 1,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 3 cm

Art: 8655 Pedicure set "Lieto"
For cultivated feet. This set got everything needed for 
well treated feet. The set consists a  brush, a  nail file, 
a corn parer and a toe spreader. The set is the ideal travel 
accessory. We will pad print your advertising onto the 
pvc case.
Size: 17,3 × 6,3 × 4,8 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm

Art: 4003 Manicure set "Port of Spain"
A stylish manicure set! All rustproof steel sets of 
instruments are surrounded by a  matt aluminium 
case - everything has its place like scissors, nail clipper, 
nail cleaner and file. The case is ideally suited for a laser 
engraving with your advertising. Packed in a  single 
cardboard box.
Size: 11,5 × 4,3 × 3,3 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 2 cm
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Art: 1895 Manicure set "Ferentino"
Extraordinary croc-finishing meets classic design. The 
special thing about this manicure set is the croc finishing 
on the outside. It contains a  combination of all classic 
manicure utensils like a nail clipper, small mirror, nail skin 
grafter and a pincer. Single packed in a paper box. We 
will laser engrave your logo on the metal plate.
Size: 9,4 × 5,5 × 1,8 cm
Print size: 2 × 0,9 cm

Art: 2793 Manicure set "Avola"
Useful tools in a  modern optic. Make smile your 
customers with the colourful manicure set in a PU case. 
The set consits a  scissors, a  nail file, a  nail clipper and 
a tweezers. The set is the perfect travel accessory. We will 
pad print your advertising onto the case. Single packed 
in a poly bag.
Size: 10,8 × 6,8 × 2,3 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 8237 Manicure set "Kuala Lumpur"
Noble! Indulge your clients with this elegant manicure 
set made of PU. It features all you need: nail scissors, 
tweezers, nail clipser, nail cleaner, cuticle-remover and 
nail file. All made of stainless steel. We will print your 
advertising on the case. Please note: due to material 
reasons, only 1 colour print is possible. Single-packed in 
poly bag.
Size: 12,5 × 7,7 × 2 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 2 cm



Art: 8238 Bath robe "Parksville"
Cuddly! Everyone likes to cuddle in this dressing gown 
or bathrobe. It is made of soft polar fleece (approx. size 
L). We will stitch your advertising on the chest. Single-
packed in a poly bag.
Size: 47 × 35 × 10 cm
Print size: 10 × 10 cm

Art: 3336 Towel "Swansea"
Not only for bathing beauties. This nice and cuddly towel 
made of 100%  cotton (velveteen, 320  gsm) is the ideal 
companion under all circumstances. Whether at home, 
at the pool or sauna, you will always look good with this 
fancy towel (150 × 80 cm). We will stitch your advertising 
onto the towel. Single-packed in a poly bag. Washable 
up to 40°.
Size: 150 × 75 cm
Print size: 10 × 10 cm
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Art: 3432 Suction cup hook "Linz"
Gorgeous little help! Whether in your kitchen or bath, 
this small manikin makes your customers smile. It can 
easily be attached to all tiles and smooth surfaces by 
means of the suction cup on the back. With it's two 
hooks it offers enough space for towels, pot cloths, etc. 
We will print your advertising on the manikin's belly. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 8,5 × 7,1 × 2,8 cm
Print size: 1 × 1,5 cm

Art: 3433 Door hook "Vienna"
Please smile! Make your customers smile with this 
happy tower rail. It can simply be clipped to the door. 
Whether in the bathroom or the kitchen, you can easily 
store towels, pot cloths and more. We will print your 
advertising by means of pad printing on the belly of the 
manikin. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 19,6 × 10,8 × 4,9 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm



Art: 3075 Portable fountain "Great Falls"
Breathtaking eye-catcher. This portable fountain made 
out of poly-resin will relax you where ever you want. 
Because of the quiet pump, which is powered by 
a power plug, you'll just hear the ripple of the water. Your 
customers will be exited. We will place your advertising 
on a label onto the box. Single packed in a gift box.
Size: 13,4 × 19,1 × 13,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3117 Cooling mask "Valenton"
For the special moments. Pamper your stressed eyes 
with the relaxing cooling mask. Just put the mask into 
the fridge for minium 2 hours and then start the relaxing 
program. We will place your advertising onto a label (up 
to 4 colours) that will pe put onto the polybag.
Size: 18 × 9,3 × 1,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 7711 Massage tool "Lagos"
Let your company be the perfect relaxation for your 
customers! This can easily be done with this massage 
tool. Just use it where needed, the gentle vibrations 
will dissolve your muscle tensions . Please order 3 AAA 
batteries separately. Comes in a single box. We will print 
your logo preferably in silver colour on the base of the 
massage tool.
Size: 10 × 10,5 × 11 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1 cm



Art: 5010 Double metal mirror "Victoria"
No double mirror can be more stylish and beautiful than 
this one. Its matt simple body encloses a standard and an 
enlargement mirror. Each mirror is packed in a velvet-like 
pouch and in a single cardboard box. We will place your 
advertising on the cover of the body by means of laser 
engraving.
Size: ø6,2 × 0,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3314 Pocket mirror "Alexandria"
Mirror, mirror in the hand, who's the fairest of them all? 
This is easily answered with this pocket mirror in modern 
transparent design. It features a  standard mirror and 
a magnifying mirror and is the ideal companion due to 
its size. We will place your advertising centred on the lid 
by means of pad printing. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: ø6,8 × 1,3 cm
Print size: ø3,5 cm

Art: 3554 2-in1 pocket mirror with mobile phone 
holder "Marseille"
Stylish! Your customers will love this fancy pocket mirror 
in PU case with magnetic closure. Furthermore it can be 
used as noble mobile phone holder. Thus it is the perfect 
companion on journeys, in the office or at home - your 
advertising will always be present. We will engrave it 
centered on the metal emblem. Single-packed in poly 
bag.
Size: 11,5 × 6,2 × 0,6 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1 cm

Art: 4607 Gloria cosmetic mirror
This practical cosmetic mirror has a self-adhesive surface 
to have it glued on your handy. This way you can have it 
always with you. It is an ideal gift for DM campains. We 
recommend to print it by pad printing.
Size: 4 × 2,4 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 2 × 1,5 cm



Art: 8337 Push-up bars "Shelby"
For steely muscles! That's so easy with these push-up 
bars. Due to the elevation, press-ups will become more 
effective, the back will be relieved and the muscles even 
more trained. The soft covering of the handles gives 
solid hold and the rubbered feet a  firm stand. We will 
place your advertising on the single packing by means 
of a label. Single packed in coloured box.
Size: 23,5 × 17 × 7,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 8338 stretch bands "Hoffenheim"
For your health! Everybody knows how essential 
sufficient exercise and sports are. With these stretch 
bands it will become a  child's play. With its softly 
padded handles it lies extremely good in your hands 
and provides good training success. We will place your 
advertising on the single packing by means of a  label. 
Single packed in coloured box.
Size: 15,1 × 15 × 9,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 8339 Soft pull "Bari"
Perfect sparring partner! With this soft pull you do not 
train your arms only, but also the whole upper part of the 
body. The foot rests and straps are made of soft PU foam, 
thus reducing the risk of injury. The soft covering of the 
handle provides easy handling and gives a  firm stand.
We will place your advertising on the single packing by 
means of a label. Single packed in coloured box.
Size: 15 × 15 × 9,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm



Art: 1618 Hot-water bottle "Kalibo"
For warm moments on cold winter days! This cuddly 
hot-water bottle has a  capacity of approx. 550  ml and 
is very comfortable due to its knit cover. Comes in 
a polybag. We will print your logo in the middle of the 
knit cover.
Size: 15 × 26 × 5 cm
Print size: 10 × 8 cm

Art: 3067 Hot-water bag with a  plush cover 
"Vancouver"
Heart-warming! With this hot-water bag (750ml) in the 
cuddly plush cover in a  bear optic you'll have much 
more fun then with normal ones. We will place your 
advertising on a laber onto the poly bay. Single packed 
in a polybag.
Size: 38 × 26 × 11 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 3068 Heatpad "Charlston"
Never cold hands again! Warm your customers hand in 
the cold winter time with this little cord covered heat 
pad, they'll love you for it. The fancy optic comes from 
the cord cover which looks and feels like a  hot-water 
bottle. We will place your advertising on a label onto the 
box. A digital transfer print is availible on request. Single 
packed in a gift box.
Size: 7,7 × 11,5 × 1 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3381 Hand warmer "Padova"
A round thing! Heat your customers up for your 
company with this practical hand warmer. By cracking 
the metal plate inside the liquid will crystallise and will 
thus get warm. To re-activate the hand warmer for the 
next time, just put in boiling water until the liquid gets 
fluid again (not suitable for the microwave). We will print 
your advertising on a label and stick it to the single box. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: ø9 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3385 Hand warmer "Firenze"
Hearty warmth. Let your customers heart melt with this 
nice hand warmer. By cracking the metal plate inside the 
liquid will crystallise and will thus get warm. To re-activate 
the hand warmer for the next time, just put in boiling 
water until the liquid gets fluid again (not suitable for the 
microwave). We will print your advertising on a label and 
stick it to the single box. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 10,7 × 8,7 × 1 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm



Art: 3265 LED candle "Stafford"
Cheerful! This real LED candle makes a cozy atmosphere 
in every room. By its colour-changing function and the 
wax body with LED lamp it is a  real highlight and will 
make your customers happy for a long time. We will print 
your advertising on a label and stick it to the single box. 
Single packed in box. A coin cell is already included.
Size: 6,4 × ø5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3266 LED candle set "Dudley"
Threefold coziness! Inspire your clients with this nice 
LED candle set (measures: large 10  ×  ø5  cm, middle 
7.5  ×  ø5  cm, small 5.7  ×  ø5  cm). Each candle consists 
of a  wax body with LED lamp with colour-changing 
function. We will print your advertising on a  label and 
stick it to the single box. Single packed in box. Three coin 
cells are already included.
Size: 15,7 × 11,4 × 5,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 2871 Tea light holder "Verona"
Cosy! Please your customer with this nice tea light 
holder. The frosty glass provides a cosy atmosphere and 
the metal stand is the ideal advertising surface by means 
of laser engravement. Single-packed in box. Tea light is 
not included in delivery.
Size: ø5 × 15,7 cm
Print size: 2 × 2 cm
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Art: 2791 Candle set "La Nucia"
A special give away. This beautiful heart shaped candle 
set is nicely packed into a ribbon wrapped gift box. We 
suggest you place your advertising on a  label (up to 
4 colours) that will be put onto the polybag.
Size: 13,2 × 9,6 × 3 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 4606 2-pc perfumed candle set "Citrus Park"
Protective! Beware your clients from vespertine 
mosquito attacks with this awesome candle set. Due 
to the flavoursome citrus note of the both candles, 
mosquito are easily kept away. Ihre We will place your 
advertising on the single packing by means of a  label. 
Single packed in a box.
Size: 25 × 13 × 11 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 0104 Fragrance set "Adelaide"
Relax! With this set of 3  scented candles incorporated 
into a  glass holder and various incense sticks to stand 
in a  ceramic holder. We will place your advertising on 
a label (up to 4 colours) and attach it to the transparent 
cover.
Size: 20,7 × 7,3 × 3 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 4551 Coffee Candle
Candle in white espresso cup with metal handle
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Art: 1861 Air refresher "Le Port"
Provide a wonderful atmosphere! Through the capillary 
effect the air refreshing oil ascends in the wooden sticks 
and spreads a fragrant flavour in the whole room. Single 
packed in a transparent box. We will print your logo on a 
label (up to 4 colours) and attach it to the box.
Size: 6,9 × 18 × 4,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 6016 Metal pole lighter "Brisbane"
Never burn your fingers again! This slim table lighter is 
ideal for safely lighting candles, the grill, storm lights 
and many other items. The lighter is naturally refillable 
and looks extremely good on the table. We suggest 
you place your advertising permanently on the surface 
in front of the black switch by means of laser engraving. 
Each lighter is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 17,6 × 1,5 × 1,1 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 1 cm

Art: 2786 Fragrance set "La Madeleine"
For a  fantastic revitalising smell everywhere, this 
fragrance set is so simple! The set consists of 3  tea 
candles and an air freshener with wooden sticks. You 
have the choice between the fragrances "Mountain 
Lake" (freshly herb) and "Vivid Violet" (freshly smooth). 
We suggest you place your advertising onto a label (up 
to 4 colours) that will be put onto the box.
Size: 11,4 × 16,1 x2,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm
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Art: 1867 Fleece blanket "Oregon"
The ultimate cuddle blanket! Your customer won't put 
this blanket away. It is made of very fluffy coral-fleece. 
Single packed in a  polybag. We will print on the black 
paper inside the polybag with your logo in silver.
Size: 180 × 120 cm
Print size: 10 × 10 cm

Art: 8248 Fleece blanket with sleeves "Akita"
Never again cold arms! Your customers can cuddle in 
with this nice blanket. The extra sleeves are a highlight, 
thus you will never get cold arms when reading. We will 
print your advertising on a  label (CMYK) on the single 
box. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 130x 150 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 6902 Big fleece blanket "Nashville"
Snugly! This fluffy fleece blanket with carrying strap is 
ideal for getting cozy at home, or keep it in the car, as it 
is ideal for a picnic, camping, etc. Please check size when 
buying the blanket. We will print your advertising onto 
the black surface between the straps.
Size: 180 × 120 cm
Print size: 10 × 3,5 cm

Art: 2775 2in1 fleece blanket/pillow "Radcliff"
Cuddling time! This fleece blanket is the perfect travel 
accessory because if you fold the blanket it's a  cuddly 
pillow. Because of the colourful choice you'll find your 
perfect fitting colour. We will embroider your logo onto 
the blanket. The price is per 1.000 stiches.
Size: 31 × 30 × 7,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 1,8 cm
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Art: 8908 Plush monkey with fleece blanket 
"Barry"
Super cute and cuddly! Not only kids will be delighted. 
The beautiful small monkey made of cuddly plush with 
a fleece blanket (100x75cm) makes hearts beat faster.We 
will apply your advertising by means of a  label on the 
single packing. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 18 × 24 × 17 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3319 Universal blanket "Arnheim"
Perfect blanket! This fleece blanket (120 × 150 cm) made 
of polyester fleece (150 gsm) is not only a perfect picnic 
blanket, due to its foil at the bottom it protects from wet 
and dirt. It can easily be transported with the lap with 
Velcro closure. We will print your advertising centred on 
the lap. Single-packed in a poly bag.
Size: 30,5 × 21 × 10,5 cm
Print size: 15 × 8 cm

Art: 3478 Set fleece blanket + thermal flask 
"Liverpool"
Perfect duo! Your customers will have all they need for 
a  cuddly evening or a  journey with this nice set. You 
will receive a  nice 2-in-1  fleece blanket, which can be 
converted to a pillow by means of the attached zipper 
and a thermal flask with 500 ml content. We will either 
engrave your advertising on the flask or by means of 
embroidery on the blanket. Single-packed in box.
Print size: 3 × 3 cm
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Art: 1933 Fleece set "Bedford"
Cuddly warm! This fleece set prepares your clients 
perfectly for winter time. It consists of a scarf, cap, a pair 
of gloves and a bag. The complete set is made of 270g/
m2  fleece. We will stitch your advertising centered on 
the bag. The price for emroidery is per 1.000 stitches plus 
0,27€ handling costs.
Size: 33,5 × 26,5 × 9 cm
Print size: ø9 cm
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Art: 1610 Neck pillow/travel pillow "Berkley"
2  in 1! This convertible pillow is perfect for traveling. It 
can be used either as a neck pillow or as a normal pillow, 
just shake the filling to one side, put the pillow slip inside 
and close the zipper. The plush cover makes it even more 
comfortable. Comes in a polybag.
Size: 21,5 × 14 × cm
Print size: 15 × 6 cm

Art: 3125 Neck pillow "Orléans"
Lean back! Blow-up neck pillow in velour design in 
a practical pouch. Ideal to ensure relaxed travel whether 
by car, bus or plane. Packed in a single velour pouch. We 
will place your advertising on one side of the neck pillow.
Size: 40 × 30 × 12 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm

Art: 8914 Travel cushion "La Roda"
Cuddly, not only for the road! Show your customers 
your big heart with this beautiful cushion. The cuddly 
cushion is provided with a  soft plush covering, which 
can easily be removed by means of a  zipper and thus 
can be washed. We will apply your advertising by means 
of transfer printing on one side of the cushion. Single 
packed in polybag.
Size: 28 × 22 × 10 cm
Print size: 6 × 5 cm
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Art: 8659 Handbag holder "Rose Hill"
A perfect accessory for every woman! Keep your 
handbags off the dirty ground with the elegant 
handbag holder. We suggest to laser engrave your 
advertising onto the silver circular design. Single packed 
in a cardboard box.
Size: ø4,5 × 0,8 cm
Print size: ø2,5 cm

Art: 8658 Handbag holder "Loves Park"
A must have for every women! From now on, you can 
put your handbag next you on any table. Your handbag 
is now closer to you, making it safer and difficult for bag 
snatchers. Besides it's useful function the cute heart 
designed handbag holder can be laser engraved with 
your advertising. Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 8,6 × 4,6 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 1,2 cm
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Art: 1986 Toilet bag "Elwood"
This 190  T nylon toilet bag is the perfect traveling 
assistant. It provides a lot of space for all your stuff due 
to its big main compartment, a small side compartment 
and a  zipper compartment on the front. The handle 
and the seams give this item a  fresh look. Comes in 
a polybag. We will print your logo on the middle of the 
front zipper case.
Size: 26,8 × 14,5 × 11,5 cm
Print size: 10 × 4 cm

Art: 3231 Shoe polish roll "Grenoble"
This stylish brown and discreet shoe polish roll is made 
of artificial leather. It contains a transparent shoe polish, 
a  small transparent sponge for quick shoe cleaning, 
a shoe brush, a polishing cloth and a polish application 
cloth as well as a shoe horn. We will place your advertising 
preferably in gold on the case. Single packed in a box.
Size: ø7,2 × 16,7 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm

Art: 3212 Shoe polish set "Cannes"
This fancy shoe polish set is a  wonderful present for 
anyone who cares about his/her appearance! Spick 
and span shoes make are an important part of your 
appearance. This elegant shoe polish is everything you 
need for neat shoes and is well organised: two brushes, 
a metal shoe horn with a clothes brush, two shoe polish 
(black and colourless), a  cloth and a  polish application 
sponge. We will place your advertising on the metal label 
by means of laser engraving. Single packed in a box.
Size: 15 × 15 × 4,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm
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Art: 2011 Toilet bag "La Rochelle"
Our toilet bag recommendation! This is the right 
one! Made of robust nylon - inside with ample space, 
there is a  transparent zipper compartment, a  stretch 
band with 5  loops, 3 big net compartments and 2 net 
compartments with a  metal hook, which you can take 
out by means of a Velcro fastener, for hanging up in the 
shower for e.g. shampoo or shower gel. The bag provides 
a  270  degrees surround zipper and one further metal 
hook for hanging it up. This is practical and convenient! 
We will place your advertising on the front of the bag.
Size: 22 × 19,5 × 8 cm
Print size: 10 × 5 cm

Art: 3003 Mirror vanity case "Calais"
This nylon vanity case is ideal, as you have plenty of 
space in the zipper compartment for all your cosmetics. 
The cover, which is easy to close by a  Velcro fastener, 
contains a big mirror. We will place your advertising on 
the front of the case preferably in silver.
Size: 16,3 × 10 × 4 cm
Print size: 5 × 2,5 cm
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Art: 1865 Travel socks "Dakar"
No more swollen feet! Many people are familiar with 
DVT and the problems that occur through sitting for 
long periods of time in the plane, car or train! These 
compression style socks (size M) help solve these 
problems. The very compact fabric mesh supports the 
veins and help reduce swelling. Make customers trips 
more comfortable! Your logo will be printed onto the 
pouch. Single packed into a plastic pouch.
Size: M
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 3115 Luggage scale "Erlangen"
The time is over to pay for over weight luggage! With this 
luggage scale (bearing load - 38kg) it will never happen 
again. Just attach the hook of the luggage scale onto the 
handle of your packed suitcase and the scale will show 
the total weight of your luggage. We will pad print your 
logo onto the area below the scale. Single packed in 
a cardboard box.
Size: 22,2 × 8,1 × 3,7 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 8944 Carrying strap for bags with address 
field "Costa Rica"
Multifunctional companion! This practical assistant 
brings an end to cutting-in carrying straps on bags. 
Made of 600 × 300 D PVC polyester, this grip protection 
provides nice carrying feeling and can easily be attached 
by its Velcro closure. Furthermore it provides an address 
field, making it to a luggage tag at the same time. We will 
print your advertising to the middle of the carrying strap. 
Single packed in polybag.
Size: 15 × 11,7 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 7918 Luggage tag "Kemer"
Colourful and trendy travel accessory. Be a part of all the 
travelling of your customers. The paper inlay offers more 
than enough space for your name, address, country and 
phone number. We print your advertising in the middle 
of the tag.
Size: 5,5 × 9,5 × 0,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 3 cm

Art: 1769 Bag holder for trolleys "Armant"
Life can be so easy - if you have a  trolley you can easy 
hook another bag. Just add it onto the handle of a trolley 
and hang your additional bag on it. We will pad print 
your logo onto the hook.
Size: 7,8 × 3,6 × 4,5 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 3 cm
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Art: 3334 First-Aid-Kit "Canterbury"
One for all cases! This first-aid-kit will make you a real aide. 
It supplies all you need for emergencies: two bandages 
(5  cm  ×  4.5  m), small scissors, one triangle bandage 
(96 × 96 × 136 cm), two fixing pins, adhesive tape, five 
plasters, two aseptic dressings, four smaller disinfection 
tissues and two larger antiseptic cleaning tissues. All 
safely stored in a  nylon case (420D). We will print your 
advertising outside on the case. Single-packed in a poly 
bag.
Size: 15,5 × 12 × 2,9 cm
Print size: 8 × 5 cm

Art: 3316 Lint roller "Essex"
Give dirt no chance! Smart appearance is very important 
in the business world, hair, lint, crumb etc. is not very 
nice. But its no problem any longer with this small lint 
roller. With its sticky tapes (25  pieces) it removes all 
nuisance and fits into your pocket due to its size. We will 
place your advertising on a label and stick it to the roller.
Size: 15,5 × ø2,9 cm
Print size: 3 × 1 cm
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Art: 3038 Travel tooth brush set "Colgate"
For spick and span teeth, even when travelling! You 
should always have this tooth brush set with you, as 
you could have a meeting after lunch! You'll always get 
far with a bright healthy smile so this transparent tooth 
brush set featuring Colgate tooth paste and a compact 
plastic tooth brush is what you need! We will place your 
advertising on the transparent box. Each tooth brush set 
is hygienically packed in a single polybag.
Size: 9 × 3 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 1,8 cm

Art: 8003 Travel sewing set "Le Havre"
For emergency cases! This travel sewing set in practical 
credit card shape is essential for those journeys and is 
the ideal companion for travelling. Contains scissors, 
needles, safety pins, thread, needle threader and spare 
buttons. We will place your advertising on the card box.
Size: 9 × 5,5 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm

Art: 1868 Pill-box "Hamilton"
At home or travelling? It doesn't matter; with this pill-box 
the pills of your are well protected. The white plastic box 
is separated into two compartments (one red, one blue) 
and it also features a pill-cutter. Your logo will be placed 
onto the lid of the box Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 9,5 × 4,8 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 2,5 cm
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Art: 9218 Emergency poncho "Tours"
Fast protection from rain! Practical transparent rain 
emergency poncho in one size. You should always have 
it with you in case of emergencies! A  top item for all 
outdoor events - and for anyone who wants to protect 
him/herself from the rain. We will place your advertising 
on a label (up to 4 colours) on the cover of the poncho.
Size: XL
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 8647 Rain poncho "Lynnfield"
Don't get wet again! This rain poncho, a  perfect travel 
accessory will help you to never get wet again. The 
poncho is packed in a  nice plastic ball which makes it 
easy to take it with. We suggest you pad print your logo 
onto the ball. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 12,6 × ø6,4 cm
Print size: ø3 cm
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Art: 9101 Rain coat "Clermont-Ferrand"
Stay dry in the rain! PVC rain coat with a hood, 2 pockets 
and pushbuttons in one size XL. Available in transparent 
frosted or single-coloured blue. We will place your 
advertising on the chest (heart side). Packed in a single 
polybag.
Size: XL
Print size: 10 × 6 cm

Art: 9205 Turn-over rain coat "Nanterre"
Stay dry in the rain! Reversible rain coat with a  hood, 
2  pockets and pushbuttons. Available in silver/black, 
blue/green and yellow/blue - can be reversed. We will 
place your advertising on the chest (heart side), but only 
on one side (please quote on order). Each rain coat is 
packed in a single polybag.
Size: XL
Print size: 10 × 6 cm

Art: 8234 Non-woven seat cushion "Manchester"
Comfortable! This seat cushion made of non-woven 
material (75 gsm) is the ideal companion. It can be used 
in the stadium, at picnic, etc. With this cushion you will 
always sit comfortably and protected from cold. The 
folding principle and the rubber band makes it easy for 
transport. We will print your advertising on one segment.
Size: 33,5 × 8 × 5 cm
Print size: 20 × 5 cm
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Art: 1869 Umbrella "Lexington"
A superb automatic umbrella! A high quality automatic 
umbrella with an added twist. Each umbrella comes 
with colour accents on the panels and handle. The solid 
automatic mechanism is combined with 190T-Pongee 
fabric, a  metal shaft and a  foam dual colour handle to 
create a superb design. Your logo will be printed on one 
panel. Each umbrella is packed in a polybag.
Size: ø105 × 87 cm
Print size: 20 × 15 cm

Art: 3472 Umbrella "Paris"
Set a  course and give your advertising a  special 
appearance with this nice umbrella. It has a  pongee 
cover, coloured-lacquered bar matching the colour 
of the plastic grip and the edging. We will print your 
advertising by means of screen printing on one segment. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: ø103 cm
Print size: 20 × 15 cm
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Art: 5131 Wooden automatic umbrella "Nancy"
This model is most likely to be used by VIPs, as this 
umbrella is really simple and yet elegant at the same 
time. It features a  real wooden pole and high-quality 
metal bars with a  high performance automatic spring. 
We offer you a wide range of colours with this top model. 
We will place your advertising in a discreet way on one 
panel. Please pay attention to the umbrellas used by the 
Royals! Each umbrella is packed in a single polybag.
Size: ø105 cm
Print size: 20 × 15 cm
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Art: 5202 Automatic umbrella with UV protection 
"Avignon"
This automatic umbrella with a  soft foam grip is fancy, 
noble and really popular. It is extremely light-weight and 
features 190T polyester, which is matt silver-coated on 
the inside for UV protection reasons. Your advertising 
especially shows to advantage if it is printed in matt 
silver on the outside on one of the panels. Each umbrella 
is packed in a single polybag.
Size: ø108 cm
Print size: 20 × 15 cm

Art: 7449 Island umbrella "Bali"
Brighten up a rainy day with this original umbrella. Next 
time it's raining why not take your customers to Bali. 
Each umbrella has a  Caribbean beach scene printed 
on the inside, it's sure to create a  good feeling in bad 
weather. Your logo will be printed to one panel. Each 
umbrella is packed in a single polybag.
Size: ø105 × 88 cm
Print size: 20 × 15 cm
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Art: 5190 XL umbrella "Montpellier"
Its dimensions are amazing! Our XL umbrella is the ideal 
umbrella for two or the ideal doorman umbrella - as 
you can ensure a  second person keeps dry! Its solid 
metal pole, its stable metal bar and its high-quality 190T 
polyester covering make it the perfect companion in the 
rain. We will place your advertising preferably on one 
panel. Each umbrella is packed in a single polybag.
Size: ø133 cm
Print size: 25 × 20 cm

Art: 5187 XL storm umbrella "Hurrican"
Storm umbrella with bending technique: it is resistant, 
huge, has a  carbon pole, a  flexible fiber glass bar and 
a 190T polyester covering. It is highly recommended. We 
will print one panel in your desired colour. Each umbrella 
is packed in a single polybag.
Size: ø133 cm
Print size: 25 × 20 cm
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Art: 5085 Automatic walking-stick umbrella 
"Aix-en-Provence"
This umbrella is perfect for the smallest advertising 
budget. Its features are marvellous: metal bars, straight 
wooden grip and coloured and white panels made 
of 170T Polyester. Each umbrella is packed in a  single 
polybag. We will place your advertising on one white 
panel preferably in the same colour as the coloured 
panel.
Size: ø100 cm
Print size: 20 × 15 cm

Art: 5086 Automatic walking-stick umbrella "Le 
Mans"
This umbrella is perfect for the smallest advertising 
budget. Its features are marvellous:: metal bars, straight 
wooden grip and coloured and white panels made 
of 170T Polyester. Each umbrella is packed in a  single 
polybag. We will place your advertising on one panel.
Size: ø100 cm
Print size: 20 × 15 cm
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Art: 5188 Collapsible umbrella "Lille"
Small and handy, so you can take it everywhere. A handy 
collapsible umbrella with a  metal telescopic bar and 
170T Polyester canopy, a  black plastic grip and a  hand 
loop. We will place your advertising on one panel of the 
umbrella.
Size: ø81 (32 - 55) cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm

Art: 5200 Automatic umbrella "Limoges"
With your logo is clearly visible on the outside of one 
panel - everyone will love to carry around this umbrella. 
Its features are marvellous: metal bars, bended plastic 
grip and a  covering made of 170T polyester. Each 
umbrella is packed in a single polybag.
Size: ø100 cm
Print size: 20 × 15 cm
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Art: 3464 Cotton bag "Antibes"
Shopping classic for your small purchase. Nature 
coloured cotton bag with two short handles. The sturdy 
material, of course washable, makes it a  permanent 
companion for your customer. There is enough space 
on the front for your advertising, which we will print 
in screen printing. Every additional colour 50%  of the 
following printing price. Set-up costs are per colour.
Size: 32 × 28,5 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 15 × 20 cm

Art: 3466 Cotton bag "Suva"
Not only for shopping. This nature coloured cotton bag 
offers many possibilities for use. Whether as backpack, 
clothes bag, etc., it is the perfect environmental-
friendly companion. Due to the long-life material, of 
course washable, you will always be present with your 
advertising. The large front offers enough space for your 
advertising, which we will print in screen printing. Any 
further colour 50% of the following printing price. Set-up 
costs are per colour.
Size: 52,5 × 41,5 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 28 × 28 cm
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Art: 2547 Cotton bag "Arrecife"
A shopping classic! Natural-coloured cotton bag with 
2 short handles. These good quality cotton bags can be 
used over and over again and they are washable. These is 
ideal space on the front for your advertising.
Size: 42 × 38 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 28 × 28 cm

Art: 2164 Cotton bag "Manacor"
A shopping classic! Natural-coloured cotton bag with 
2 long handles. These good quality cotton bags can be 
used over and over again and they are washable. These is 
ideal space on the front for your advertising.
Size: 42 × 38 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 28 × 28 cm

Art: 3465 Cotton bag "Loja"
Shopping classic! Nature coloured cotton bag with one 
long handle. The sturdy material, of course washable, 
makes it a  permanent companion for your customer. 
There is enough space on the large front for your 
advertising, which we will print in screen printing. Every 
additional colour 50%  of the following printing price. 
Set-up costs are per colour.
Size: 42 × 38,5 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 28 × 28 cm
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Art: 1874 foldable shopping bag "Marchtrenk"
Go shopping together with your customer. This will 
work for sure: through your advertising on this foldable 
shopping bag. When it is folded, it is simple to put in in 
the attached bag and to close it with the button.
Size: 60 × 45,5 × 5,5 cm
Print size: 8 × 3 cm

Art: 7029 Nylon changing bag "Albacete"
Always with you! Due to the practical mini shape 
you'll always have this shopping bag made from 190T 
polyester at hand. It features a pushbutton closure and 
a plastic snap hook for attachment to the key ring. When 
necessary, the small bag becomes a proper carrying bag. 
Due to the robust material, it is long lasting. We will place 
your advertising by means of pad printing on the outside 
of the cover.
Size: 54 × 45 × 2 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 1714 Shopping bag "Arezzo"
Functional shopping bag for all circumstances. Your 
clients will be well prepared in future with this robust 
polyester shopping bag. Besides the spacious inner 
compartment, it also has two differently sized outer 
compartments. We will print your advertising by means 
of screen printing on the front side. Single packed in 
polybag.
Size: 41,0 × 42,0 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 15 × 15 cm
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Art: 8392 Non woven bag "Nivala"
Why pay more? This sturdy non woven bag is the perfect 
shopper bag and fits into every budget. The bag offers 
big space for your customers advertising. We will silk 
screen your logo onto the middle of the bag.
Size: 38 × 42 cm
Print size: 25 × 25 cm

Art: 2734 Shopping bag "Dillingen"
Practical helper. With this bag you will be well prepared 
for every shopping tour. The bag is made out of 210D 
polyester. Because of the press button the bag is easy 
to open and close. We will silk screen your logo onto the 
middle of the bag. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 33 × 41,5 × 0,3 cm
Print size: 15 × 20 cm

Art: 7528 Jute bag, big "Hannover"
The Eco-friendly long life shoppers. This bag is made 
of biodegradable jute (which is well known for its 
durability) so not only does it look good but its also kind 
to the environment. Your logo will be printed to one side 
of this bag.
Size: 44 × 37 × 19 cm
Print size: 20 × 10 cm
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Art: 7546 Shoulder bag "Bristol"
Golden advertising! Hihglight your advertising with this 
bag made of non-woven material (80  gsm), which is 
also refined with gold foil. We will print your advertising 
centred on the lap by means of screen printing. Please 
note that only a  1-colour imprint is possible, due to 
material reasons.
Size: 36 × 30 × 10 cm
Print size: 22 × 15 cm

Art: 7548 Shopping bag "Marino"
For a  brilliant appearance! Highlight your advertising 
with this bag, which will be known everywhere! This 
bag made of non-woven material (80 gsm) has a noble 
appearance due to the film lamination. We will print 
your advertising on the bag by means of screen printing. 
Please note that only a 1-colour imprint is possible, due 
to material reasons.
Size: 34 × 35 × 8 cm
Print size: 25 × 20 cm
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Art: 8974 Luggage compartment bag "Capivari"
Space saving bag! Your customers will be delighted 
by this shopping bag. Whether in shopping trolley or 
luggage compartment, the two large compartments 
of the bag offer enough space for everything. After 
using it the bag can easily and practically be folded and 
closed by a zipper. Thus she saves space in the luggage 
compartment and is ready for your next purchase. We 
will apply your advertising by means of screen printing 
centred on one side. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 36,2 × 46 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm

Art: 2754 Shoulder bag "Calera"
Practical and stylish! The 1680D polyester shoulder bag 
offers besides the main pocket, 3 pockets for ball pens, 
a additonal pocket in the flap and a adjustable shoulder 
strap. We will silk screen your logo onto the shoulder 
bag. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 37 × 30 × 12,5 cm
Print size: 12 × 5 cm
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Art: 2756 Sports bag "Clifton"
Sporty elegance! Suprise your customers with that 
sporty 1680D polyester allround sports bag. The bag 
is the perfect attendent for weekend trips. Besides the 
main compartment the bag offers a small front pocket 
for often needed documents. We will silk screen your 
logo onto the middle of the bag. Single packed in 
a polybag.
Size: 49 × 27 × 21 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm

Art: 2755 Document bag "Ely"
The different document bag! The elegant designed 
1680D polyester document bag is the perfect assistant 
for your customer visits. The bag got a  small front 
pocket for often used documents and is easy to close by 
a button. We will silk screen your logo onto the middle of 
the bag. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 36 × 28,5 × 7 cm
Print size: 12 × 8 cm

Art: 2753 Shopping bag "Peer"
Pure elegance! The chic shopping bag made out of 
1680D polyester got a  practical button to close as 
well. The bag got the fancy design because of the grey 
stripes. We will silk screen your logo onto the middle of 
the bag. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 49,5 × 34,5 × 10 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm
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Art: 2751 Backpack "Carvin"
Remarkable backpack in a  modern design. This model 
is very attractive because of the sturdy material. The 
backpack is made out of PVC coated 300D polyester. The 
backpack consists besides the adjustable straps a  front 
pocket as well. We will silk screen your logo onto the 
front pocket. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 31,5 ×  41 × 9,5 cm
Print size: 9 × 5 cm

Art: 2752 Sports bag "Andover"
Stylish sports bag for every day use. The sturdy 300D 
polyester bag offers enough space for a  weekend trip 
or just for the gym. The bag got besides the adjustable 
shoulder strap a front pocket as well. We will silk screen 
your logo onto the front pocket. Single packed in 
a polybag.
Size: 49 × 27 × 27,5 cm
Print size: 9 × 5 cm

Art: 2735 Shoulder bag "Bonneville"
Sporty shoulder bag in a  modern design. Put a  smily 
into your customers face with the sturdy 300D polyester 
shoulder bag. The inside of the bag is coated with PVC. 
The strap of the bag is adjustable. We will add your 
advertising via transfer onto the bag. Single packed in 
a polybag.
Size: 37 × 30 × 12,5 cm
Print size: 9 × 5 cm
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Art: 2078 Sports travel bag "Salamanca"
This bag is ideal for sports, travelling and leisure time. The 
main compartment is huge, the shoulder belt is padded, 
adjustable and removable. The straps are comfortable 
to wear and there is enough space for other belongings 
in the front compartment. The extremely robust 600D 
polyester makes the bag long lasting and very practical. 
We will place your advertising on the opposite side of 
the front compartment.
Size: 58 × 35 × 33 cm
Print size: 15 × 8 cm

Art: 2061 Sports travel bag "Palma"
Trendy and fancy. This sports bag will captivate with 
its design. There are various trendy colours available 
that will appeal to everyone. It features a  large main 
compartment, a  front compartment, a  padded belt, 
which is also adjustable and removable, as well as the 
comfortable strap which means that it is easy to carry the 
bag without cutting in your shoulders. Due to its rugged 
600D polyester the bag is also very resilient. We will place 
your advertising on the front compartment.
Size: 68 × 20 × 31 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm

Art: 7026 Sports and travel bag "Oviedo"
Simply stylish! An eye-catching spacious polyester 
sports bag with various large and small supplementary 
compartments as well as a  highly adjustable and 
removable shoulder belt. We will place your advertising 
underneath the broad orange stripes.
Size: 52 × 24,5 × 29 cm
Print size: 20 × 8 cm
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Art: 4191 City bag "Córdoba"
This trendy one-shoulder city bag is made of robust 
polyester everyone likes to wear them! It features 
a  spacious main compartment along with a  mobile 
phone compartment for fast access to your mobile 
phone. It also features two further zipper compartments. 
We will place your advertising underneath the second 
zipper compartment.
Size: 47 × 33 × 17 cm
Print size: 10 × 10 cm

Art: 4170 Trendy backpack "Cadiz"
A backpack that fulfils all needs and is suitable for all. It 
is made of robust polyester and features a  large main 
compartment in addition to a  sufficiently big front 
compartment. It also features well padded shoulder 
straps. There are endless uses for this item. We will place 
your advertising on the front compartment.
Size: 45 × 31 × 18 cm
Print size: 15 × 8 cm

Art: 7028 Backpack "Burgos"
Simply stylish! This sports backpack made of rugged polyester has many 
great features such as a big main compartment, two front compartments 
and two side compartments for e.g. drinking bottles. Padded shoulder 
belts and a strap are also included. We will place your advertising on the 
light grey front bag.
Size: 35 × 20 × 45 cm
Print size: 10 × 2 cm

Art: 1662 Fun City backpack
Nice backpack in trandy color combination made of 
600 D nylon offering a  large space for your logo which 
we would print by transfer screen printing.
Size: 30 × 15 × 10 cm
Print size: 8 × 8 cm
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Art: 1717 City bag "Sofia"
Trendy city bag with stripes as part of the modern 
design. The city bag is made out of 300D polyester and 
got a large main compartment and a adjustable padded 
shoulder strap for a comfortable handling. We will print 
your advertising on the left, beside the stripes. Single 
packed in a polybag.
Size: 33 × 46,5 × 12,3 cm
Print size: 12 × 10 cm

Art: 8943 Stretching bag "Delgado"
Space saving miracle! Amaze your clients with this 
unique bag. It seems to be small on first sight, but due 
to the stretching material it can be expanded to an even 
larger size. You will be amazed how much space you will 
have. Furthermore it has an adjustable strap, also made 
of stretching material. We will place your advertising in 
the middle of the bag. Songle-packed in polybag.
Size: adjustable
Print size: 8 × 3 cm
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Art: 1718 Shoulder bag "Monza"
Big shoulder bag in a  fancy design. The bag made out 
of 300D polyester got a large inner compartment, front 
compartment with a  zipper and reversible shoulder 
strap. We will print your advertising on the left, beside 
the stripe. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 37 × 26 × 10 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm

Art: 1716 Backpack "Trier"
Modern backpack with stripes as modern design part. 
The fancy backpack is made out of 300D polyester 
with padded back part and padded shoulder straps. 
The bag contains a  large main compartment and 
a  front compartment with a  zipper. We will print your 
advertising on the left, beside the stripes. Single packed 
in a polybag.
Size: 31 × 43 × 14 cm
Print size: 10 × 20 cm
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Art: 3962 Suit cover "Gijón"
Ideal for travel! With this practical suit cover made of 
rugged PEVA material with a  zipper and a  viewing 
window your suits will stay wrinkle free when travelling. 
We will print your advertising onto the clear surface.
Size: 100 × 60 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm

Art: 3801 Suit bag "Santander"
Ideal for travel! With this practical suit bag made of high-
quality 600D polyester with many zipper compartments 
as well as a  removable shoulder strap, your suits will 
remain wrinkle free when travelling. Just fold it over 
and take it with you as a bag! For your convenience, in 
the upper part there is an integrated firm hook, so that 
you can hang the suit bag. You can fit everything that 
you need for the journey into this bag. The item can be 
nicely combined with the other items from the range. 
The metal plate is ideal for your advertising.
Size: 110 × 60 × 8 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 0,8 cm
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Art: 1712 Trolley sports bag "Foley"
For an easier handling! This trolley sports bag made out 
of 600D polyester has got a  extricable handle in the 
bottom. If the sports bag gets to heavy than you can 
easy use the bag as a  normal trolley. The bag comes 
with a  lot of space in the main compartment and the 
two front compartments and got a comfortable handle 
as well. We will print your advertising onto the front 
compartment.
Size: 60 × 32 × 34 cm
Print size: 20 × 10 cm

Art: 2149 Travel and sports bag "Las Palmas"
Ideal for en route! This fancy and spacious nylon (420D 
nylon) travel and sports bag with a removable padded 
shoulder belt captivates with its striking design. The 
numerous compartments provide space for big and 
small belongings. A  special feature is the removable 
backpack at one side.
Size: 72 × 34 × 34 cm
Print size: 15 × 8 cm
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Art: 3335 Non-woven document folder "Oldham"
Big deal for small money! This bag made of non-woven 
material (80  gsm) offers many possible fields of 
application, such as for fairs, document folder, etc., as well 
as a large advertising surface, a large main compartment 
with zipper and a  front compartment with zipper. All 
this for a  small amount of money! We will print your 
advertising underneath the zipper centred on the bag.
Size: 38 × 28 × 6 cm
Print size: 25 × 15 cm

Art: 7009 College bag "San Sebastián"
This stylish 300D polyester bag with an adjustable, 
removable shoulder belt provides space for all you need 
for work or school. It features a practical click closure on 
the front. We will place your advertising above the click 
closure.
Size: 37 × 31 × 13 cm
Print size: 20 × 10 cm

Art: 7007 College bag "Málaga"
This new generation stylish polyester bag with 
removable shoulder belt and strap has numerous 
compartments and provides space for all you need en 
route. There is also an eye-catching and practical zipper 
bag on the front. We will place your advertising on the 
front to the right of the zipper.
Size: 38 × 8,5 × 29 cm
Print size: 15 × 8 cm
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Art: 8111 Fair bag "Fort Myers"
Great bag - unbelievable price! The large compartment, 
robust material and shoulder strap make this the only 
choice when selecting a  bag. In our opinion be it for 
work, leisure or exhibitions there is not better value bag. 
Supplied in a choice of colours. Your logo will be printed 
below the zipper.
Size: 39,6 × 31 × 2,7 cm
Print size: 20 × 10 cm

Art: 4898 College all round bag "Ibiza"
The ideal companion! This stylish and rugged college 
bag made of high-quality 70D nylon features an 
adjustable and removable shoulder belt and strap and in 
addition the spacious main compartment has numerous 
supplementary compartments with space for all you 
need at school, at fairs or conferences. The practical snap 
closure provides fast access to your belongings. We will 
place your advertising on the front.
Size: 39 × 29 × 7,5 cm
Print size: 20 × 10 cm
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Art: 1917 Shoulder bag "Cuxhaven
Be cool! This silver college bag works well with every 
colour of logo. The bag (material: 0,4mm pvc topolin) 
consists of a huge inner compartment with 3   ball pen 
compartments and a  mobile phone area. Through its 
big Velcro fasteners it's easy to open and close the bag. 
The cushioned shoulder strap makes for comfortable 
carrying. Your logo will be printed to the flap cover.
Size: 40,2 × 30 × 9,5 cm
Print size: 20 × 10 cm

Art: 5080 Laptop bag "Menorca"
Work on the road! This spacious laptop bag has 
a  removable shoulder belt and strap and is made of 
sturdy 600D polyester with extending folds and practical 
click closure. Due to the numerous compartments there 
is enough space for big and small belongings. You can 
use this bag at many occasions, e.g. for work or school. 
That's why we highly recommend it. We will place your 
advertising on the front of the bag underneath the 
zipper.
Size: 45 × 30 × 15,5 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm
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Art: 1615 Netbook bag "Dixon"
At last, this is the perfect netbook bag for smaller 
netbooks that have become so popular in the meantime. 
It provides perfect protection for your netbook due 
to its special features: made of 600D polyester, with 
protective padding on both sides, a special holding for 
the netbook, an additional zipper compartment inside 
and a  compartment on the outside. The two carrying 
straps and the adjustable shoulder strap make the bag 
comfortable. Comes in a polybag. We will print your logo 
on the front compartment.
Size: 35 × 24,5 × 4 cm
Print size: 15 × 8 cm

Art: 6991 All round bag "Barcelona"
This fancy all round bag made of black microfiber with 
aluminium straps and removable, adjustable, padded 
shoulder belt is not only nice to look at but also provides 
space for all your documents or your laptop to take on 
the road. We will place your advertising on the front.
Size: 38 × 27 × 5,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm
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Art: 1844 Beach bag "Honolulu"
Not just for the beach! With this bag in the nice stripe 
design, made out of microfibre you're well prepared 
everywhere. We will silk screen your logo onto the 
middle of the bag. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 36 × 18,5 × 38,5 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm

Art: 1846 Beach bag "Newport"
The eye-catcher on every beach! Accompany your 
customers with this fancy beach bag made out of 
microfibre in the nice stripe design. The bag is perfectly 
used on the beach, in the indoor pools and the spas. We 
will silk screen your logo onto the middle of the bag. 
Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 40 × 11 × 30 cm
Print size: 20 × 15 cm

Art: 3509 Belt pouch "Vigo"
The affordable belt pouch is a  very practical item. The 
nylon belt pouch features an adjustable strap and 
a spacious zipper compartment. There is plenty of space 
for your advertising on the front.
Size: 21 × 9 × 7 cm
Print size: 8 × 5 cm
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Art: 8940 Shoulder bag "Gibraltar"
Sporty! Cool shoulder bag made of 420D PU polyester 
in marina style. The appealing bag offers a  large inner 
compartment, an adjustable shoulder strap and 
a  strengthened bottom. We will print your advertising 
centered on the white stripe by means of screen printing. 
Single packed in polybag.
Size: 43,5 × 28 × 20 cm
Print size: 12 × 10 cm

Art: 2733 Beach bag "Sunbury"
Classic colourful beach bag! This bag will be the eye 
catcher on every beach. The bag is made out of 420D 
polyester. We will silk screen your advertising onto the 
middle of the bag.
Size: 50 × 39 × 7 cm
Print size: 20 × 12 cm
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Art: 8602 Sports bag "Monte Plata"
Just trendy! This sturdy 210D polyester sports bag is the 
perfect partner for all situations. You can use it for your 
shoes, for sports or just for the laundry. We will silk screen 
your logo onto the middle of the bag.
Size: 27 × 36,5 × 0,03 cm
Print size: 12 × 15 cm

Art: 8600 Sports bag "San Miguel"
Super light! This light 210D polyester will be perfect 
for the daily gym visit. The metal ring on each side will 
guarantee stability besides the adjustable shoulder 
strap. We will silk screen your logo onto the bag. Single 
packed in a polybag.
Size: 43 × ø24,5 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm
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Art: 8515 Sports bag "Leopoldsburg"
Ideal for the gym or any other sport like e.g. swimming. 
You have plenty of space four your training stuff in this 
sports bag made of 180T-190T polyester, which can 
easily be closed by its simple drawstring. You can use 
it as a backpack or just hang it over your shoulder. It is 
also suitable as protection bag for e.g. dirty sports shoes 
or wet clothes, in order to protect your other clothes 
in a  larger sports or travelling bag. We will print your 
advertising to the front.
Size: 34 × 42
Print size: 19 × 19 cm

Art: 2899 Sports bag "Port Lincoln"
Perfect sports bag! This sturdy 210D polyester sports bag 
is the perfect partner for all situations. You can use it for 
your shoes, for sports or just for the laundry. We will print 
your logo next to the mesh pocket.
Size: 34,5 × 42,5 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm
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Art: 2889 Smiley safety pendant "Oakley"
A smile for more safety! Your small customers will be 
perfectly seen and safe with this reflecting PVC pendant, 
which they can attach to the satchel, jacket, bike, etc. 
Due to its funny smiley it will be likely used by everyone. 
We will print your advertising centered on the back. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 9 × ø5 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm

Art: 2890 Smiley safety sticker "Stanley"
A smile for more safety! Your small customers will be 
perfectly seen and safe with this reflecting PVC sticker, 
which they can attach to the satchel, jacket, bike, etc. 
Due to its funny smiley it will be likely used by everyone. 
We will print your advertising onto the sticker. Single-
packed in poly bag.
Size: ø7 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 3027 Bike bell "Leeds"
Ting-a-ling… Clear the way for your clients with this 
fancy bike bell. Due to the plastic fixation the bell can 
easily be attached to the handlebar. We will engrave 
your advertising on the top of the bell. Single-packed in 
box.
Size: ø5,4 × 5,5 cm
Print size: ø3,5 cm
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Art: 6094 Flashing light clip "Anaheim"          
Pay attention to yourself - it can safe your life! Round 
plastic practical flashlight clip, ideal for bikers, joggers 
and pedestrians. 1 coin cell is already included. We will 
put your advertising on the reflective field.
Size: ø4,8 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 2 × 1 cm

Art: 6093 Flashing light clip "Cincinnati"
Pay attention to yourself! Practical plastic heart shaped 
flashlight clip, ideal for bikers. One coin cell is already 
included. We will put your advertising on the reflective 
field.
Size: 4 × 3,2 × 1,4 cm
Print size: 2 × 1 cm

Art: 8001 Bike repairing kit "Minneapolis"
Flat tyre? Loose saddle or front wheel? - No problem with 
this practical 17-piece bike repairing kit with numerous 
bits, hex-wrenches, screw-wrench, dismantling key and 
repair kit in a space-saving case made of robust polyester. 
We will put your advertising on the front handle.
Size: 11 × 8,5 × 4,5 cm
Print size: 5,5 × 3,5 cm
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Art: 8157 Snap bracelet "Teneriffa"
Pay attention to yourself! Flexible reflective snap 
bracelet made of plastic with a metal clip. You'll be seen 
by all drivers - keeps you safe and seen. We will put your 
advertising on the reflective field.
Size: 32 × 3,2 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 3398 Children's baseball cap "Seattle"
Striking! The perfect companion for all kids on their 
way to school, sports or kindergarten. In future they 
will not be overseen with this neon-coloured baseball 
cap made of polyester. The reflecting material increases 
visibility extremely and provides more security. We will 
stitch your advertising centered on the front. Price is per 
1.000  stitches. Send us your logo, we will gladly make 
you an offer.
Size: adjustable
Print size: 9 × 5 cm

Art: 3397 Baseball cap "Chicago"
For sure the right companion! Provide more safety to 
your customers with this neon-coloured baseball cap 
made of polyester and reflecting stripe on the shield. 
Whether when jogging or in traffic, visibility is increased 
with this cap. We will embroider your advertising 
centered on the front. Price is per 1.000 stitches. Please 
send us your logo, we will send you an offer.
Size: adjustable
Print size: 9 × 5 cm
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Art: 2888 Children's safety jacket "Ilo"
For more safety! Even the smallest won't be overseen 
with this safety jacket. This safety jacket is the right 
companion in traffic or on the way to school. Needless 
to say that it complies with all EU standards. We will print 
your advertising on the chest (heart side). Print on the 
back upon request. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: S
Print size: 10 × 6 cm

Art: 2858 Safty jacket "Venlo"
Everyone needs one - construction workers, truck 
drivers or fork lift drivers among others. Our safety 
jacket complies with all EU standards. Reflective stripes 
for highest safety requirements. We will print your 
advertising onto the chest (heart side). Each jacket is 
packed in a single polybag.
Size: XXL
Print size: 10 × 8 cm

Art: 3412 Safety LED wrist band "Pittsburgh"
Not only for joggers. Provide more safety to your 
customers with this LED wrist band. It can easily be 
attached to the upper arm by means of the flexible 
rubber band with Velcro closure. By pushing the black 
button the two red LEDs are activated. Two different 
light versions are available: permanent light or blinking. 
Furthermore, the Velcro closure features a  reflecting 
stripe. We will print your advertising centered on the 
transparent plastic piece. Two coin cells are included in 
delivery. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 43,2 × 3,7 × 1,3 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,2 cm
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Art: 0437 5-panel baseball cap "Texas"
Sporty and trendy! This 5-panel cotton baseball cap 
is the ideal advertising medium! Available with an 
adjustable plastic Fastener. The combination of white 
and another colour gives the cap a  fresh appearance. 
We will place your advertising on the front preferably in 
matching colour of the cap.
Size: adjustable
Print size: 9 × 5 cm

Art: 0464 6-panel baseball cap "San Diego"
Sporty yet simple at the same time! This high-quality 
6-panel baseball cap made of brushed cotton features 
a highly adjustable Velcro fastener for easy size change. 
We will stitch your advertising onto the front surface. 
The price for embroidery is per 1.000 stitches. Standard 
embroidery requires about 8.000 stitches.
Size: adjustable
Print size: 9 × 5 cm

Art: 8044 5-panel reflective cap "Dallas"
Trendy yet safe - these are the characteristics of this cap 
refined with surrounding reflective stripes. As darkness 
falls the cap has a  protective function, with it's highly 
visible reflective stripes. Not only is it cool but safe. We 
print this high-quality cotton baseball cap on the front.
Size: adjustable
Print size: 9 × 5 cm
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Art: 0447 5-panel baseball cap "New York"
Sporty and trendy! This 5-panel cotton baseball cap 
is the ideal advertising medium! Available with an 
adjustable plastic fastener and in various colours. We will 
place your advertising on the front.
Size: adjustable
Print size: 9 × 5 cm

Art: 0466 6-panel baseball cap "San Francisco"
Sporty and trendy! 6-panel sandwich baseball cap made 
of heavy brushed cotton with a matt silver metal snap 
closure. The sandwich cap comes with a white stripe in 
the middle of the visor. This cap is very trendy and comes 
in high-quality heavy cotton. We will embroider your 
advertising onto the front. The price for embroidery is 
per 1.000 stitches. Standard embroidery requires about 
8.000 stitches.
Size: adjustable
Print size: 9 × 5 cm
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Art: 8165 Sun glasses "Daytona Beach"
For sunny days! These sporty silver-lacquered plastic 
sun glasses with non-slip rubberised earpieces and UV 
400  protection, shields you from sunlight and looks 
really stylish. We will print your advertising onto the 
silver plastic earpieces. The glasses are packed in a single 
polybag.
Size: 16 × 14 × 3,5 cm
Print size: 2 × 0,3 cm

Art: 8758 Sunglasses "Atlanta"
Stylish! Give your advertising a  modern design with 
these fancy sunglasses. Please choose the right one for 
your company out of the various colourful range. The 
plastic sunglasses with UV 400  certified glasses will be 
likely worn by your customers and you will prevail with 
your advertising. We will print it by means of pad printing 
right or left on the earpiece. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 14,15 × 14,5 × 5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1 cm
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Art: 8158 Binoculars "Reno"
Get close! You'll see everything closer with these 
rubberised metal binoculars (8  ×  21) with a  cord for 
hanging around your neck! The nylon bag, a  lens cloth 
and a single cardboard box are included in delivery. We 
will put your advertising on the belt bag.
Size: 9 × 6 × 3 cm
Print size: 2 × 1 cm

Art: 3297 Binoculars "Constance"
See as far as possible. You'll have a lot of fun with these 
rubbered binoculars (10  ×  25), as your are close to the 
action: whether in the stadium, at concerts or in nature. 
The nylon bag can be easily attached to the beld and 
contains a  lens cloth. We will print your advertising 
on the belt bag preferably in silver. The binoculars are 
single-packed in a box.
Size: 12,5 × 8 × 4,4 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 0015 Maribor aluminum compass
This aluminum compass is always nice to have with you 
at hiking. We recommend to print it on the back side by 
laser engraving.
Size: 4,2 × 1 cm
Print size: ø3 cm
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Art: 7004 Cool bag 6 × 0.33 l "Aspen"
Keep your drinks cool with this handy nylon cooler bag 
with a practical carrying strap and zipper. Provides space 
for six 0,33  l cans. We will put your advertising on the 
front.
Size: 20 × 13 × 12,5 cm
Print size: 10 × 5 cm

Art: 7104 Cool bag "Mesa"
Nicely cold drinks with this handy nylon cooler bag with 
a practical carrying strap and zipper. Provides space for 
6 big 0,5l cans or 6 small bottles per 0,5l. We will put your 
advertising on the front.
Size: 20,5 × 17 × 14,5 cm
Print size: 10 × 5 cm

Art: 8276 Cooler bag "Arvika"
Brilliant cooling! With this small non woven cooler bag 
with zipper, carry strap and front pocket everything will 
stay cool. In this cooler bag is enough space for 6 cans 
(330ml each). We will place your advertising via a digital 
print (up to 4  colours) onto a  white transfer foil (either 
as a  oval, rectangle, circle etc. as you can see in the 
examples) and attach it onto the front pocket. Single 
packed in a polybag.
Size: 20 × 14,5 × 15,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 8107 Isolating bag "Trelleborg"
Perfectly isolated! This cooling bag provides 
extraordinary good isolation due to the foam foil, the 
silver isolating foil and the extra PVC covering. 1l bottles 
fit into the bag. The flap disposes an extra compartment 
on which we will print your advertising.
Size: 29 × 16 × 14 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm

Art: 8108 Isolating bag "Boston"
Well isolated is half done. With this extremely well 
isolated cooling bag your clients are not only good 
equipped for the next shopping trip. Due to its size, 
the zipper and the top isolation, consisting of foam 
foil, silver isolating foil and extra PVC covering, you can 
use it on various occasions. Outside it has two further 
compartments, on which we will print your advertising.
Size: 43 × 31 × 16 cm
Print size: 9 × 9 cm

Art: 8721 Thermal pack "Arktis"
Extra cool! This useful plastic thermal pack(170  ml) 
keeps your beverage and food cool for an extra long 
time in your cooler bags. Just put the plastic pack filled 
with cooling liquid into the fridge for a couple of hours 
and yet it is ready to use. We will print your advertising 
centered on the back. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 10,5 × 6,5 × 3 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm
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Art: 8103 Bottle cooling bag "Sandviken"
Cool thing for hot days! With this practical bottle cooling 
bag made of nylon, the drinks will stay cold even on hot 
days. Inside it has a silver isolating foil. The Velcro closure 
makes opening and closing it easy and the press-lock 
provides simple attachment (e.g. backpack etc.). We will 
print your advertising on the front.
Size: 30 × 17 × 1 cm
Print size: 10 × 5 cm

Art: 8718 Design bag with cooling function 
"Granada"
Outstanding design bag with cooling function. The 
perfect companian through the day. Whether for 
breakfast, lunch or just a  small snack: this fancy bag 
made of 300D polyester keeps everything fresh and 
cool. Inside it has a  foam foil and a  silver isolating foil. 
The drawstring makes opening and closing it easy. 
Furthermore it comprises two spare compartments with 
zipper on the front. We will print your advertising on the 
front. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 30,5 × 28 × 15 cm
Print size: 8 × 5 cm

Art: 7103 Cool bag "Alaska"
Everything stored on two levels - the bottom 
compartment provides space for 6  cans (per 0,33  l) 
and the upper compartment provides space for 
food, supplies etc. The cooler bag has 2  handles and 
a removable, adjustable shoulder belt. We will put your 
advertising on the cover of the bag.
Size: 25 × 22 × 17 cm
Print size: 10 × 5 cm
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Art: 2757 Foldable cooler bag "Lohja"
Practical assistant. You can keep the foldable 210D 
polyester cooler bag whereever you need it. We will silk 
screen your logo onto the folded bag. Single packed in 
a polybag.
Size: 22 × 11 × 2,4 cm
Print size: 12 × 6 cm

Art: 2897 Can shaped cooler bag "Caldera"
That's cool! This chic and sturdy 600D polyester cooler 
bag offers besides the big cooling compartment, two 
mesh pockets and a small pocket. The bag is really comfy 
to carry because of the adjustable shoulder strap. We 
will print your logo onto the middle of the bag. Single 
packed in a polybag.
Size: 26,5 × ø21,7 cm
Print size: 12 × 8 cm
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Art: 8603 Cooling bag "Stralsund"
Party on! The perfect cooling bag for a barbecue! Just 
fill some ice cubes in or put it into cold water and the 
fun can begin. With the integrated bottle opener you 
are perfectly armed. Furthermore it has a  small front 
compartment. We will print your advertising outside on 
the front compartment. Material: 70D polyester, inside 
PEVA. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 30 × ø32 cm
Print size: 10 × 6 cm

Art: 7301 Cool bag "Austin"
Cool thing! This elegant nylon cooler bag, in navy, doesn't 
just cool your food and drinks, but provides additional 
space for everything. Comes with a  carrying strap, 
shoulder belt and additional zipper compartments. We 
will put your advertising on the white front bag.
Size: 52 × 29 cm
Print size: 10 × 10 cm

Art: 7074 Cool bag "New Jersey"
A big Bag! In this spacy nylon cooler bag there is a  lot 
of space for your food and drinks. Even big bottles have 
enough room in this bag. The tough handles hold tight 
even with heavy contents and the net compartment 
at the front provides additional space. We will put your 
advertising on the cover.
Size: 32,5 × 20,5 × 20,5 cm
Print size: 15 × 8 cm
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For a  great performance! With 25  ×  15  cm you have 
plenty of space for your message. Your advertising will 
be printed in 4  colour digital on a  layer which will be 
placed in the between the two levels of the plastic mug. 
The inlays can be created however your customer likes it. 
Make your own design! Single packed in a white paper 
box.
Size: ø9 × 17 cm
Print size: 25 × 15 cm

Art: 1941 Promotion mug "Los Angeles"
For a  great performance! With 25  ×  15  cm you have 
plenty of space for your message. Your advertising will 
be printed in 4  colour digital on a  layer which will be 
placed in the between the two levels of the plastic mug. 
The inlays can be created however your customer likes it. 
Make your own design! Single packed in a white paper 
box.
Size: ø9 × 17 cm
Print size: 25 × 15 cm

Art: 3553 Plastic mug "Istanbul"
For savers! You will get a  lot for small money with this 
mug (400  ml). The single-walled plastic mug features 
a plastic cover with sliding ledge. Due to its colour, it is 
perfectly suited for multi-coloured logos. We will print 
your advertising centered on the mug. Single-packed in 
box.
Size: ø8,7 × 12 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm
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Art: 2817 Plastic drinking bottle with thermal pack 
"Coslada"
Great summer companion! This drinking bottle made of 
plastic (ca. 460 ml with the thermal pack inside) features 
an integrated thermal pack, which can easily be attached 
by a cuff. Just put the pack into the fridge for some time 
and put it into bottle before filling it. The cuff provides 
a safe hold. We will place your advertising on the bottle 
in the lower third. Single-packed in a poly bag.
Size: 19,5 × ø8 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm

Art: 5710 Metal drinking bottle "Charlotte"
Satisfy your thirst en route! This 0.6l aluminium drinking 
bottle with a  sports cap is the ideal companion when 
cycling, hiking, etc.. These bottles look great with 
their metallic lacquering. Your advertising will be laser 
engraved on the bottle. Each bottle is packed in a single 
cardboard box.
Size: 21 × ø7 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 5708 Stainless steel hip flask "Fresno"
Cheers! Take a  sip en route! Hip flask made of stainless 
steel with a  safety twist cap and a  capacity of 104  ml. 
The ideal present on which your advertising will be laser 
engraved. Each hip flask is packed in a single cardboard 
box.
Size: 10,8 × 6,5 × 2 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 5703 Stainless steel hip flask "Kansas City" 
Take a sip whenever you want. A good Brandy is always 
delicious, especially in the cold season. Stainless steel 
hip flask with a safety twist cap and a capacity of 237 ml. 
The ideal present on which your advertising will be laser 
engraved. Each hip flask is packed in a single cardboard 
box.
Size: 12,5 × 9,5 × 2 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm

Art: 5610 Plastic cup "Fort Worth"
Hot or cold? This 0,4l double wall plastic cup with sliding 
ledge is great for any journey, and keeps your drinks 
warm or cold. Fits in all car cup holders. Really fancy in 
metallic silver, blue and red cups. Also available in white 
which is great for multi colour print. We will put your 
advertising on the left side of the handle. Each cup is 
packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 17,3 × ø8,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 1940 2-in-1 metal thermal mug "Hadley"
Convenient companion! Share the day with nice 2  in 
1  leakproof Thermo mug with its 2 compartments it is 
easy to take coffe, tea or some sweets with you (200ml 
and 400ml). Your advertising will be placed by laser 
engraving on the mug. Single packed in a silver box.
Size: ø8,2 × 19,8 cm
Print size: 2 × 2 cm

Art: 5300 Stainless steel thermo cup "El Paso"
Hot or cold? This 0,4l double wall stainless steel thermo 
cup with sliding cap is practical for journeys and keeps 
your drinks warm or cold. Fits in all main car cup holders. 
Your advertising will be laser engraved on the cup. Each 
thermo cup is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 17,3 × ø8,4 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm

Art: 5612 Heating stainless steel thermo cup 
"Portland"
Stays longer hot! This 0,45l stainless steel thermo cup 
with heating function can easily be connected to the 
cigarette lighter (12 volt) with its 12 volt connection and 
is perfectly suited for the car. Keeps your drink hot much 
longer than ordinary thermo cups. Your advertising will 
be laser engraved on the cup. Each cup is packed in 
a single cardboard box.
Size: 15 × ø8,6 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm
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Art: 8956 Drinking mug "Beringen"
Pure elegance! Your customers will enjoy this nice 
drinking mug (400ml capacity) for a  long time. It 
was made of sturdy aluminum. The black lacquering 
enhances the white-silver laser engraving and 
accentuates your advertising extremely well. We will 
apply it to the lower third. Single packed in box.
Size: 20 × ø7,7  cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 8523 Thermal mug "Neapel"
Hot or cold?! This double-walled thermal mug (content 
approx. 400ml) made of stainless steel can do  both. It 
keeps drinks warm in winter and cold in summer. Due 
to the easy opening mechanism it can be handled with 
one hand only. We will laser-engrave your advertising 
centered on the mug. Single-packed in box.
Size: 16,7 × ø8,2 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 8089 Stainless steel thermo cup "Oklahoma 
City"
Trendy stainless steel drinking cup with a  volume of 
0,3l - It looks great with its transparent coloured plastic 
enclosure. This cup keeps your hot drinks warm for ages. 
We will put your advertising on with pad printing on 
the enclosure preferably in silver. Each cup is packed in 
a single cardboard box.
Size: ø8,5 × 12 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm
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Art: 5420 Stainless steel isolating flask 
"Albuquerque"
Stylish stainless steel isolating flask with 
0,5l capacity, a  removable drinking cup in 
matt-coloured burned-in lacquering. Your 
advertising will be laser engraved in silver. 
Each flask is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 25 × ø7,5 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 2893 Thermo flask "Auckland"
Noble! Your customers will love this fancy stainless 
steel thermo flask with 0.5  l capacity and fast closure. 
Its unique design by the black lacquering makes it 
the perfect advertising item. We will engrave your 
advertising on the flask. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: ø6,9 × 23,5 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm
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Art: 5403 Stainless steel isolating flask "Cleveland"
Double wall stainless steel isolating flask with 0,5l 
content. The snap closure allows fast pouring into the 
cup. Your advertising will be laser engraved on the flask. 
Each isolating flask is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 24,5 × ø7 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 5401 Stainless steel isolating flask "Virginia 
Beach"
The huge one! This isolating flask is just the right size - its 
1l capacity is ideal for journeys with a couple of people. 
A  double wall stainless steel isolating flask with snap 
closure and drinking cup. The ideal present on which 
your advertising will be laser engraved on the flask. Each 
flask is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 34 × ø8,5 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm
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Art: 8077 Barbecue set "Aurora"
Everything you need! This barbecue set contains all you 
need for a nice get-together. The practical nylon apron 
provides space for the whole barbecue cutlery set: 
barbecue glove, fork, pliers and a metal turn-over with 
wooden grip. We will put your advertising on the apron.
Size: 74 × 50 × 2 cm
Print size: 15 × 10 cm

Art: 1843 Barbecue cutlery set "Baldwin"
For the perfect BBQ! With this barbecue cutlery set you'll 
prepare your customer for the perfect BBQ. The set 
contains a turn over with a saw on the side, fork, knife, 
barbecue tongs, salt shaker, pepper shaker, brush made 
out of silicone and a thermometer for chicken and steak. 
The set is packed in a 600D nylon case. We will print your 
logo onto the case. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 49 × 17,3 × 5,5 cm
Print size: 10 × 8 cm

Art: 8083 Professional metal barbecue case 
"Columbus"
Summertime is barbecue time! This 18-piece stainless 
steel barbecue cutlery set in a practical aluminium case 
contains all you need for a successful barbecue evening. 
Just clean everything after grilling and store it back in 
the custom case again. Now you know where everything 
is for the next barbecue. We will laser engrave your 
advertising on the case.
Size: 50 × 27 × 10 cm
Print size: 5 × 0,5 cm
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Art: 1850 Foldable BBQ "Montenegro"
Not just for the summer! Surprise your customer with 
this compact travel size bbq - sure to be popular all 
year around. It's easy built and stown. We will place your 
advertising on a  label onto the box. Single packed in 
a gift box.
Size: 31 × 27,5 × 6,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 7006 Grill + cool bag "Las Vegas"
A real hit - you won't believe how compact and 
thought-out this bag is. See what's integrated: 
a compact grill with support, grill grid, mini metal pliers, 
a big cooler bag with ample space. Plenty of room in the 
inner cool bag for meats, drinks and supplies. We will put 
your advertising on the cover preferably in silver.
Size: ø31,5 × 20 cm
Print size: 10 × 6 cm
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Art: 6604 Rattan picnic basket "South Carolina"
Relax in nature! Enjoy a  cozy picnic for four, with this 
high-quality rattan picnic basket with plastic dishes and 
cutlery including a table cloth. It comes with a practical 
carrying strap. The main compartments of the picnic 
basket provides enough space for plenty of food. We will 
put your advertising on a label (up to 4 colours).
Size: 45 × 30 × 20 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 6607 High-class picnic backpack "Virginia"
Relax in nature! Enjoy a cozy picnic for 4 with this high-
quality polyester picnic backpack. It contains a spacious 
cooling compartment at the back for keeping your food 
fresh, two bottle cooling compartments at the sides, 
plenty of equipment in the front compartment like 
plastic dishes and glasses, cutlery, a  small plastic tray, 
a  corkscrew, a  salt and pepper shaker and a  knife. The 
front compartment provides further storage space. We 
will put your advertising on the front compartment.
Size: 28 × 39 x21 cm
Print size: 10 × 5 cm

Art: 6605 Luxurious picnic backpack with cool bag 
"Georgia"
Luxurious picnic backpack. The high-quality robust 
outer material made of polyester and its compactness 
make it a really amazing item. But it provides even more: 
a  cooling compartment on the back and a  spacious 
inner compartment including excellent equipment 
like, a stainless steel isolating flask with 1l capacity, two 
0,2l stainless steel cups, stainless steel salt and pepper 
shakers, a  snack tray, cutlery and napkins. We will put 
your advertising on the front compartment.
Size: 27 × 15 × 35 cm
Print size: 12 × 6 cm
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Art: 3337 Picnic basket with cooling bag 
"Bakersfield"
Fully equipped! This picnic basket (material: polyester/
PEVA) with cooling compartment supplies all you need 
for a nice picnic. It provides: two plastic glasses, cutlery 
made of steinless steel (two knives, two forks, two large 
and two small spoons), two plastic dishes, two plastic 
slats, a  waiter's knife and two cloth napkins. The small 
opening with zipper gives you admission to the contents 
without having to open the cooling basket completely. 
We will place your advertising centred on top. Single-
packed in poly bag.
Size: 38 × 24,5 × 26 cm
Print size: 12 × 8 cm

Art: 8524 Stool with cooling bag "Ludvika"
3 in 1! Great companion for all cases! The metall folding 
stool with polyester covering (600  ×  300D) supplies 
an integrated cooling compartment and a  front 
compartment with plastic glass, plastic dish and knife, 
spoon and fork (all made of plastic). Thus it is perfect for 
a picnic, going fishing, for festivals ... We will place your 
advertising centred on the front compartment. Single-
packed in poly bag.
Size: 31,5 × 31 × 28,5 cm
Print size: 12 × 10 cm

Art: 1421 Stainless steel snack knife
Separable stainless steel snack knife with a  fork, knife, 
bottle opener and a cork screw
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Art: 8260 Multicolour beach ball "Palm Springs"
For colourful times on the beach. Enjoy a  couple of 
wonderful hours with your customers on the beach or 
pool. Single packed in a  polybag. Please note that our 
beach balls are produced to the EU standards and they 
are phthalate free.
Size: Panel 40 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm

Art: 8737 Mini beach ball "Bonito"
Small but colourful! Because of it's size, the beach ball is 
the perfect promotinal product for every event. We will 
print your logo onto the white panel. Single packed in 
a polybag.
Size: Panel 21,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm

Art: 8261 Mini beach ball "Acapulco"
Small but mighty! Put a smile into your customers face 
with this fancy beach ball. We will place your logo onto 
the white panel preferably in a matching colour to the 
coloured panels. Please note that our beach balls are 
produced to the EU standards and they are phthalate 
free.
Size: Panel 21,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm
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Art: 1051 Bicolour beach ball "Key West"
A beach ball with alternate segments of colour and 
white. Our beach balls are 100%  PHTHALATE-FREE. 
We will put your advertising on the white segment 
preferably in a matching colour to the coloured panels.
Size: Panel 40 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm

Art: 1029 Frosty beach ball "Orlando"     
A beach ball in transparent frosted colours - captivates 
by its fresh look. Our beach balls are 100% PHTHALATE-
FREE. We will put your advertising on one panel.
Size: Panel 40 cm
Print size: 6 × 4 cm
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Art: 8638 Inflatable Pillow "Laguna"
Relax on the beach! With this inflatable PVC pillow you'll 
lie perfect on the beach. Do you want a  hard or soft 
pillow? Just inflate the pillow until it's comfy for you. We 
will pad print your logo onto the pillow.
Size: 35 × 27 cm
Print size: 12 × 6 cm

Art: 1041 Air mattress "Long Beach"
Multi-purpose mattress, for floating on water, as a spare 
bed for your house or the perfect camping companion 
This air mattress has a 2-vault system. We will put your 
advertising on the cushion of the mattress.
Size: 180 × 70 × 16 cm
Print size: 16 × 8 cm
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Art: 8641 Inflatable rattle "Gent"
Not just for children! This inflatable rattle fits for young 
and old. You can have lots of fun with the rattle, wherever 
you are - in the stadium, on concerts or just for party. We 
will pad print your logo onto the rattle.
Size: 18 × 8 × 8,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 3 cm

Art: 8639 Swim ring "Beveren"
More fon on the beach! With the inflatable PVC swim ring 
it's much more fun to relax in the sea or in a swimming 
pool. We will pad print your logo onto one side of the 
ring.
Size: ø55 cm
Print size: 15 × 7 cm

Art: 8640 Paddling pool "Duffel"
Perfect for the children. Every child wants to own a pool 
in the garden. Now put a smile into their faces with the 
paddling pool. We will pad print your logo onto one 
position of the paddling pool.
Size: ø95 × 31 cm
Print size: 16 × 8 cm
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Art: 8797 Straw hat "Summerside"
It's summer time! A must for every event. Enthuse your 
clients with this chic straw hat. It provides a sweat band 
on the inner seam, thus giving you a comfortable feeling 
when wearing it. Due to its neutral shape, it can be 
worn by men as well as by women. We will print your 
advertising to the white band.
Size: ø36 cm
Print size: 10 × 2 cm

Art: 2878 Beach mat "Monaco"
For sun worshippers! Become a  popular companion 
on the beach or at the pool. The straw beach mat can 
simply and space-savingly be rolled up and closed 
by means of the rubbered laces. The carrying strap 
provides comfortable transportation. We will print your 
advertising on the nylon head piece. Single-packed in 
poly bag.
Size: 173,5 × 59,5 × 0,3 cm
Print size: 20 × 10 cm
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Art: 5070 Beach umbrella "Fort Lauderdale"
Sunshine is great - but you need to protect yourself 
from it. Shade yourself with our high quality beach 
umbrella. The white-lacquered metal bar is separate and 
highly adjustable, the material is made of polyester and 
the inner spokes are made of white-lacquered metal 
matching the border. The sun umbrella is packed in 
a transparent carrying bag. We will put your advertising 
on one of the panels.
Size: ø145 × 170 cm
Print size: 20 × 20 cm

Art: 5104 Foldable chair "Yosemite"
Make yourself comfortable! Foldable chair with stable 
steel frame and a high-quality robust polyester covering 
in navy blue. Relax with an integrated drink holder in 
the armrest. The steel frame makes the chair especially 
robust and resilient up to 150 kg. You can easily carry it's 
own bag. Whether you are fishing, in the garden or on 
the beach, you'll always have a comfortable seat. We will 
put your advertising on the backrest.
Size: 85 × 80 × 50 cm
Print size: 10 × 5 cm

Art: 5101 2-people tent "Yellowstone"
Go camping! Easy to put up, spacious 2-person tent. Ideal 
for a  weekend trip, as it takes up very little space. The 
tent is delivered with all necessary equipment, including 
carrying bag, tent pegs, bands and condensation roof. 
The tent has a  solid groundsheet, additional insect 
protection doors and is surrounded in waterproof 
polyester. We will print your logo on the carrying bag.
Size: 200 × 140 × 100 cm
Print size: 15 × 8 cm
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Art: 3938 Puzzle game "Albany"
Take it easy! Try to keep your patience with various 
puzzle games. 24 various games per carton. The prices 
are per game. We will print your advertising directly onto 
the plastic dice.
Size: 4 × 4 × 4 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 8774 Modelling clay "Kent"
Creative! The kids will enjoy this modelling clay 
consisting of seven differently coloured modelling clay 
pieces, a  mould and a  small plastic knife. All is safely 
stored in the small plastic bucket and the modelling 
clay thus protected from drying out. We will place your 
advertising on a label on the bucket.
Size: ø6 × 6,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 3602 Boules game "Jacksonville"
How about a  little game? Kill some time on the beach 
with this elegant big boules game with 6  metal balls, 
1  small wooden ball and a  measuring tape. Presented 
in a  practical nylon carrying bag. The balls can be 
distinguished by the different rings - this boules game is 
suitable for up to 3 people. We will put your advertising 
on the boules bag.
Size: 23,5 × 16 × 8 cm
Print size: 15 × 8 cm

Art: 3608 Mini boules game "Grand Rapids"
Fun and portable! This mini boules set can be taken 
everywhere. It is equipped with 6  metal balls, 1  small 
wooden ball, a measuring tape and a case. We will put 
your advertising on the case.
Size: 11 × 8 × 3,5 cm
Print size: 6 × 3 cm

Art: 0023 Tirana belt holder for kids
This item is a nice gift for kids, ideal for all kind of outdoor 
events. The small holder can be used for handy, or to 
collect pebbles or just to take with the small belongings, 
what kids always need. The holder has a compass to have 
more fun at hiking. We recommend screen printing.
Size: 12 × 5 × 3 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 0,6 cm
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Art: 0236 LED Lamp "Odessa"
With its 7 LEDs, this mini-torch brings light into the dark. 
The body is aluminium-made with a blue, red or black 
painted middle part. With the black pusher you can turn 
it on or off. With its integrated key ring it will be always 
with you. Packed in a silver paper box. We will place your 
advertisement via laser engraving on the middle part. 
Single packed in a silver cardboard box.
Size: 7 × ø2 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,8 cm

Art: 3309 LED torch "Limerick"
Practical! Small torch for all occasions. The aluminum-
made torch with one LED features also a  fixing clip. 
Thus you can fix it to the belt. We will laser-engrave your 
advertising on top of the torch. Due to the material it 
will appear silver and looks extremely good on the black 
lacquering. Three coin cells are included in delivery. 
Single-packed in a box.
Size: 7,2 × 2,3 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm

Art: 1612 Torch "Gainesville"
Bring some light into the dark! It´s easy now with this ball 
pen-sized aluminium torch with one LED light. Comes 
with one AAA battery in a  single box. We will laser 
engrave your logo on the middle part of the lamp.
Size: 8,6 × ø1,4 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1 cm
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Art: 1904 9 LED metal torch "Montargis"
A bunch of light for little money! Surprise your customers 
with this nice LED torch. The 9 LED provide a bright light 
and the aluminium corps guarantees a nice appearance. 
Your advertising will be placed by laser engraving in the 
middle of the surface. This laser engraving looks very 
nice and matches in contrast to the coloured finish. 
Excluding 3 × AAA batteries. Order your batteries now, 
see last page! Single packed in a box.
Size: 8,8 × ø2,5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1 cm

Art: 2776 Metal torch "Kos"
The perfect torch for camping! The metal torch with 
9  LED's is the perfect accessory for camping, because 
of the built in bottle opener. We Will laser engrave your 
advertising onto the shaft. Please order 3 AAA batteries 
together with it (see on the last page). Single packed in 
a cardboard box.
Size: 11,9 × ø2,8 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm

Art: 8382 Aluminium torch "Addlestone"
Extraordinary torch! Bring light into the dark with this 
wonderful aluminium torch. The torch consists 9  extra 
bright LED-lights and a  carrying strap. We will laser 
engrave your logo onto the shaft for an optimal contrast 
of the logo. Exclusive 3 AAA-batteries ( order it with, as 
you see on the last page of the catalogue). Single packed 
in a gift box.
Size: 9,4 × ø2,9 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1,2 cm
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Art: 1833 Torch "Lyon"
Unique! Show your customer that you have the trendy 
products. The rubber finished torch is made out of plastic 
and the gimmick is the way of switching on the torch. 
The torch switches on if you pull the magnetic part away 
and the other way around. We will laser engrave your 
logo onto the corpus. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 6,5 × 1,5 × 3,3 cm
Print size: 3 × 1,5 cm

Art: 3085 Torch with built in ball pen "Treviso"
The perfect give away. This modern torch consists 
besides the LED light a black ink plastic ball pen. Because 
of the lanyard it's the perfect fair accessory. We will pad 
print your logo onto the silver part. Single packed in 
a cardboard box.
Size: 12,9 × ø2,1 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,8 cm

Art: 3310 LED torch "Nagoya"
Extravagant! The other LED torch (one LED) in transparent 
frosted design with funny extra function. By pushing the 
on-button twice the shaft starts to shine red or blue, by 
pushing it three times it starts to blink red or blue. Three 
coin cells already included in delivery. Single-packed in 
a box.
Size: 4,3 × ø4,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm
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Art: 8766 Torch "Gladstone"
All-rounder! Great aluminum torch with brilliant extra 
functions. It disposes 6  LEDs as well as snap hook and 
bottle opener. Just unscrew at the end and the opener 
is ready for use. Two button cell batteries are included in 
delivery. We will place your advertising on the torch by 
means of engravement. Due to the material it will appear 
silver-white, which is distinguished nicely from the black 
lacquering. Single packed in a box.
Size: 13,7 × ø2,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,2 cm

Art: 8918 Torch "Grantham"
Practical! With this two-way torch your customers are 
optimally equipped in future. It provides three bright 
bulbs and three further bulbs, whereby it is optimally 
suited for positioning or hanging by means of the hand 
strap. We will aplly your advertising by means of pad 
printing centred on the grip. Single packed in a  box. 
Excluding 3  AAA batteries, please order these separately 
(see last page).
Size: 12 × 5 × 2 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,2 cm

Art: 8381 Desk lamp "Valdemoro"
Noble tombler! Elegant desk lamp made of metal. Your 
clients will not be in the dark any longer, no matter if at 
home or on journeys. Due to the balance point in the 
metal base the lamp is like a  tombler and cannot fall 
over. We will place your advertising by means of laser 
engraving on the metal base. Single packed in a box.
Size: ø3,6 × 6,9 cm
Print size: 1,7 × 1 cm
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Art: 3120 Metal torch with 28 LED's "Rogers"
Bring light into the dark! This extraordinary metal torch 
consists 28  extra bright LED lights. You will really see 
the difference. We will laser engrave your logo onto the 
shaft. Please order 3AAA batteries together with it ( see 
on the last page ). Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 9,5 × ø4,5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 3268 LED torch "Haro"
For a  brilliant appearance! Surprise your customers 
with this extra bright torch made of matt lacquered 
aluminum. Besides the practical hand strap, it captivates 
by its extraordinary design. We will place your advertising 
by means of laser engravement on the smooth surface 
of the shaft (nice silver appearance). Exclusive three AAA 
batteries, order right now (see last page).
Size: 11 × ø3,5 cm
Print size: 2,2 × 0,6 cm

Art: 3311 LED torch "Oranienburg"
Extra-bright torch in mixed material. You will never stay 
in the dark with this super-bright LED torch. The mixed 
material makes it specially beautiful: metal on top and 
transparently blue plastic shaft. Practical due to the hand 
strap. Three AAA batteries already included in delivery. 
Single-packed in a box.
Size: 15,4 × ø4,1 cm
Print size: 5 × 2 cm
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Art: 3372 Set torch and pocket knife "Dover"
Excellent! Your clients will be prepared for all kind of 
situations in future. The nice set consists of an aluminum 
torch with 9 LEDs and a pocket knife with the following 
functions: knife, saw knife, fish scaler with fishing 
rod solvent, scissors, can opener, bottle opener with 
screwdriver, corkscrew, prick-drill awl, nail file, prick-drill 
sewing awl and Phillips screwdriver. We will engrave your 
advertising on both parts (same size). Single-packed in 
box. Including three AAA batteries.
Size: 13,5 × 8,8 × 3,1 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 1 cm

Art: 3414 Set torch & multi-tool "Oakland"
Perfect duo! Captivate your customers with this nice set 
consisting of aluminum torch with 9  LEDs and multi-
functional pliers. The pliers also provide a  nail file, can 
opener, Phillips screwdriver and two different slotted 
screwdrivers, knife, saw knife, bottle opener and pricker. 
We will engrave your advertising on the torch. Three AAA 
batteries are included in delivery. Single-packed in box.
Size: 8,3 × 2,8 × 12,4 cm
Print size: 3 × 1 cm
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Art: 1948 Multifunction pliers "Lund"
With this high-quality multi-tool your clients will be 
perfectly equipped in future. It will find place anywhere, 
due to its size. It features two knives (one saw knife and 
a standard knife), a screwdriver and two different slotted 
screwdrivers, a  can and bottle opener, a  nail file and 
certainly pliers. This small all-rounder is packed in a fancy 
black gift box. We will print your advertising onto the 
grip.
Size: 6,8 × 3 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,5 cm
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Art: 1910 Meta screwdriver set "Corleone"
Convenient tool for take away! This small screwdriver set 
with 8 different bits is the ideal companion due to its size 
an multifunctional use. Your advertising will be placed 
by laser engraving on the shaft. Single packed in a white 
paper box.
Size: 10,9 × ø1,5 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,8 cm

Art: 1419 Multi function tools "La Libertad"
This handy multi-function tool made of high-quality tool 
steel (2CR), elegantly decorated with wooden grips, is 
practical for every occasion. It features numerous pieces. 
In addition to big pliers with cutting function, there 
is a  small saw with a measuring unit and a file, a knife, 
a  head-slotted screwdriver, three screwdrivers with 
different widths, a small knife with a cable stripper and 
a can opener. The multi tool comes in an appealing belt 
case, thus you can always take it with you.
Size: 6,5 × 4 × 15 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 0,5 cm

Art: 1622 Multi tool "Este"
This practical multi-tool includes everything you need: 
a gripper, a saw, a tin-opener, a nail file, one big and one 
small slotted screwdriver, a Phillips screwdriver, an extra-
sharp knife and a fish scaler, containing a scale unit. We 
will laser engrave your logo on the grip.
Size: 12 × 5,8 × 3 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,5 cm
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Art: 9003 Small cutter "San Salvador"
This cutter has the same functions as item 9001, but 
is smaller and you can break the blade up to 12  times. 
These cutters are really used by everyone, no matter if 
at home or work. Your advertising will be recognized 
a thousand times. Printing on the back of the cutter.
Size: 13,5 × 1,4 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 5 × 0,6 cm

Art: 9001 Big cutter "Quito"
This big cutter is always sharp. The advantage is: if the 
blade gets blunt after long usage, just take off the cap 
at the end, pull out the cutter only until the blunt blade 
part appears outside, adjust it and put the cap at the end 
onto the blunt blade. With the cap at the end you can 
safely break the blunt part of the blade. You can do this 
7 times. We will place your advertising on the closed part 
of the plastic enclosure.
Size: 15,5 × 3 × 1 cm
Print size: 5 × 1 cm

Art: 9017 Safety cutter "Bogotá"
Safety first! Safety cutter made of transparent plastic 
and an automatic retract spring. After use the blade is 
automatically retracted and thus provides optimum 
safety. If the blade gets blunt you can just turn it around. 
Spare blades can be bought at the retail store, as they 
are standardised carpet cutter blades. We will print your 
advertising on the back of the cutter.
Size: 12,5 × 2,5 × 1,4 cm
Print size: 3 × 1 cm
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Art: 8102 42-parts tool case "Lima"
It's Tool Time! This high-quality 42-parts tool set 
in a  practical plastic case contains all you need as 
a  craftsman. Such a  tool set is always at hand and 
everything has its place. Everyone must keep his/her 
own order. Quality goes without saying: only good 
tool steel is used in our case. We will laser-engrave your 
advertising on the tool case. Each case is packed in 
a single cardboard box.
Size: 33 × 25,5 × 7 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 8002 25-parts tool set "Managua"
This set is missing almost everywhere - why? The answer 
is simple: it features more the small difficult tools. If 
a  small screw in your glasses loosens itself, a  big tool 
case is of no use. This case completes your tool inventory 
with important tools and all in good quality steel. We will 
laser engrave your advertising on the cover of the tool 
set. Each set is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 15,5 × 10 × 5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 3259 Tool set "Leningrad"
Perfecty armed under all circumstances. Thus is provided 
by the tool set consisting of pliers, two small screwdrivers 
(Phillips and slotted), measuring tape (1m), three 
hex-wrenches as well as five extensions with handle for 
10 different bits. All packed in a nice aluminum box with 
zipper. We will laser-engrave your advertising centered 
on the case. Single-packed in a box.
Size: 15,5 × 11,2 × 2,9 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 9602 Pocket knife "Havanna"
Great! This handy pocket knife made of rustproof steel 
unites many functions in one. With 7  functions, under 
a big blade, ther is a can and a bottle opener, corkscrew, 
head and slotted screwdriver as well as a key ring. The 
metallic lacquering of the aluminium frame is the ideal 
advertising surface for an elegant silver appearing laser 
engraving. Each knife is packed in a  single cardboard 
box.
Size: 8,7 × 3,5 × 1,6 cm

Art: 9601 Mini pocket knife "Guadalajara"
Really sharp! This handy pocket knife made of rustproof 
steel unites 5 functions in one. It features a knife, scissors, 
nail file/nail cleaner as well as a  key ring. The metallic 
lacquering is the ideal advertising surface for a  nicely 
looking laser engraving. Each knife is packed in a single 
cardboard box.
Size: 8,7 × 3,5 × 1,6 cm

Art: 9104 Pocket knife "Tijuana"
This handy-multi function pocket knife with silver 
lacquered plastic frames is practical and a  good 
companion for many occasions. 15 pieces, in addition to 
a big blade there is, a big and a small saw, scissors, nail 
file and cleaner, can opener, bottler opener, corkscrew, 
toothpick, tweezers, head and slotted screwdriver, 
bodkin as well as a key ring. We will print your advertising 
on the plastic frame of the knife. Each knife is packed in 
a single cardboard box.
Size: 9 × 2,5 × 1,5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1,2 cm
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Art: 3313 Pocket knife "Mumbai"
Fancy companion. This nice metal pocket knife with 
stainless-steel tools features the following functions: 
knife, cutting knife, scaler, scissors, can opener, bottle 
opener with screwdriver, corkscrew, awl, nail file and 
Philipps screwdriver. We will place your advertising 
by means of laser engravement on the frame. Single-
packed in a box.
Size: 10,1 × 2,5 × 1,8 cm
Print size: 3 × 1 cm

Art: 3312 Pocket knife "Eastbourne"
Shiny companion. This nice metal pocket knife with 
black-lacquered stainless-steel tools features the 
following functions: knife, cutting knife, scaler, scissors, 
can opener, bottle opener with screwdriver, corkscrew, 
awl, nail file and Philipps screwdriver. We will place your 
advertising by means of laser engravement on the frame. 
Single-packed in a box.
Size: 9,5 × 2,6 × cm
Print size: 3 × 1 cm
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Art: 8824 1.5 meter tailor measuring tape "Buenos 
Aires"
A round thing! Practical plastic measuring tape with 
measuring range up to 1.5 m. Ideal for measuring bodies, 
as this measuring tape is fully flexible - except for the 
length. We will print your advertising on the enclosure. 
Each measuring tape is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: ø5 × 1,5 cm
Print size: ø4 cm

Art: 8802 2 meter steel measuring tape "La Paz"
Handy 2  m steel measuring tape with holding 
mechanism, retract function and hand loop. The metal 
plate is ideal for your advertising. Each measuring tape is 
packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 6,2 × 5,5 × 2 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 2 cm

Art: 8801 3 meter steel measuring tape "Peru"
Handy 3  m steel measuring tape with holding 
mechanism, retract function and hand loop. The metal 
plate is ideal for your advertising. Each measuring tape is 
packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 7 × 6,3 × 2 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 2 cm

Art: 8809 2  meter multi steel measuring tape 
"Puerto Rico"         
Perfectly equipped! It's more than a steel measuring tape 
- in addition to a 2 meter measuring tape with holding 
mechanism it also features a water level and a note pad 
with a ball pen. Thus you are perfectly equipped. We will 
place your advertising on the back. Each measuring tape 
is packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 8 × 6 × 3 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 3,5 cm
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Art: 8800 5 meter steel measuring tape "Santiago 
de Chile"
Handy 5  m steel measuring tape with holding 
mechanism, retract function and hand loop. The metal 
plate is ideal for your advertising. Each measuring tape is 
packed in a single cardboard box.
Size: 7,6 × 6,7 × 2,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 2,5 cm

Art: 1736 3 meter steel measuring tape "Denver"
Robust steel measuring tape for all situations. The 
3  meter measuring tape is coming with a  holding 
mechanism, retract function and a  hand loop. The 
rubber finish is made for a  good surface feeling. The 
metal plate is perfect for your advertising. Single packed 
in a silver cardboard box.
Size: 6,7 × 6,1 × cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 1737 5 meter steel measuring tape "Kentville"
Not just for craftsmen. Show your customer that your 
care about him with this helpful steel measuring tape. 
It's really handy because of the rubber finish and comes 
with a retract function, holding mechanism and a hand 
loop. The metal plate is perfect for your advertising. 
Single packed in a silver cardboard box.
Size: 7,3 × 6,7 × 3,5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1,5 cm
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Art: 1915 Metal-LED-light "Concordia"
Useful and modern with this tiny LED-light made of 
aluminium combined with a key ring. Your customers are 
never in the dark. Your advertising will be laser engraved 
on the body of the torch. The colourful finishing of the 
aluminium makes the laser engraving perfect looking. 
Packed individually in a white cardboard box. Four coin 
cells are included in the delivery.
Size: 9,3 × ø1 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 0,5 cm

Art: 9042 Metal bottle opener "Worcester"
A bottle opener as a key ring. Simple and functional! Your 
advertising will be laser-engraved on the bottle opener.
Size: 5,5 × 1 × 0,3 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,8 cm
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Art: 1613 Torch "Alhambra"
Stylish aluminium torch with a  snap-hook. You can 
focus different directions easily by extending the back 
part of the torch. Includes 3 button cell batteries, comes 
in a single box. We will laser engrave your logo on the 
middle part of the lamp.
Size: 9,4 × ø1,5 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 1 cm

Art: 1832 Torch with bottle opener "Franca"
Exceptional torch with a fantastic extra function. Amaze 
your customer with this unique 3 LED aluminium torch 
with the integrated bottle opener. We will laser engrave 
your logo onto the shaft. Single packed in a cardboard 
box.
Size: 11,3 × ø2,1 cm
Print size: 2 × 0,8 cm

Art: 0236 LED Lamp "Odessa"
With its 7 LEDs, this mini-torch brings light into the dark. 
The body is aluminium-made with a blue, red or black 
painted middle part. With the black pusher you can turn 
it on or off. With its integrated key ring it will be always 
with you. Packed in a silver paper box. We will place your 
advertisement via laser engraving on the middle part. 
Single packed in a silver cardboard box.
Size: 7 × ø2 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,8 cm
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Art: 8808 Steel measuring tape "Aberdeen"
The Quintessential measuring tape!. This key ring with 
a  handy 1  m measuring tape is always there when 
you need it as it fits in every pocket. We will print your 
advertising onto the cover.
Size: 4 × 4 × 1 cm
Print size: 3 × 3 cm

Art: 1923 Key ring "Agadir"
Always with you! With this extraordinary key ring, you 
will always have a ball pen to hand (blue ink). Your logo 
will be laser engraved onto the main body. Packed in 
a silver cardboard box.
Size: 10,2 × ø1,5 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 0,7 cm

Art: 2311 Plastic key ring "Bath"
Flat and rectangular key fob in a modern design and LED 
light inside. The key ring is made of metal. 2 batteries are 
included. We will print your advertising on the opposite 
side of the button. Packed individually in a  single 
cardboard box.
Size: 8,5 × 2 × 0,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm
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Art: 8393 Key ring "Rombas"
The key ring with modern optic. The key ring consists 
besides the LED torch a black writing ball pen as well. We 
will pad print your advertising onto the key ring.
Size: 11,4 × 2,3 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,5 cm

Art: 2779 LED key chain "La Cruz"
A key chain in shape of a key and additional a LED torch 
integrated. Your customer will find much easier as before 
any lock. Your promotion we will print in silver colour 
on the black surface. Each key chain is single packed in 
a polybag.
Size: 9,8 × 3 × 0,9 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,7 cm

Art: 3119 Mini LED torch "Haxby"
Small but perfect! This little torch with key chain is 
amazing - just push the little LED and light is on - to turn 
it off do it again. Your Logo we will print on the torches 
surface.
Size: 9,6 × ø2 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 0,8 cm
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Art: 2997 Key ring "Cloverleaf"
A piece of luck! Give your customers a piece of luck with 
this lovely metal key ring and stay in good memory 
with your company. We will engrave your advertising 
permanently on the key ring. If you wish engravement 
on both sides, please take engravement price times two. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 7,8 × 4,5 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 3 × 1,5 cm

Art: 2998 Key ring "Freeport"
Have a good trip! This is the right wish with this elegant 
metal key ring. We will engrave your advertising 
permanently on one side. If you wish engravement on 
both sides, please take engravement price times two. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 7 × 5,1 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 2 × 1,5 cm

Art: 2995 Key ring "Black Forest"
Christmas is coming! Spread Christmassy feelings with 
this nice metal key ring and present your company the 
right way. We will engrave your advertising permanently 
on the key ring. If you wish engravement on both sides, 
please take engravement price times two. Single-packed 
in poly bag.
Size: 7,6 × 3,6 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 2 cm

Art: 2992 Key ring "Zürich"
Into the right corner! The metal-made key ring is the 
perfect advertising gift. It offer vast advertising space on 
the front or back side. We will engrave it permanently. 
If you need engravement on both side, please take 
engravement costs times two. Single-packed in poly 
bag.
Size: 8,3 × 2,8 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm
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Art: 2994 Key ring "Heart"
Hearty! Show your heart with this elegant metal key 
ring. Your company will be heartly remembered. We 
will engrave your advertising on one side of the key 
ring. If you wish engravement on both sides, please take 
engravement price times two. Single-packed in poly 
bag.
Size: 8 × 4,5 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm

Art: 2993 Key ring "Wels"
Always at hand. With this nice metal key ring your 
customers will always have a bottler opener at hand and 
see your advertising at the same time. We will engrave 
your advertising permanently on one side of the key 
ring. If you wish engravement on both sides, please take 
engravement price times two. Single-packed in poly 
bag.
Size: 10,5 × 3 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm

Art: 2996 Key ring "Newcastle"
Home sweet home! This metal key ring is the ideal 
advertising item for all real estate agents. Due to its 
house shape it is also ideal for constructors, cleaners, 
hotels, tilers, etc. We will engrave your advertising 
permanently. If you need engravement on both side, 
please take engravement costs times two. Single-packed 
in poly bag.
Size: 7,6 × 4,8 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm

Art: 2999 Key ring "Belmont"
Not only for dog lovers. This fancy metal key ring offers 
the perfect advertising space for your company. We 
will engrave your advertising permanently on one side. 
If you wish engravement on both sides, please take 
engravement price times two. Single-packed in poly 
bag.
Size: 8,2 × 4,6 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 2 × 1 cm
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Art: 9047 Metal key ring "Silverstone"
Keys on tour! Your customers will definitely like the funny 
metal key ring with high shine finish. Your advertising 
will be laser-engraved on the back side of the key ring. 
Packed individually in a cardboard box.
Size: 4,3 × 6 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 3 × 0,5 cm

Art: 9046 Metal key ring "Sheffield"
A house - this is something stylish if your company 
is in the housing industry. No matter if your business 
is roofing, plumbing, a  building society, insurance 
provider... this decorative chromed metal key ring has 
a great advertising space for your laser engraving. Each 
key ring is packed individually in a cardboard box.
Size: 5 × 0,4 × 3,6 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 1 cm

Art: 2862 Key ring "Belle Ville"
Elegant companion! Show your customers your 
appreciation with this fancy metal key ring. Its PU 
band makes it especially noble and due to its simple 
mechanism broken finger nails belong to the past. We 
will engrave your advertising centered on the house. 
Single-packed in box.
Size: 9,5 × 3,5 × 0,6 cm
Print size: 1,5 × 1,5 cm
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Art: 3474 Key ring "Smile"
Keep on smiling! Give your clients a smile with this jolly 
metal key ring. We will place your advertising on the 
shiny part by means of laser engraving. Single packed in 
black gift box.
Size: 7,5 × 3,7 × 0,5 cm
Print size: ø3,5 cm

Art: 2260 Metal bottle opener "Hastings"
Multifunctional and always with you! This chromed 
elegant metal bottle opener is also a beautiful key ring. 
The shiny surface is perfect for your laser engraving. Each 
key ring is packed individually in a cardboard box.
Size: 8,3 × 2,8 cm
Print size: 3 × 1,5 cm

Art: 8667 Key ring "Staines"
Be a  star! This metal key ring is perfect for your 
advertising. Now you can choose how your advertising 
should be made. Choose between a laser engraving and 
doming (CMYK). We'll add your advertising onto the key 
ring. Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 6,2 × 3,5 × 0,8 cm
Print size: 2,7 × 2,3 cm
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Art: 8348 Key ring "Grand Haven"
Chic keys again! With this key ring , you can be sure that 
your keys are today's eye-catcher. Your logo will be in 
a  good contrast to the mirrord black backround with 
a  laser engraving. We will laser engrave your logo onto 
the middle of the key ring. Single packed in a gift box.
Size: 8,9 × 3,4 × 0,7 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm

Art: 8661 Key ring "Flint"
Rectangular! This metal key ring is perfect for your 
advertising. Now you can choose how your advertising 
should be made. Choose between a laser engraving and 
doming (CMYK). We'll add your advertising onto the key 
ring. Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 8 × 3 × 0,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 2,7 cm

Art: 8660 Key ring "Grimsby"
Round!This metal key ring is perfect for your advertising. 
Now you can choose how your advertising should be 
made. Choose between a  laser engraving and doming 
(CMYK). We'll add your advertising onto the key ring. 
Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 7,4 × ø3,7 × 0,4 cm
Print size: ø3,5 cm
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Art: 2271 Metal key ring "Cardiff"
Round key ring with a  revolving middle part. Everyone 
plays with this key ring so its easy to get your customer 
to think of your company. We will laser-engrave your 
advertising onto the middle part.
Size: 7,3 × 3,5 × 0,4 cm
Print size: ø2 cm

Art: 8666 Key ring "Penrith"
Play! This metal key ring is perfect for your advertising. 
Now you can choose how your advertising should be 
made. Choose between a  laser engraving and doming 
(CMYK). We'll add your advertising onto the key ring. 
Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 7,2 × 3,5 × 0,4 cm
Print size: ø1,9 cm

Art: 2103 Metal key ring "Turn"
Round key ring with a  revolving part in the middle. 
Clever key ring made of fully-chromed metal. The middle 
part is fully revolving and is a  real eye catcher. We will 
laser engrave your logo onto the middle part.
Size: 7 × ø3,3 cm
Print size: ø2 cm
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Art: 9049 Metal key ring "Snowdon"
Elegantly formed key ring of a special kind. This key ring 
is impressive because of its special form and ensures 
your laser-engraved advertising looks great. Packed 
individually in a cardboard box.
Size: 9 × 2,3 × 0,4 cm
Print size: 2,8 × 1,3 cm

Art: 2108 Slender metal key ring "Slim"
Keys on tour! High-shining slim rectangular key ring with 
a  matt advertising space on which your logo will look 
great. Packed individually.
Size: 8,5 × 1,9 × 0,6 cm
Print size: 2,7 × 0,9 cm

Art: 3511 Keyring "Kingston"
Chic! Give your advertising a special appearance with this 
elegant black lacquered metal keyring. Your advertising 
will be highlighted due to the contrast between the black 
lacquering and the shiny silver material underneath. We 
will engraved the advertising centered on the keyring. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 8,5 × 2,2 × 0,7 xm
Print size: 3,5 × 1,5 cm
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Art: 8777 Key ring "Lupon"
Radiant! Stylish metal key ring, receiving its noble 
appearance by the high-shining parts. Your clients will 
be thrilled. We will place your advertising on the shiny 
part by means of laser engraving. Single packed in black 
gift box.
Size: 8,5 × 3,5 × 1 cm
Print size: 3 × 1,3 cm

Art: 8780 Key ring "Lalig"
Radiant! Stylish metal key ring, receiving its noble 
appearance by the high-shining parts. Your clients will 
be thrilled. We will place your advertising on the shiny 
part by means of laser engraving. Single packed in black 
gift box.
Size: 9 × 3,5 × 1 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,3 cm

Art: 8779 Key ring "Pilar"
Radiant! Stylish metal key ring, receiving its noble 
appearance by the high-shining parts. Your clients will 
be thrilled. We will place your advertising on the shiny 
part by means of laser engraving. Single packed in black 
gift box.
Size: 9 × 3,5 × 1,4 cm
Print size: 4 × 0,8 cm

Art: 8778 Key ring "Malvar"
Radiant! Stylish metal key ring, receiving its noble 
appearance by the high-shining parts. Your clients will 
be thrilled. We will place your advertising on the shiny 
part by means of laser engraving. Single packed in black 
gift box.
Size: 8,9 × 3,5 × 1 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,3 cm
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Art: 8875 Purse "Chaville"
Versatile and favourable! Whether as purse, business or 
credit card holder, this small case made of sturdy felt 
can be used for many opportunities. Your customers 
will surely have a  possibiliy for use. We will apply your 
advertising by means of laser engraving underneath the 
latch. Single packed in polybag.
Size: 12 × 7,8 × 0,9 cm
Print size: 3 × 1 cm

Art: 8877 Shoulder bag "Leno"
Universal elegance made of felt! The small shoulder 
bag is the ideal companion for any occasion due to its 
long-living and robust material. It provides a  spacious 
inner compartment with a cover with Velcro closure and 
a practical front compartment, also with a Velcro closure. 
Here you can store all frequently needed odds and 
ends. We will apply your advertising by means of laser 
engraving centred on the front compartment. Single 
packed in polybag.
Size: 21,5 × 27 × 3,5 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm
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Art: 3384 Set "Lugano"
Double elegance! Treat your customers with this noble 
set consisting of business card holder with magnetic 
closure and keyring, both made of metal and PU. Thus 
you will definitely be remembered. We will engrave your 
advertising by means of laser engraving on the metal 
emblem of the business card holder and on the metal 
surface of the keyring. Single-packed in black box.
Size: 14 × 15 × 3,4 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 1 cm

Art: 3383 Set "Horley"
Threefold elegance! Your customers will love this set and 
keep you in good memory. It consists of a metal business 
card holder, a metal keyring and a metal twist action ball 
pen with blue-writing system refill. The dark mirrored 
elements of the case and keyring make it especially 
noble. We will engrave your advertising on the mirrored 
surface of the business card holder. We can refine all 
three pieces upon request. Packed in black box.
Size: 16 × 17 × 3,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 1 cm
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Art: 8209 Piggy bank "Corby"
For super savers! Make your customers happy with this 
cute plastic piggy bank. Available in 4 fancy colours. We 
will pad print your logo onto the left or right of the piggy 
bank. Single packed in a white cardboard box.
Size: 8 × 6,6 × 6,1 cm
Print size: 3 × 2 cm

Art: 6235 Piggy bank "Leicester"
Save your money! You can make small dreams come 
true with this cute piggy bank in 7  different colours, 
but it is also very decorative on your desk. We will print 
your advertising on one side of the piggy bank. Packed 
individually in a cardboard box.
Size: 12,6 × 10 × 10,1 cm
Print size: 4 × 2,5 cm

Art: 8291 Savings box "Locarno"
For your savings! This beautiful savings box has space 
for lots of coins and bank notes. The box is made out of 
transparent frosted plastic and got a reclosable annulus 
to clean out the money. We will print your advertising 
onto the white edge. Single packed in a cardboard box.
Size: 8,7 × 9,1 × 5,5 cm
Print size: 3,5 × 1 cm
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Art: 1995 Piggy bank "Hickory"
A great gift for kids! Just paint the piggy bank as you like 
with the six paint-pots and the paint-brush and create 
your individual artwork. After painting, put it in the oven 
for a  short time in order to fix the colours. Comes in 
a printed single box on which we will place a label with 
your logo.
Size: 10,2 × 10,2 × 10 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,8 cm

Art: 2700 Anti stress ball "Dublin"
Just relax! With this anti-stress ball filled with plastic 
granulate you can just relax and unwind. We will print 
your advertising onto the white field preferably in black 
colour.
Size: ø5,0 cm
Print size: 3 × 1,5 cm

Art: 3020 Fist bottle opener "Luton"
One more, please! Practical bottle opener with 
a re-closing part for bottles - your beer stays fresh longer 
and the bottle stays sealed. We will print your advertising 
onto the plastic part.
Size: 9,5 × 4,5 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 3 cm
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Art: 1106 Electronic ligther "Lichtenstein"
Chique! This beautiful electronik lighter (refillable) can 
be used from everybody. Lighters change very often 
the owners - that way your promotion will be seen 
everywhere. We print your logo on the surface. This 
ligther has a children protection.
Size: 8 × 2,4 × 1 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,4 cm

Art: 7552 Electronic lighter "Knoxville"
The classic of premiums! Everyone can use a lighter. This 
refillable electronic lighter offers sufficient space for your 
advertising on both sides. It will be printed by means of 
pad printed on the left or right or even on both sides 
(please take printing costs times two in this case). It is 
needless to say that this model provides a  child-proof 
lock.
Size: 8 × 2,4 × 0,9 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,4 cm

Art: 1107 Disposable lighter "Karlsruhe"
The classic one of the lighters. Surprise your customer 
with this cheap promotional product. The surface, where 
we print, is huge enough to tell your customers your 
message. This ligther has a children protection.
Size: 8,3 × 2,4 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,4 cm
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10Art: 9012 Plastic ice scraper "Hull"
Clear view in a flash! With this ice scraper in a frosted look 
you will have a clear view. Good-looking, handy and with 
a good advertising space, all in one.
Size: 23 × 10,8 × 1,3 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 8649 Flyswatter "Cranford"
No chance for flys! With the flyswatter no fly has a chance 
against you. We will pad print your advertising onto the 
middle of the swatter. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 38,5 × 12,6 × 0,07 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 3365 Ice scraper "Helsinki"
Clear view! Looking for an affordable and practical 
giveaway? This plastic ice scraper is the right gift. You will 
get a promotional item for small money which everyone 
can use and with which you are always present with your 
advertising. We will print your advertising centered on 
the ice scraper. Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 10,2 × 10,1 × 0,2 cm
Print size: ø4 cm
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Art: 3362 Trolley coin "Bergamo"
Stop searching a  coin! Your customers won't have to 
search a coin any longer with this practical plastic trolley 
coin and you will always be with them. Due to the 
integrated key ring it can easily be fixed to the bunch of 
keys. We will print your advertising centered on the coin. 
Single-packed in poly bag.
Size: 6 × 3,1 × 0,2 cm
Print size: 2,5 × 1 cm

Art: 1998 Credit card sized reading lens "Posen"
This small reading lens can be used everywhere and is 
very practical because of its size. It is a perfect mailing 
item and provides plenty of space for your logo. Comes 
in a polybag. We will print your logo on the space below 
the lens.
Size: 8,6 × 5,5 cm
Print size: 5 × 1,5 cm

Art: 1999 Reading lens with book clip "Kalkutta"
All in one! This reading lens additionally features a book 
clip and two rulers (inch and cm). Comes in a polybag. 
We will print your logo on the right side next to the lens.
Size: 18,8 × 6,6 cm
Print size: 4,5 × 3 cm
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Art: 2238 Magnifying glass with LED "Gloucester"
Take a closer look! This magnifying glass with an enlarging 
and illuminating function provides a  big advertising 
space on its broad grip. It has a LED illuminated function 
to further enhance the readers experience. 1 cell battery 
and a single cardboard box are included.
Size: 14,9 × 6,5 × 1,2 cm
Print size: 4 × 1,5 cm

Art: 8650 Bottle holder "Ohio"
Keep your hands free! This practical plastic bottle holder 
makes it possible in future. Just pull it over the bottle's 
cap and attach it to your trousers by means of the clip. 
Thus your hands will remain free. We will print your 
advertising above the bottle holding. Single packed in 
polybag.
Size: 14,7 × 6,3 × 1 cm
Print size: 5 × 3 cm

Art: 2727 Glasses holder "Santa Fe"
Everybody has the same problem with the glasses… 
Where to put them?! Now you have the answer to your 
customers with this practical sunglasses holder! The 
sunglasses holder is easy to fix on every textile you're 
wearing, because of the magnetic closure. We will laser 
engrave your logo chrome plated surface. Single packed 
in a ploy bag.
Size: 3,7 × 2,3 × 0,5 cm
Print size: 1,7 × 1,7 cm
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Art: 4148 Metal case "Metallic 1"
Store well! Give your pen an appropriate home! The 
metal case provides space for 1  pen and is filled with 
a  rubberised inlay - which prevents the pen from 
slipping. We recommend laser engraving on the cover of 
the metal case. Single packed in a polybag.
Size: 17,8 × 5,8 × 1,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 4149 Metal case "Metallic 2"
Stored well! Give your writing set an appropriate home, 
great as a  present. The metal case provides space for 
2  items and is filled with a  rubberised inlay - which 
prevents the pens from slipping. We recommend laser 
engraving on the cover of the metal case. Single packed 
in a polybag.
Size: 17,8 × 5,8 × 1,8 cm
Print size: 4 × 2 cm

Art: 4043 Velvet pouch "Esprit"
Present your pen in style and luxury!. The velvet pouch 
provides space for 1  pen. We recommend a  delivery 
without imprint - but if you wish one, we would 
recommend pad printing in silver.
Size: 15,5 × 3 × 0,1 cm
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Art: 999044 A4 memo pad (item number: 999044)
A4 memo pad (item number: 999044)
Size: A4

Art: 999400 UM 4 Battery
UM 4 super heavy duty battery
Size: 4,4 × ø1,0 cm

Art: 999300 UM 3 Battery
UM 3 super heavy duty battery
Size: 5,0 × ø1,4 cm

Art: 5203 Lanyard
Create your lanyards just as you like: you can have it 
printed allover and assembled with many extras.
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.
Size: 2 × 90 (2 × 45) cm
Print size: allover
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Pantone color from 100pcs! Pantone color from 100pcs! Pantone color from 100pcs!

03

Art: U8726 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Available in Pantone colors!

All pendrives are available with 2,4,8,16 and 32 GB capacity.

on stock

Art: U8727 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Available in Pantone colors!

Art: U8728 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Available in Pantone colors!

Art: U9982 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 10 pcs,

CMYK imprint from 100pcs.

on stock
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Art: U8725 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs. Pantone colors from 
1000 pcs!

Art: U8724 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100  pcs. Pantone colors 
from 1000 pcs!

Art: U9983 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs. Pantone colors from 500 pcs!

Art: UID06 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs,

Pantone for metal part from 500pcs

Art: UID04 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100  pcs. 
Pantone colors from 500 pcs!
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Art: UID02 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Pantone colors from 500 pcs!
Art: UID05 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Pantone colors from 500 pcs!

Art: U9984 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Pantone colors from 300 pcs!

Art: U8730 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Art: UID01 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Pantone colors from 500 pcs!

All pendrives are available with 2,4,8,16 and 32 GB capacity.

Art: UID21 OTG PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.
Pantone colors from 500 pcs!

Art: UID22 OTG PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.
Pantone colors from 100 pcs!
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Art: U9979 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Pantone colors from 200 pcs!

Art: U9977 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 300 pcs.

Art: U8732 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Art: U8731 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Art: U8733 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Art: U9974 BOX
Metal USB box with window

Art: U9973 BOX
Plastic box for pendrive

Art: U8729 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Art: U9969 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.

Art: UID03 PENDRIVE
Minimum order quantity: 100 pcs.
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LIGHT GREEN
DARK GREY
CREAM YELLOW
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LIGHT GREEN
DARK GREY
CREAM YELLOW
ORANGE
NAVY
RED
SKY BLUE

SX50042 HAND TOWEL
50 × 100 cm • 400 g/m² • 60 pcs/carton
Frottier towel made of 100% cotton (400 g/
m2) We recommend to print your logo by 
embroidery on the side of the towel.

SX50040 HAND TOWEL
50 × 100 cm • 400 g/m² • 60 pcs/carton
Frottier towel made of 100% cotton (400 g/
m2) We recommend to print your logo by 
embroidery on the side of the towel.

SX50043 BATH TOWEL
70 × 140 cm • 400 g/m² • 30 pcs/carton
Frottier towel made of 100% cotton (400 g/
m2) We recommend to print your logo by 
embroidery on the side of the towel.

SX50041 BATH TOWEL
70 × 140 cm • 400 g/m² • 30 pcs/carton
Frottier towel made of 100% cotton (400 g/
m2) We recommend to print your logo by 
embroidery on the side of the towel.
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 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 DEEP NAVY
 FUCHSIA
 LIME
 BRIGHT YELLOW
 AZURE BLUE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 DEEP NAVY
 FUCHSIA
 LIME
 BRIGHT YELLOW
 AZURE BLUE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 DEEP NAVY
 FUCHSIA
 LIME
 BRIGHT YELLOW
 AZURE BLUE

FN04 LADY FIT PERFORMANCE T
XS-2XL • 140 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Ladies T-shirt made of 100% polyester for moisture 
wicking and quick dry performance, sporty raglan 
sleeves, shaped side seams for a feminine fit.

FN03 PERFORMANCE T
S-2XL • 140 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
T-shirt made from 100% PES for moisture wicking 
and quick dry performance, sporty raglam 
sleeves with coverstitch detail to seam.

FN05 PERFORMANCE T KIDS
3/4-14/15 • 140 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Kids T-shirt made of 100% PES in sporty 
style and with quick dry performance.
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HS47

HS48

BLACK OPAL
WHITE
BLUE MIDNIGHT
CRIMSON RED
CYBER YELLOW
CYBER ORANGE
HAWAII BLUE
KIWI GREEN

BLACK OPAL
WHITE
CRIMSON RED
CYBER YELLOW
CYBER ORANGE
SWEET PINK
DEEP BERRY

BLACK OPAL
CYBER YELLOW
KIWI GREEN
WHITE

BLACK OPAL
SWEET PINK
DEEP BERRY
WHITE

HS47 ACTIVE SPORTS TOP
S-2XL • 140 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Made of 100% ACTIVE-DRY° polyester, 
smooth and sleek fabric, side seams, neck 
drop and armholes with binding, small, 
reflecting ACTIVE-DRY° logo on the back.

HS31 ACTIVE SPORTS T
S-2XL • 140 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Made of 100% ACTIVE-DRY° polyester; smooth 
and sleek fabric, side seams, narrow self-fabric 
collar, decorative flatlock shoulder seams, small, 
reflecting ACTIVE-DRY° logo on the back.

HS48 ACTIVE SPORTS TOP
S-XL • 140 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Made of 100% ACTIVE-DRY° polyester; smooth 
and sleek fabric, side seams, neck drop and 
armholes with binding, racerback, small, 
reflecting ACTIVE-DRY° logo on the back.

HS33 WOMEN ACTIVE SPORTS T
S-XL • 140 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Made of 100% ACTIVE-DRY° polyester; smooth 
and sleek fabric, side seams, narrow self-fabric 
collar, decorative flatlock shoulder seams, small, 
reflecting ACTIVE-DRY° logo on the back.
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BLACK OPAL
WHITE
CRIMSON RED
CYBER YELLOW
CYBER ORANGE
HAWAII BLUE
KIWI GREEN

BLACK OPAL
WHITE
CRIMSON RED
CYBER YELLOW
CYBER ORANGE
KIWI GREEN

BLACK OPAL
WHITE
CRIMSON RED

BLACK OPAL
WHITE
CRIMSON RED

HS32 ACTIVE COTTON TOUCH T-SHIRT
S-2XL • 160 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Made of 100% ACTIVE-DRY° polyester; single 
jersey "cotton touch"; fine, smooth fabric 
that feels like cotton, side seams, decorative 
flatlock shoulder seams, neck tape, small, 
reflecting ACTIVE-DRY° logo on the back.

HS51 ACTIVE 140 LONG SLEEVE
S-2XL • 140 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Made of 100% ACTIVE-DRY° polyester;bird-
eyelet mesh, side seams, raglan sleeves, 
stretchy fabric, decorative flatlock 
seams, contrast neck tape (CBY).

HS34 WOMEN ACTIVE COTTON 
TOUCH T-SHIRT
S-XL • 160 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
WOMEN'S ACTIVE COTTON TOUCH T-SHIRT, made of 
100% ACTIVE-DRY° polyester; single jersey "cotton 
touch", fine, smooth fabric that feels like cotton, 
small, reflecting ACTIVE-DRY° logo on the back.

HS53 ACTIVE 140 POLO
S-2XL • 140 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Made of 100% ACTIVE-DRY° polyester; bird-
eyelet mesh, side seams, stretchy fabric, 
decorative flatlock seams, 3 tone-on-tone 
buttons, contrast neck tape (CBY).
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 APPLE GREEN
DARK PURPLE
 DEEP BLACK
 FRENCH NAVY
 FUCHSIA
 LEMON
 ORANGE
 PALE PINK
 RED
 ROYAL
 SAND
 SKY BLUE
 WHITE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 HEATHER GREY
 DEEP NAVY

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 HEATHER GREY
 DEEP NAVY

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 FUCHSIA
 ROYAL BLUE

FN02 LADY FIT VALUEWEIGHT VEST
XS-2XL • 165 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Ladies T-shirt without sleeves, shaped 
side seams for a feminine fit; self-fabric 
binding to neck and armholes.

B5C B&C PATTI CLASSIC WOMEN
XS-XL • 120 g/m² • 25 pcs/carton
100% pre-shrunk ring-spun combed cotton. 
Tank Top . Round-Neck collar in self fabric with 
double edgestitching. Armhole finishing with 
double edgestitching. Bottom hems with double 
topstitching. Trendy cuttings at front & back yoke. 
Inside flatlock for more comfort. Side seams.

F06 ATHLETIC VEST
S-2XL • 165 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Athletic T-shirt with low cut armhole, double - 
stitched seams on waist, tubular fabric.

11385 SOL'S MELROSE
S-XL# • 150 g/m² • 100 pcs/carton
100% semi-combed cotton Ringspun • Low 
neckline • Close-fitting cut • Cut and sewn
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 WHITE
 BLACK

 WHITE
 NAVY
 SUNFLOWER
 BLACK
 RED
 ORANGE
 ROYAL BLUE
 KELLY GREEN
 DEEP NAVY
 HEATHER GREY
BOTTLE GREEN

FUCHSIA
 OLIVE
 BRICK
 GRAPHITE
 LIME
PURPLE
 SKY BLUE
 AZURE

F01 ORIGINAL T SCREEN STARS
S-2XL • 145 g/m² • 120 pcs/carton
100% cotton*, Belcoro® yarn. Produced using 
Belcoro® yarn for a softer feel and cleaner printing 
process. Fine knit gauge for enhanced printability

Keya MC150 MEN'S CREW NECK T-SHIRT
S-2XL • 150 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Lightweight Adult T-shirt made of 
100% ring spun cotton, softer and more 
durable for better washing and wearing. 
Tear-away label. High-stitch density fabric 
which gives a better printing surface.

Keya YC150 JUNIOR'S CREW NECK T-SHIRT
XS-XL • 150 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Kids T-shirt made of 100 % ring-spun fabric, softer 
and more durable for better washing and wearing. 
Tear-away label. Double-needle sleeve and bottom 
hem which helps the shirt holds its shape longer. 
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 WHITE
 ASH
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE

 BURGUNDY
 YELLOW
 ORANGE
 NATURAL
 SKY BLUE
 PURPLE
 KELLY GREEN

 HEATHER GREY
 CHARCOAL
 SUNFLOWER
 AZURE
 BRICK
 GRAPHITE
 LIGHT PINK

 FUCHSIA
 STEEL BLUE
 CHOCOLATE
 KHAKI
 DEEP NAVY
 OLIVE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 YELLOW
 ORANGE

 NATURAL
 SKY BLUE
 PURPLE
 KELLY GREEN
 HEATHER GREY
 SUNFLOWER
 AZURE
 LIGHT PINK
 DEEP NAVY

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 ORANGE

 SKY BLUE
 PURPLE
 KELLY GREEN
 HEATHER GREY
 CHARCOAL
 SUNFLOWER

 AZURE
 LIGHT PINK
 FUCHSIA
 DEEP NAVY

F02 VALUEWEIGHT T
S-5XL • 160 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Hight density grid with a fine knit Belcore fiber of this T-shirt printing guarantee 
high quality and softness of the material. The round collar, double seam at 
sleeves, neck and hem, preshrunk tubular fabric for optimum shape retention.

F37 VALUEWEIGHT T KIDS
92-164 • 165 g/m² • 108 pcs/carton
It is difficulte to put on children. Fortunately, 
T-shirts designed to meet the requirements of 
children but also the color of life. Fine knit made 
of 100% cotton Belcoro yarn provides nice feeling 
and easy of wearing. Round collar double seam 
neckband for optimum shape retention.

FU78 LADY-FIT VALUEWEIGHT T
XS-2XL • 165 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Ladies T-shirt made of 100% cotton using Belcoro yarn for a softer feel 
and cleaner printing process, feminine fit with shaped side seams.
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APRICOT
ASH
ATOLL
AZURE
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN
BURGUNDY
DENIM
FUCHSIA
GOLD*
KELLY GREEN

LIGHT NAVY
NAVY*
ORANGE*
REAL GREEN
RED*
ROYAL BLUE*
SKY BLUE*
SPORT GREY
WHITE*
YELLOW

*= 1/2

ATOLL
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN*
BROWN
DEEP RED*
DIVA BLUE
FUCHSIA
GREEN MOSS
INDIGO
KHAKI
NAVY*
PISTACHIO
PUMPKIN ORANGE
PURPLE
REAL GREEN
REAL TURQUOISE
RED*
ROMANTIC PINK
ROYAL BLUE*
SORBET
SPORT GREY*
SWIMMING POOL
TURQUOISE
USED BLACK
USED RASPBERRY
USED VIOLET
USED YELLOW
WHITE*
PIXEL CORAL

*=XXL

APRICOT
ASH*
ATOLL
AZURE
BEAR BROWN
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN*
BURGUNDY
DARK GREY
DEEP RED
DENIM
DIVA BLUE
FUCHSIA
GOLD*
KELLY GREEN
KHAKI
LIGHT NAVY
MINT
NATURAL
NAVY*
ORANGE*
PISTACHIO
PURPLE
REAL TURQUOISE
RED*
ROYAL BLUE*
SAND
SKY BLUE
SPORT GREY*
TURQUOISE
USED BLACK
USED RASPBERRY
USED VIOLET
USED WASABI
USED YELLOW
WHITE*
YELLOW
PIXEL CORAL

*=4XL

B02 B&C EXACT 150
XS-4XL • 145 g/m² • 100 pcs/carton
The real No.1 product in the sale of T-shirt 
is made of 100% ring-spun jersey cotton 
which is an ideal material for the perfect print. 
T-shirt without side seams, collar is 2-layer, 
round, 1x1 Ribed neck with elastane

B54 B&C WOMEN ONLY
XS-2XL • 145 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
Give your creativity free! This women's sport 
T-shirt cut with shaped side seams is available in 
28 colors. Made of 100% ring - spun preshrunk 
cotton, single jersey fabric that provides 
very little place to clot. Double - needle 
stitched sleeve ends and bottom hem.

B07 B&C EXACT 150 KIDS
1/2-12/14 • 145 g/m² • 100 pcs/carton
Children's T-shirt in many colors without side seams made of 
100% ring-spun cotton suitable for sensitive baby skin. T-shirt is 
appropriate for sports days and summer camps as well as casual 
wear. Pleasant to the touch and suitable for printing.
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 ANTIQUE CHERRY RED
 ANTIQUE HELICONIA
 ANTIQUE SAPPHIRE
 AZALEA
 BLACK
 CHARCOAL
 CHERRY RED
 CHESTNUT
 COBALT
 DAISY
 DARK CHOCOLATE
 DARK HEATHER
 HEATHER ORANGE
 HEATHER PURPLE
 HELICONIA
 INDIGO BLUE
 IRISH GREEN
 KIWI
 LIGHT PINK
 LIGHT BLUE
 NAVY
 PURPLE
 RED
 ROYAL
 SAND
 SPORT GREY
 SAPPHIRE
 WHITE

 ANTIQUE CHERRY RED
 ANTIQUE HELICONIA
 ANTIQUE SAPPHIRE
 BLACK
 CARDINAL RED
 CHARCOAL
 CHERRY RED
 CHESTNUT
 COBALT
 DAISY
 DARK CHOCOLATE
 DARK HEATHER
 FOREST GREEN
 HEATHER IRISH GREEN
 HEATHER MILITARY GREEN
 HEATHER ORANGE
 HEATHER PURPLE
 HEATHER ROYAL
 HEATHER NAVY
 HELICONIA
 INDIGO BLUE
 IRISH GREEN
 KIWI
 LIGHT BLUE
 MILITARY GREEN
 NAVY
 ORANGE
 PURPLE
 RED
 ROYAL
 SAND
 SPORT GREY
 SAPPHIRE
 WHITE

ASH*
BLACK OPAL*
BLUE MIDNIGHT*
BOTTLE GREEN*
BRIGHT ROYAL*
GREY HEATHER*
 DEEP BERRY
KELLY GREEN*
LIGHT BLUE*

NAVY*
ORANGE*
SCARLET RED*
WHITE*
YELLOW*
OCEAN BLUE*
KIWI*

*=3XL

BLACK OPAL
BRIGHT ROYAL
GREY HEATHER
KELLY GREEN
LIGHT BLUE
LIGHT PINK
NAVY
ORANGE

SCARLET RED
WHITE
YELLOW
OCEAN BLUE
KIWI
 DEEP BERRY
 SWEET PINK

H35 CLASSIC T- SHIRT
S-3XL • 155 g/m² • 96 pcs/carton
Good and popular : a true classic 100% ring-
spun cotton in tubular fabric. Double stitched 
neck, sleeves and hem, shoulder-to-shoulder 
neckband. Ideal for sports and leisure time.

HS01 CLASSIC WOMEN
S-2XL • 155 g/m² • 96 pcs/carton
Women who want to walk with fashion, they 
can rely on this T-shirt made from 100% cotton. 
Double stitched on the sleeves and hem, 
a simple stitiching around the neck , side 
seams. It represents a young, modern look.

GIL64000 GILDAN SOFTSTYLE LADIES FITTED RING SPUN T-SHIRT
S-2XL# • 155 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
100% cotton preshrunk ring spun jersey knit, Fashionable 1/2 rib knit 
collar, Seamless twin needle collar sleeve and bottom hems

GI64000 GILDAN SOFTSTYLE MENS RING SPUN T-SHIRT
S-2XL# • 155 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
100% cotton preshrunk ring spun jersey knit, Fashionable 3/4 rib knit 
collar, Seamless twin needle collar sleeve and bottom hems
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 APPLE GREEN
 AQUA
 ARMY
 BOTTLE GREEN
 DEEP BLACK
 GOLD
 GREY MELANGE
 KELLY GREEN

 LEMON
 NAVY
 ORANGE
 RED
 ROYAL
 WHITE
 SKY BLUE
 ZINC

 APPLE GREEN
 AQUA
 DEEP BLACK
FUCHSIA
 GOLD
 GREY MELANGE
 NAVY

 ORANGE
 ORCHID PINK
 RED
 ROYAL
 WHITE

 APPLE GREEN
 ATOLL BLUE
 DARK PURPLE
 DEEP BLACK
 FUCHSIA
 GOLD

 GREY MELANGE
 KELLY GREEN
 LEMON
 NAVY
 ORANGE
 ORCHID PINK

 RED
 ROYAL BLUE
 SKY BLUE
 WHITE

 APPLE GREEN
 ARMY
 ATOLL BLUE
 BOTTLE GREEN
 BURGUNDY
 CHILI
 DARK GREY
 DARK PURPLE

 DEEP BLACK
 DENIM
 GOLD
 GREY MELANGE
 KELLY GREEN
 LEMON
 NAVY

 ORANGE
 RED
 ROYAL BLUE
 SAND
 SKY BLUE
 WHITE
 ZINC

11380 SOL'S REGENT
XS-2XL# • 150 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
100% semi-combed cotton • Reinforcing 
tape at neck • Elastane rib collar

11386 SOL'S MISS
S-2XL# • 150 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
100% semi-combed cotton • Reinforcing 
tape at neck Jersey neckline

11500 SOL'S IMPERIAL
S-2XL# • 190 g/m² • 100 pcs/carton
100% semi-combed cotton Ringspun • 
Reinforcing tape at neck • Elastane rib collar

11502 SOL'S IMPERIAL
S-2XL# • 190 g/m² • 100 pcs/carton
100% Semi-combed cotton Ringspun • 
Reinforcing tape at neck • Rib collar
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 WHITE
 ASH
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 ORANGE
 SKY BLUE
 HEATHER GREY
 ZINK
 SUNFLOWER
 GRAPHITE
 CHOCOLATE
 KHAKI
 DEEP NAVY
 OLIVE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 ROYAL BLUE
 YELLOW
 ORANGE
 HEATHER GREY

APRICOT
ASH
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN
BROWN
BURGUNDY
CHOCOLATE
DARK GREY
DIVA BLUE
GOLD
GREEN MOSS
INDIGO

KELLY GREEN
KHAKI
NATURAL
NAVY*
ORANGE
PURPLE
RED*
ROYAL BLUE
SAND
SKY BLUE
SORBET
SPORT GREY*

STONE BLUE
SUNSET ORANGE
SWIMMING POOL
USED BLACK
WHITE*
 PACIFIC PINK
 PACIFIC GREEN
 PACIFIC GREY
PIXEL PINK
PIXEL LIME
PIXEL TURQUOISE

*=4XL

ATOLL
BLACK
BROWN
DIVA BLUE
FUCHSIA
KELLY GREEN
NAVY

ORANGE
PURPLE
RED
ROYAL BLUE
SORBET
SPORT GREY
SWIMMING POOL

WHITE
PIXEL PINK
PIXEL LIME
PIXEL TURQUOISE

F05 AMERICAN HEAVY T
S-3XL • 195 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
T-shirt in which the emphasis on price and performance. Fine 
knit from 100% cotton (Belcoro yarn) provides softness and 
quality printing material. Rib trim to neckline, double-needle 
stitched sleeves and bottom hem. Washable at 40°C.

F03 PREMIUM T
S-3XL • 205 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Great selection, even greater quality, simply PREMIUM! Made 
from 100% cotton Belcoro yarn. This collar has one piece of lycra 
to maintain the shape. Shoulder-to-shoulder neckband, double 
seams at collar, sleeve ends and hem. Washable at 60°C.

B04 B&C EXACT 190
XS-4XL • 185 g/m² • 100 pcs/carton
T-shirt for many activities and opportunities. Made of 
100% ring - spun jersey cotton, which is an ideal material 
for perfect printing. T-shirt is without side seams, collar 
is round, doubled 1x1 ribbed neck with elastane.

B37 B&C EXACT 190 WOMEN
XS-2XL • 185 g/m² • 25 pcs/carton
This finely shaped T-shirt with side seams has proved to be the 
perfect companion for each team. Surface without fine hair, suitable 
for printing and decoration, comfortable, 100%  ring - spun jersey 
cotton, preshrunk. Round neckline with trim of the same material 
as the T-shirt. Double seams on sleeves end and bottom hem.
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BLACK
NAVY
ROYAL BLUE
RED
WHITE

Keya MC180 MEN'S CREW NECK T-SHIRT
S-2XL • 180 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Adult T-shirt made of 100% ring spun cotton, 
softer and more durable for better washing and 
wearing. Tear-away label. High-stitch density 
fabric which gives a better printing surface.
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ORANGE-GRAPHITE
STEEL BLUE-NAVY
SUNFLOWER-KELLY GREEN
WHITE-BLACK
WHITE-DEEP NY
WHITE-RED
WHITE-ROYAL

BLACK-WHITE
KHAKI-GRAPHITE
NAVY-WHITE
ORANGE-GRAPHITE
RED-WHITE
ROYAL-WHITE
SUNFLOWER-KELLY GREEN
WHITE-BLACK
WHITE-RED

ASH
BLACK OPAL
BLUE MIDNIGHT
BOTTLE GREEN
BRIGHT ROYAL
BROWN
GREY HEATHER

KHAKI
LIGHT BLUE
NAVY
ORANGE
SCARLET RED
WHITE
YELLOW

BLACK OPAL
BRIGHT ROYAL
BROWN
KHAKI
LIGHT BLUE

LIGHT PINK
NAVY
SCARLET RED
WHITE
YELLOW

F76 BASEBALL T
S-2XL • 160 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Valueweight T-shirt made of cotton with Belcoro yarn, contrast colour 
1x1narrow neck rib with Lycra, contrast colour raglan sleeves, tubular fabric.

F09 RINGER T
S-2XL • 160 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Young and modern - the name describes the trendy T-shirt. 
100% cotton (Belcoro yarn), contrast color rib trim to neckline and 
sleeve ends, double-needle stitched neckline, sleeve ends and 
bottom hem. The wide possibility of application, such as fan clubs.

H36 COMFORT
S-2XL • 185 g/m² • 96 pcs/carton
Really, high - quality product just waiting 
for your company logo - the ultimate T-shirt 
style. Material 100% ring-spun cotton, 
double seams at neck, sleeves and hem. 
The shoulder-to shoulder neckband.

HS11 COMFORT WOMEN
S-2XL • 205 g/m² • 96 pcs/carton
Women's T-shirt with narrow round neck suitable 
for all occasions. Slim fit, which is still in the fashion. 
T-shirt made of 100% ring-spun cotton, double-
needle stitched sleeve ends and bottom hem.
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 DELUXE BLUE
 DELUXE RED
 DELUXE PURPLE
 DELUXE GREY

 DELUXE BLUE
 DELUXE RED
 DELUXE GREY

BLACK OPAL
WHITE
BLUE MIDNIGHT
BOTTLE GREEN
BRIGHT ROYAL
 DEEP BERRY
GREY HEATHER

KIWI
NAVY
OCEAN BLUE
ORANGE
SCARLET RED
YELLOW

BLACK OPAL
WHITE
BLUE MIDNIGHT
BRIGHT ROYAL
 DEEP BERRY
GREY HEATHER
KIWI

LIGHT BLUE
LIGHT PINK
NAVY
OCEAN BLUE
SCARLET RED
SWEET PINK
YELLOW

HS09 CLASSIC V-NECK WOMEN
S-2XL • 155 g/m² • 96 pcs/carton
Ladies V-neck t-shirt made of 100% ring spun 
cotton with side seams and neck tape.

H85 CLASSIC V-NECK
S-2XL • 155 g/m² • 96 pcs/carton
Men V-neck t-shirt made of 100% ring spun cotton, 
tubular fabric, shoulder to shoulder neckband.

B2D B&C BLONDIE DELUXE WOMEN
XS-XL • 135 g/m² • 25 pcs/carton
Short-sleeved T-shirt . Ultimate look (Deluxe 
Edition). Feminine V-Neck collar in self fabric 
with edge stitching. Raglan sleeves. Bottom and 
sleeve hems with double top stitching. Inside 
flatlock for more comfort. Necktape. Side seams

B1D B&C MICK DELUXE MEN
S-2XL • 135 g/m² • 25 pcs/carton
Short-sleeved T-shirt. Ultimate look (Deluxe Edition). 
V-Neck collar in self fabric. Shoulder-to-shoulder 
neckline with double top stitching. Bottom and 
sleeve hems with double top stitching. Inside 
flatlock for more comfort. Necktape. Side seams
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 APPLE GREEN
DEEP BLACK
FUCHSIA
RED
TURQUISE
WHITE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 ROYAL BLUE
 HEATHER GREY
 CHARCOAL
 DEEP NAVY

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 ROYAL BLUE
 HEATHER GREY
 SUNFLOWER
 LIGHT PINK
 FUCHSIA
 DEEP NAVY

F08 VALUEWEIGHT V-NECK T
S-2XL • 160 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
T-shirt made of 100% Cotton, fashionable high cut 
rib V-neck with single needle topstich, fine knit. 
high resolution printing and Belcoro™ yarn for 
a softer feel, taped necklines for added comfort, 
twin needle stitching detail on sleeves and hem

FU27 LADY FIT VALUEWEIGHT V-NECK T
XS-2XL • 165 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Lady T-shirt with low V-neck, shaped 
side seams for femine fit, produced 
using Belcoro yarn for a softer feel.

11865 SOLS MOODY WOMENS 
ROUND COLLAR T-SHIRT
S-2XL# • 160 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
100% cotton Ringspun • Thin rib binding • 
Fitted cut • Cut and sewn • Round neckline
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HS40

HS45

HS43HS38

BLACK OPAL
CRIMSON RED
DAISY YELLOW
DEEP LILAC
GREEN FLASH
GREY HEATHER

HAWAII BLUE
MARINA BLUE
KING BLUE
SLATE GREY
WHITE

BLACK OPAL
WHITE
SLATE GREY

KING BLUE
MARINA BLUE

 BLACK OPAL
 WHITE
 CUPCAKE PINK
 MARINA BLUE

 BLACK OPAL
 CRIMSON RED
 CUPCAKE PINK
 DAISY YELLOW
 DEEP LILAC

 GREEN FLASH
 GREY HEATHER
 MARINA BLUE
 WHITE

HS43 MEGAN V-NECK T-SHIRT
S-XL • 145 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
MEGAN V-NECK T-SHIRT, made of 100% ring-
spun combed cotton; single jersey (GYH: 
85% cotton, 15% viscose); side seams, 
fashionable length, contrast neck tape.

HS40 CLIVE V-NECK T-SHIRT
S-2XL • 170 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
CLIVE V-NECK T-SHIRT, made of 95% ring-spun 
combed cotton,5% elastane; single jersey, 
"full feeder"; side seams, contrast neck tape.

HS45 CLAIRE V-NECK T-SHIRT
S-XL • 170 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
CLAIRE V-NECK T-SHIRT, made of 95% ring-spun 
combed cotton, 5% elastane; single jersey, "full 
feeder"; side seams, contrast neck tape.

HS38 MORGAN CREW NECK T-SHIRT
S-2XL • 160 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
MORGAN CREW NECK T-SHIRT, made 
of 100% ring-spun cotton; single jersey 
(GYH: 85% cotton, 15% viscose).
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 BLACK OPAL
 WHITE
 CUPCAKE PINK
 MARINA BLUE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 ROYAL BLUE
 HEATHER GREY
 DEEP NAVY

F07 VALUEWEIGHT T LSL
S-2XL • 165 g/m² • 72 pcs/carton
Fine knit gaunge with Belcro yarn for softer 
feel, rib knit crew neck,twin needle stitching 
detail on sleeves and hem, tubular fabric.

HS46 CLAIRE V-NECK LS T-SHIRT
S-XL • 170 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
CLAIRE V-NECK LS T-SHIRT, made of 95% ring-
spun combed cotton, 5% elastane; single 
jersey, side seams, contrast neck tape.
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ASH
ATOLL
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN
DARK GREY
NAVY*

RED*
ROYAL BLUE
SPORT GREY
USED BLACK
WHITE*

*=3XL

BLACK*
DEEP RED*
NAVY*
ROYAL BLUE

SPORT GREY
WHITE*

*=XXL

BLACK*
BROWN
DARK GREY
DEEP RED*
NAVY*

ROYAL BLUE
SPORT GREY
WHITE*

*=3XL

B03 B&C EXACT 150 L.SL.
S-3XL • 145 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
T-shirt made of 100% ring-spun combed jersey 
cotton, creates a fixed, extremely smooth 
surface without fine hair, an excellent base for 
printing. Tubular fabric, generous cut, double 
1x1 ribbed neckline with elastane, neckband.

B18 B&C EXACT 190 L.SL.
S-3XL • 185 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
This long-sleeved T-shirt made of 100% cotton 
for colder days as a user of advertisement. 
The doubled collar with 5% elastane. The 
shoulder-to shoulder neckband, double-needle 
stitched sleeve ends and buttom hem.

B55 B&C WOMEN-ONLY LSL
XS-2XL • 145 g/m² • 25 pcs/carton
Women's men's version of B03 (Exact 
150 LSL). 100% ring - spun preshrunk cotton, 
single jersey, ladies' short cut with shaped 
side seams, double-needle stitched sleeve 
ends and bottom hem, round neck.
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BLACK
BROWN
NAVY

RED
ROYAL BLUE
WHITE

ASH
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN
BROWN
GOLD
HEATHER GREY

NAVY*
PUMPKIN ORANGE
RED*
ROYAL BLUE
WHITE*

*=3XL

 WHITE
 ASH
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 FOREST GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 DEEP NAVY

O36 B&C SAFRAN PURE L.SL.WOMEN
XS-2XL • 180 g/m² • 25 pcs/carton
Shaped femine poloshirt for cooler days in basic 
colors. Material 100% ring-spun combed preshrunk 
cotton pique, 1x1 rib-knit collar, 4-button placket 
with tone-on-tone buttons, side seams.

O26 B&C SAFRAN LSL
S-3XL • 180 g/m² • 40 pcs/carton
Superior technology, superior quality : pique 
100% ring-spun cotton with its very fine structure 
makes this polo beautiful soft and pleasant. 
Neckband, rib trim to collar, sleeve cuffs with 
elastane, double seams, 3-button placket 
with tone-on-tone buttons, woven label.

FU24 100 % COTTON L.SL. PIQUE POLO
S-3XL • 180 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Fashion polo shirt in colder weather for print 
or embroidered with your ad. This polo 
made of 100% cotton that magically attracts 
all the views, the fashion side vents, long 
sleeves with ribbed cuff made of cotton/
elastane, 2-button placket. Reinforced neck 
and shoulder-to-shoulder neckband.

price • volume • basic • efficiency • best deal • price • volume • basic • efficiency • best deal •price • volume • basic • efficiency • best deal 
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BLACK
BOTTLE GREEN
HEATHER GREY
NAVY
RED
ROYAL BLUE
WHITE
 ORANGE
 LIGHT BLUE
 WINE
 ANTHRACITE
REAL GREEN
ATOLL
KELLY GREEN
FUCHSIA
BROWN
PURPLE
SAND
PIXEL CORAL
CHILI GOLD

BLACK
BOTTLE GREEN
HEATHER GREY
NAVY
RED
ROYAL BLUE
WHITE
 ORANGE
 LIGHT BLUE
 WINE
 ANTHRACITE
REAL GREEN
ATOLL
KELLY GREEN
FUCHSIA
BROWN
PURPLE
SAND
PIXEL CORAL
CHILI GOLD

O07 B&C ID.001 MEN
S-4XL • 170 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
The best deal polo made of cotton with rib-knit collar, 2-button placket, tone-in-
tone buttons, side seams, double seams on sleeve ends and hem, basic colours.

O06 B&C ID.001 WOMEN
S-4XL • 170 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
The best deal polo made of cotton with rib-knit collar, 2-button placket, tone-in-
tone buttons, side seams, double seams on sleeve ends and hem, basic colours.

price • volume • basic • efficiency • best deal • price • volume • basic • efficiency • best deal •price • volume • basic • efficiency • best deal 
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 WHITE*
 BLACK*
 NAVY*
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 ORANGE
 SKY BLUE
 PURPLE
 KELLY GREEN
 HEATHER GREY*
 SUNFLOWER
 EMERALD
 DEEP NAVY

*=4XL-5XL

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY

 SKY BLUE
 PURPLE
 HEATHER GREY
 SUNFLOWER
 LIGHT PINK
 DEEP NAVY

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 SKY BLUE
 HEATHER GREY
 SUNFLOWER
 DEEP NAVY

F22 65/35 PIQUE POLO
S-5XL • 180 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Men poloshirt made of 65% Polyester + 35% Cotton, piqué, three 
button fused placket with new self-coloured buttons, taped 
neckline, reineforced shoulder seams with single needle stitchin

F68 LADY-FIT 65/35 POLO
XS-2XL • 180 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Ladies polo in functional style and easy to care. Minimal 
ironing and ideal for workwear. Longer body length, 
fused placket with two self-coloured buttons.

F38 65/35 KIDS PIQUE POLO
104-164 • 180 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Guaranteed to perform at 60°C wash. Two-button 
fused placket with self-coloured buttons
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BLACK-WHITE*
DEEP NAVY-WHITE*
RED-WHITE*
ROYAL/WHITE*
SKY BLUE-WHITE*
WHITE-DEEP NAVY*
WHITE-KELLY GREEN*

*=3XL

 WHITE
 BLACK
 CHARCOAL
 BRICK RED
 DEEP NAVY

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 FOREST GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 SKY BLUE
 AZURE
 LIGHT PINK

 FUCHSIA
 DEEP NAVY
 SUNFLOWER
BOTTLE GREEN
 ORANGE
KELLY GREEN
 ASH
 HEATHER GREY

 KHAKI
 GRAPHITE
 LIME
PURPLE
NAVY

 WHITE
 ASH
 BLACK
 RED
 FOREST GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 ORANGE

 SKY BLUE
 SUNFLOWER
 AZURE
 KHAKI
KELLY GREEN
 DEEP NAVY
 HEATHER GREY
BOTTLE GREEN

 LIGHT PINK
FUCHSIA
 OLIVE
 GRAPHITE
 LIME
PURPLE

FU26 TIPPED POLO
S-3XL • 180 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Men fashion poloshirt made of 100% Cotton, piqué, 
single tipping to collar and cuffs, narrow three-
buttoned fused placket with self-coloured buttons, 
taped neckline and reinforced shoulder seams.

F99 HEAVY POLO
S-3XL • 230 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Heavy poloshirt with 1x1 rib flat knit collar 
with self fabric, placket sith 3 buttons, 
sleeves with 100% cotton 1x1 rib cuffs.

FU21 PREMIUM POLO
S-3XL • 180 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Nicely colored, pretty comfortable and 
quite nicely profitable. Polo 100% ring-spun 
combed cotton, 3-button placket, buttons 
in matching color (spare button) fashion 
side vents, neck reinforced with neckband 
in the same color, rib-knit collar and cuffs.

FN01 LADY FIT PREMIUM POLO
XS-2XL • 180 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
New ladies polo shaped side seams with 
side vents for feminine fit, two-button 
placket in the same colour like poloshirt.
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BLACK OPAL
BRIGHT ROYAL
BROWN
GREY HEATHER
KHAKI
LIGHT BLUE
LIGHT PINK
NAVY
SCARLET RED

WHITE
YELLOW
 KIWI GREEN
 OCEAN BLUE
 SWEET PINK
 DEEP BERRY

BLACK OPAL*
BLUE MIDNIGHT*
BOTTLE GREEN*
BRIGHT ROYAL*
BROWN*
GREY HEATHER*
KHAKI*
LIGHT BLUE*
NAVY*

ORANGE*
SCARLET RED*
WHITE*
YELLOW*
 DEEP BERRY*
 KIWI GREEN*
 OCEAN BLUE*

*=3XL

APPLE GREEN
ARMY
ATOLL BLUE
BLACK
BURGUNDY
CHOCOLATE
GOLD
GOLF GREEN
GREY MELANGE

KELLY GREEN
NAVY
ORANGE
PINK
RED
ROYAL BLUE
SAND
SKY BLUE
WHITE

APPLE GREEN
ATOLL BLUE
BLACK
BURGUNDY
CHOCOLATE
FUCHSIA
GOLD
GOLF GREEN
KELLY GREEN

NAVY
ORANGE
PINK
RED
ROYAL BLUE
SAND
SKY BLUE
WHITE

HS03 POLO WOMEN
S-2XL • 170 g/m² • 48 pcs/carton
The unique design of women's poloshirt made 
of 100% cotton pique. Color and shape will 
stay for a long time, double-needle stitched 
sleeve ends and bottom hem, 2-button 
placket with tone-on-tone buttons.

H38 POLO BASIC
S-3XL • 170 g/m² • 48 pcs/carton
Very practical polo shirt in pique quality. 
Material : 100% cotton pique, rib knit collar 
with button placket, no cuffs on sleeves.

11342 SOL'S SUMMER II
S-2XL# • 170 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
100% combed cotton Ringspun • Rib collar • 
Reinforcing tape at neck • Reinforced button placket

11338 SOL'S PASSION
S-2XL# • 170 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
100% combed cotton Ringspun • Rib collar 
and bottom of sleeves • Reinforcing tape at 
neck • Straight bottom with side slits
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ATOLL
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN*
BROWN
DARK GREY
DIVA BLUE
FUCHSIA
GOLD
HEATHER GREY*
INDIGO
KELLY GREEN
NAVY*
PINK SIXTIES*
PISTACHIO
PUMPKIN ORANGE

PURPLE
REAL GREEN
REAL TURQUOISE
RED*
ROYAL BLUE*
SKY BLUE*
SUNSET ORANGE
WHITE*
PACIFIC GREEN
PACIFIC GREY
PIXEL PINK
PIXEL LIME
PIXEL TURQUOISE

*=XXL

ASH
ATOLL
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN*
BROWN
BURGUNDY
DARK GREY
DIVA BLUE
FUCHSIA
GOLD
HEATHER GREY*
INDIGO
KELLY GREEN
KHAKI
NAVY*
PINK SIXTIES
PISTACHIO

PUMPKIN ORANGE
PURPLE
REAL GREEN
REAL TURQUOISE
RED*
ROYAL BLUE*
SAND
SKY BLUE
SUNSET ORANGE
WHITE*
PACIFIC GREEN
PACIFIC GREY
PIXEL PINK
PIXEL LIME
PIXEL TURQUOISE

*=3XL

BLACK
FUCHSIA
GOLD
INDIGO
NAVY
PUMPKIN ORANGE
REAL GREEN

RED
ROYAL BLUE
SKY BLUE
WHITE
PACIFIC GREEN
PACIFIC GREY

O23 B&C SAFRAN
S-3XL • 180 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
Men poloshirt made of 100% combed Cotton, 
piqué, 5-ply 1x1 rib knitted collar and cuffs, side 
seams, shoulder - to - shoulder taping, 3-button 
placket reinforced with fusible interlining.

O25 B&C SAFRAN KIDS
5/6-12/14 • 180 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
Kids polo made of 100% cotton, 5-ply 1x1 rib 
knitted collar and cuffs, side seams, shoulder - 
to- shoulder taping, 3-button placket reinforced 
with fusible interlining, wowen label

O24 B&C SAFRAN PURE WOMEN
XS-2XL • 180 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
Ladies poloshirt made of 100% combed Cotton, 
5-ply 1x1 rib knitted collar, shaped fitting, bottom 
side vents, shoulder-to-shoulder taping, 3-button 
placket reinforced with fusible interlining.
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ASH
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN
BROWN
BURGUNDY
DENIM
HEATHER GREY
NATURAL
NAVY*
PISTACHIO

PURPLE
RED*
ROYAL BLUE
SKY BLUE
SUNSET ORANGE
TURQUOISE
VERY BERRY
WHITE*

*=3XL

BLACK
BROWN
DENIM
NAVY
PISTACHIO
PURPLE

RED
SKY BLUE
SUNSET ORANGE
VERY BERRY
WHITE

APPLE GREEN
BLACK
DARK PURPLE
GOLD
GREY MELANGE
KELLY GREEN

NAVY
ORANGE
RED
SAND
SKY BLUE
WHITE

APPLE GREEN
BLACK
CHOCOLATE
DARK PURPLE
GOLD
GREY MELANGE
KELLY GREEN
MOUSE GREY

NAVY
ORANGE
RED
ROYAL BLUE
SAND
SKY BLUE
WHITE

O66 B&C HEAVYMILL
S-3XL • 230 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
Heavyweight poloshirt made of 100% combed 
cotton gives you comfortable feeling whole day. 
Rib knit collar and cuffs, necktape, 3-button placket 
reinforced with fusible interlining, bottom side vents.

O37 B&C HEAVYMILL WOMEN
XS-2XL • 230 g/m² • 25 pcs/carton
Feel the difference. The ladies poloshirt made 
of 100% combed cotton in "Women design" 
and finishing. Side slits, gathering on sleeves 
head and 2 matching colours buttons placket

11310 SOL'S PEOPLE
S-2XL# • 210 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
100% combed cotton Ringspun • Rib 
collar and sleeves • Reinforcing tape at 
neck • Tone on tone 4 buttons placket

11362 SOL'S SPRING II
S-2XL# • 210 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
100% combed cotton Ringspun • Reinforcing 
tape at neck • Rib collar • Reinforced 
button placket • Cut and Sewn
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 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 SKY BLUE
 LIGHT PINK
 FUCHSIA
 DEEP NAVY

BLACK
FLASH PINK
RED
ROYAL BLUE
SKY BLUE
TURQUOISE
WHITE

F35 LADY-FIT POLO
2XS-2XL • 220 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Ladies poloshirt made of 97% Cotton + 3% Elastane, 
two-button narrow placket with self-coloured 
buttons, shaped fitting with side seams and side vents

11325 SOL'S PRETTY
S-XL# • 220 g/m² • 50 pcs/carton
100% semi-combed cotton Ringspun • Close cut 
and fitted waist • Collar with buttonless placket
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F13

F17
F14

F18

 WHITE
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 MID BLUE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 MID BLUE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 MID BLUE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 MID BLUE

F13 POPLIN SHIRT
S-3XL • 120 g/m² • 12 pcs/carton
Shirt made of 55% Cotton + 45% Polyester, standard 
collar, chest pocket on left side, self-coloured 
buttons, ladies version offer special feminine cut.

F17 POPLIN SHIRT
S-3XL • 120 g/m² • 12 pcs/carton
Shirt made of 55% Cotton + 45% Polyester, standard 
collar, chest pocket on left side, self-coloured 
buttons, ladies version offer special feminine cut.

F14 POPLIN SHIRT
S-3XL • 120 g/m² • 12 pcs/carton
Shirt made of 55% Cotton + 45% Polyester, standard 
collar, chest pocket on left side, self-coloured 
buttons, ladies version offer special feminine cut.

F18 POPLIN SHIRT
S-3XL • 120 g/m² • 12 pcs/carton
Shirt made of 55% Cotton + 45% Polyester, standard 
collar, chest pocket on left side, self-coloured 
buttons, ladies version offer special feminine cut.
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BLACK
BRIGHT SKY
WHITE

BLACK
BRIGHT SKY
WHITE

BLACK
BRIGHT SKY
WHITE

BLACK
CHOCOLATE
PORT
WHITE

BLACK
CHOCOLATE
PORT
WHITE

946F,M FITTED SHIRT
XS-2XL • 140 g/m² • 12 pcs/carton
Shirt made of 97% Cotton + 3% Elastane, stretch fabric 
for added comfort and fit, requires minimal care, buttons 
placket with matching colour buttons, classic collar.

947F,M FITTED SHIRT
XS-2XL • 140 g/m² • 12 pcs/carton
Shirt made of 97% Cotton + 3% Elastane, stretch fabric 
for added comfort and fit, requires minimal care, buttons 
placket with matching colour buttons, classic collar.

17015 SOL'S EDEN
XS-2XL# • 140 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
97% Cotton 3% elastane • Adjustable 
cuffs with 2 buttons pointed end tab 
placket • Close-fitting cut - Stretch fabric

17010 SOL'S EFFECT
XS-2XL# • 140 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
97% cotton 3% elastane • 3/4 sleeves 
with slit cuffs • Tone on tone 7 buttons 
placket • Single-button collar

17000 SOL'S BRIGHTON
S-2XL# • 140 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
97% cotton 3% elastane • 
Adjustable cuffs with 2 buttons 
pointed end tab placket • Half-
open single-button spread collar • 
Tone on tone 7 buttons placket
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BK05
(S-4XL)

BK07
(XS-4XL)

BK08
(XS-4XL)

BK06
(S-4XL)

BK19
(XS-4XL)

BK20
(XS-4XL)

BK18
(S-4XL)

BK17
(S-4XL)

BLACK
DARK GREY
DEEP RED
NAVY
WHITE

BLACK
DEEP RED
BLUE CHIP
WHITE

BK17-20 B&C SHARP
S-4XL • 130 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
Shirt made of 100% cotton twill fabric 
with soft to touch peached finish.

BK05-08 B&C HERITAGE
S-4XL • 125 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
Shirt made   from 100% combed cotton enriched Easy 
Care - light of care, in men's version possibility of 
resetting ties in front, elegant pocket on the left side.
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BK13
(S-4XL)

BK15
(XS-4XL)

BK16
(XS-4XL)

BK14
(S-4XL)

BK01
(S-6XL)

BK03
(XS-6XL)

BK04
(XS-6XL)

BK02
(S-6XL)

BLACK
COFFEE BEAN
LUXURIOUS RED
WHITE

BLACK
BLUE CHIP
OXFORD BLUE
SILVER MOON
WHITE

BK13-16 B&C BLACK TIE
S-4XL • 135 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
Shirt made of stretch smooth fabric, 2 button in 
collar and cuffs sleeves, rounded bottom hem.

BK01-04 B&C OXFORD
S-6XL • 135 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
High quality combined with the Easy Care - Light 
of care for each user of the product adds an 
invaluable advantage. The uniqueness lies in 
the two buttons that allow fixing ties for a more 
comfortable fit. 70% cotton and 30% polyester
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BLACK
HEATHER GREY
NAVY
RED
ROYAL BLUE
WHITE

BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN*
GOLD
HEATHER GREY*
NAVY*
PUMPKIN ORANGE
RED*
ROYAL BLUE*
SAND
STEEL GREY
WHITE*
 PIXEL LIME
PIXEL TURQUOISE

*=3XL

BLACK
HEATHER GREY
NAVY
RED
WHITE
 ORANGE
 ROYAL BLUE
 LIGHT BLUE
 WINE
 FOREST GREEN
PURPLE
 ANTHRACITE
CHILI GOLD

BLACK*
HEATHER GREY*
NAVY*
RED*
WHITE*

*=3XL

O11 B&C SET IN
S-3XL • 280 g/m² • 30 pcs/carton
When we combined the 80% ring-spun combed cotton and 20% polyester 
in a classic set-in sweatshirt, the winner can be only one. Fashionable 
close-fitting cut, set-in sleeves, 1x1 ribbed collar and hem with elastane, 
woven label. Using unique technology PST (Perfect Sweat Technology), 
ensures great stability, more resilient and better feature for printing.

O18 B&C SET IN KIDS
3/4-12/14 • 280 g/m² • 30 pcs/carton
The children Set-in in many different colours variations is made of 
80% combed cotton and 20% polyester. The sweatshirt is made by 
unique technology PST (Perfect Sweat Technology), ensures great 
stability, more resistance and better feature for printing.

O10 B&C ID.002
XS-4XL • 280 g/m² • 30 pcs/carton
New style - his fans will find in all generations. 
Sweatshirt in five basic colors, 80% ring-spun 
combed cotton + 20% polyester - combed the 
inside, sleeve ends and hem with elastane.

O19 B&C ID.004
XS-3XL • 280g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
1/4 zip sweatshirt, Cuffs and bottom hem in 
1x1 rib with elastane. High collar in 1x1 rib 
with elastane, covered placket with a tone-
on-tone zip (no skin contact with zip),set-in 
sleeves, modern cut, tubular construction.
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 WHITE*
 BLACK*
 NAVY*
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 SKY BLUE
 HEATHER GREY*
 SUNFLOWER
 DEEP NAVY

 WHITE
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 PURPLE
 KELLY GREEN
 HEATHER GREY
 EMERALD
 DEEP NAVY
 OLIVE

BLACK
HEATHER GREY
NAVY
RED
WHITE
PURPLE
 ANTHRACITE
CHILI GOLD
ATOLL
KELLY GREEN
FUCHSIA
BROWN

BLACK*
HEATHER GREY*
NAVY*
RED*
WHITE*

*=3XL

F41 SET-IN SWEAT
S-3XL • 280 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
This sweatshirt is light and colorful. Material 
80% cotton + 20% polyester, comfortable seamless 
cotton/elastane rib-knit collar. For increased comfort 
double-needle stiched armholes and shoulder-to-
shoulder neckband in the same colour as body.

F42 RAGLAN SWEAT
S-2XL • 280 g/m² • 36 pcs/carton
Produced using Belcoro yarn for a softer 
feel and cleaner printing process, 
self-coloured jersey back neck tape.

O16 B&C ID. 003
XS-4XL • 280 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
Modern and fresh model, while confident, 
while is irritating. This style will satisfy all 
lovers of sweatshirts. Material : 80% ring-
spun combed cotton + 20% polyester, 
double hood, patch kangaroo pocket.
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 WHITE
 BLACK
 NAVY
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 ORANGE
 SKY BLUE
 PURPLE

 KELLY GREEN
 HEATHER GREY
 CHARCOAL
 AZURE
 GRAPHITE
 LIGHT PINK
 CHOCOLATE
 DEEP NAVY
 OLIVE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 PURPLE
 KELLY GREEN
 HEATHER GREY
 AZURE

 LIGHT PINK
 FUCHSIA
 DEEP NAVY

BLACK*
BROWN
BURGUNDY
DIVA BLUE
HEATHER GREY
INDIGO
KHAKI
NAVY*
PUMPKIN ORANGE
PURPLE
REAL GREEN

RED*
ROYAL BLUE
SKY BLUE
SORBET
STEEL GREY
USED GOLD
VERY TURQUOISE
WHITE*
PIXEL LIME
PIXEL CORAL

*=3XL

BLACK*
NAVY*
REAL TURQUOISE
RED*
WHITE*

*=XXL

F44 HOODED SWEAT
S-2XL • 280 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Successful but also very popular sweatshirt with 
a double hood and drawcord tone-on-tone body. 
Pleasant to wear to the high percentage of cotton 
- 80% cotton + 20% polyester, patch kangaroo 
pocket, double-needle stitched armhole.

F81 LADY-FIT HOODED SWEAT
XS-2XL • 280 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
80% cotton Belcoro. Double fabric hood. New 
self - coloured flat drawcord. Front pouch 
pocket. Waist and cuff rib in cotton/Lycra® for 
shape retention. Shaped side seams for a more 
feminine fit. Produced using Belcoro® yarn for 
a softer feel and cleaner printing process

O51 B&C CAT WOMEN
XS-2XL • 280g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
Ladies hooded sweater with raglan sleeves and 
trendy rough seams, kangaroo pocket, technology 
PST (Perfect Sweat Technology) for better print.

O15 B&C HOODED
2XS-3XL • 280 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
Choose from a variety of colors of sweatshirt 
and choose the one that most delicious for 
your eye. Made of 80% ring-spun combed 
cotton + 20% polyester, technology PST 
(Perfect Sweat Technology)double hood with 
cord pull, patch kangaroo pocket, double 
seams in shoulder area, set-in sleeves.
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BLACK OPAL
BLUE MIDNIGHT
CRIMSON RED
GREY HEATHER
HAWAII BLUE

BLUE MIDNIGHT
CRIMSON RED
HAWAII BLUE
KIWI GREEN

BLACK OPAL
CRIMSON RED
SWEET PINK
DEEP BERRY

 WHITE
 BLACK
 HEATHER GREY

 GRAPHITE
 DEEP NAVY

 WHITE
 BLACK

 HEATHER GREY
 DEEP NAVY

HS27 ACTIVE SWEAT JACKET
S-2XL • 270 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Active sweat jacket, made of 80% ring-spun 
cotton, 20% polyester (GYH: 70% cotton, 
30% polyester); tone-on-tone zipper with 
metal puller (nickel-free), kangaroo pocket.

HS63 ACTIVE SWEAT JACKET
S-XL • 270 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Active sweat jacket, made of 80% ring-spun 
cotton, 20% polyester; double fabric hood 
without draw cord, tone-on-tone zipper with 
metal puller (nickel-free), kangaroo pocket.

HS29 WOMEN ACTIVE SWEAT JACKET
S-XL • 270 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Women's active fleece jacket, made of 80% ring-
spun cotton, 20% polyester; tone-on-tone zipper 
with metal puller (nickel-free), kangaroo pocket.

FN08 80/20 SWEAT JACKET
S-2XL • 280 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Produced using Belcoro® yarn for a softer feel 
and cleaner printing process. Covered zip for 
enhanced printability. Turtle neck collar with 
single jersey back neck tape. Narrow full length 
zip and two jetted front pockets. Waist and cuff 
rib in cotton/Lycra® for shape retention

FU80 LADY-FIT SWEAT JACKET
XS-2XL • 280g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Covered zip for enchanced printability. 
Turtle neck collar with single jersey back 
neck tape. Narrow full length zip and 
two pouch pockets. Waist and cuff rib in 
cotton/elastane for shape retention
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 BLACK
 RED
 ROYAL BLUE
 BURGUNDY
 HEATHER GREY
 CHARCOAL
 CHOCOLATE
 DEEP NAVY
 OLIVE

 WHITE
 BLACK
 RED
 HEATHER GREY
 AZURE
 FUCHSIA
 DEEP NAVY

BLACK*
HEATHER GREY
NAVY*
RED*
WHITE*

MEN *=3XL
WOMEN *=XXL

FU84 LADY FIT HOODED JACKET
XS-2XL • 280 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
70% cotton, 30% polyester. Double fabric hood. 
New self-coloured flat draw cord. Single jersey 
back neck tape. Two front pouch pockets. Narrow 
covered zip for enhanced printability. Waist and 
cuff rib in cotton/elastane for shape retention

F45 ZIP THOUGHT HOODED SWEAT
S-2XL • 280 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Double fabric hood. New self-coloured flat 
draw cord. Narrow covered zip for enhanced 
printability. Single jersey back neck tape. 
Two front pouch pockets. Waist and cuff rib 
in cotton/elastane for shape retention

O52 B&C MONSTER / MEN
S-3XL • 280 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
Sweater made of 80% Cotton + 20% Polyester, 
matching colour full length zip, front pouch 
pockets, twin needle stitching detail throughout

O40 B&C WONDER WOMEN
XS-2XL • 280 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
Material 80% Cotton + 20% Polyester, french terry, 
kangaroo pockets, gathering on pockets and sleeve 
head, cuffs and hem in 2X2 rib, matching colour 
single jersey lining in hood, star-shaped zip pulle
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BLACK
NAVY
ORANGE
RED
DARK GREY
WHITE
ROYAL BLUE
 FOREST GREEN
PIXEL LIME

O68 B&C FULL ZIP MICRO-FLEECE MEN
XS-4XL • 15 pcs/carton
The best deal micro-fleece. Tone-on-tone full zip 
opening with zip pull,·Necktape,·2 front pockets with 
zips,·Open hem, ·Essential contemporary look

O69 B&C FULL ZIP MICRO-FLEECE WOMEN
XS-4XL • 15 pcs/carton
The best deal micro-fleece. Tone-on-tone full zip 
opening with zip pull,·Necktape,·2 front pockets with 
zips,·Open hem, ·Essential contemporary look
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BLACK OPAL
BLUE MIDNIGHT

SCARLET RED
 CUPCAKE PINK

BLACK OPAL
BLUE MIDNIGHT
SCARLET RED

GREY STEEL
HAWAII BLUE
KIWI GREEN

ARMY
BLACK
BURGUND
CHARCOAL GREY
DARK CHOCOLATE
DARK PURPLE

FIRGREEN
NAVY
ORANGE
RED
ROPE
ROYAL BLUE

BLACK
BURGUNDY
DARK CHOCOLATE
DARK PURPLE
FIRGREEN
NAVY
RED
ROPE

HS20 ACTIVE FLEECE MEN
S-2XL • 220 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Men fleece vest made of 100% polyester, micro 
fleece with anti-pilling treatment, breathable, 
both sides brushed with side seam. Tone-
on-tone zipper with inside front lap, stand-
up collar, 2 pockets, adjustable hem.

HS24 ACTIVE FLEECE VEST WOMEN
S-XL • 220 g/m² • 24 pcs/carton
Women's active fleece vest, made of 
100% polyester, micro fleece with anti-pilling 
treatment; breathable, tone-on-tone zipper with 
inside front lap, stand-up collar, 2 pockets.

55000 SOL'S NORTH
XS-2XL# • 300 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
100% polyester • Tone on tone injected zip 
• 2 zipped pockets with flap • Elasticated 
cuffs • Back half moon yoke

54500 SOL'S NORTH
S-2XL# • 300 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
100% polyester • Reinforcing tape 
at neck • Elasticated drawstring at 
bottom • High lined collar
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 BLACK
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 SMOKE
 DEEP NAVY

 BLACK
 RED
 BOTTLE GREEN
 ROYAL BLUE
 DEEP NAVY

 BLACK OPAL
 BOTTLE GREEN
 BRIGHT ROYAL
 CHARCOAL
 NAVY
 SCARLET RED

BLACK OPAL
FROST GREY
ARCTIC BLUE

BLACK OPAL
VIRTUAL PINK

HS65 ACTIVE BONDED FLEECE JACKET
S-2XL • 260g/m² • 12 pcs/carton
Active bonded fleece jacket, made of 
100% polyester; soft and sleek surface, 2 pockets, 
tone-on-tone zipper with fabric puller.

F48 OUTDOOR FULL ZIP FLEECE
S-2XL • 300 g/m² • 12 pcs/carton
Hot No.1 product in all weatherconditions 
- a modern, sports fleece jackets made of 
100% polyester. Raglan flatlock seam on 
shoulders and waist, short cut, anti-pilling 
material, tone-on-tone neckband, adjustable 
hem with elasticated cord pull and stoppers.

F98 LADY FIT FULL ZIP FLEECE
S-2XL • 300 g/m² • 12 pcs/carton
Ladies full-zip fleece, cover stitching detail on hem 
and shoulder seams, full zip to front and pockets.

B30 B&C ICEWALKER
XS-3XL • 300 g/m² • 15 pcs/carton
Very practical and usable jacket made of short-
cropped anti-pilling fleece, 100% polyester. 
Tone-on-tone full zip, two big pockets with 
zip, elastic sleeve ends, stand-up collar and 
adjustable hem with elasticated cord pull and 
stoppers, the collar flap to protect against zip.

HS68 ACTIVE BONDED FLEECE JACKET
S-XL • 240 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
Active bonded fleece jacket, made of 
100% polyester; bonded; soft and sleek 
surface, brushed inside, side panels and side 
seams,shoulder yoke, stand-up collar, thumb 
holes, decorative flatlock seams, 2 pockets, 
tone-on-tone zipper with fabric puller.
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BLACK*
DEEP RED*
GREEN MOSS*
NAVY*
WHITE*

*=3XL

BLACK
DEEP RED
GREEN MOSS
NAVY
WHITE

BLACK*
GREY
NAVY*
RED*
AZURE

*=3XL

BS62 B&C X-LITE SOFTSHELL MEN
S-3XL • 300 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
Hight performance 3-layer laminate softshell 
jacket, 2 front zipped pocket, right chest 
zip pocket, raglan sleeves, breathable, 
longer back, ergonomic body shape.

BS63 B&C X-LITE SOFTSHELL WOMEN
XS-2XL • 300 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
3-layer softshell light jacket for women, 2 front 
zipped pocket, right chest zip pocket, raglan sleeves, 
breathable, longer back, ergonomic body shape.

R121X CLASSIC SOFT SHELL JACKET
S-2XL • 320 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
3 layer bonded fabric: outer layer 93% Polyester 
+ 7% Spandex; Mid-layer – TPU breathable, 
waterproof, windproof membrane, inner layer 
Polyester Mesh, quickdrying, lightweight, 
comfort fit, additional under arm and back 
ventilation, side zip hip adjusters, reflective 
TECH Performance logo visible through 
rubber tear release adjustable cuffs
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AZURE*
BLACK*
DARK GREY*
NAVY*
RED*
WHITE*

*=3XL

AZURE
BLACK
DARK GREY
NAVY
RED
WHITE

BS60 B&C HOODED SOFTSHELL MEN
S-3XL • 10 pcs/carton
The softshell jacket - Outer layer – 94% Polyester 
+ 6% Elastane; mid-layer – breathable membrane; 
inner layer – micro fleece, breathable, waterproof, 
windproof, detachable hood with adjustable 
drawstrings and trendy stoppers, 2 front side 
pockets with zip, cuffs with velcro closing tab

BS61 B&C HOODED SOFTSHELL WOMEN
XS-2XL • 10 pcs/carton
The softshell jacket - Outer layer – 94% Polyester 
+ 6% Elastane; mid-layer – breathable membrane; 
inner layer – micro fleece, breathable, waterproof, 
windproof, feminine cut, detachable hood with 
adjustable drawstrings and trendy stoppers, 2 front 
side pockets with zip, cuffs with velcro closing tab
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BLACK*
DARK GREY
NAVY*
RED*
WHITE

*=3XL

BLACK
NAVY
RED
WHITE

BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN*
NAVY*
RED*

*=3XL

 BLACK
 FOREST GREEN
 NAVY
 ORANGE
 RED

BS25 B&C BODYWARMER MEN
S-3XL • 200 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
Good price for quality, soft and warm men's 
bodywarmer made of 100% waterproof Taffeta 
nylon. Full zip, side pockets with zippers, inside wallet 
pocket and a cell phone pocket, longer back part.

BS31 B&C ZEN+/WOMEN
XS-2XL • 10 pcs/carton
Good price for quality brand bodywarmer, 
soft and warm ladies bodywarmer made 
of 100% water-repellent Taffeta nylon. Full 
zip, removable and adjustable hood, open 
side pockets, longer back piece, tight fit.

R208X CORE BODYWARMER
XS-3XL • 386 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
Lightweight bodywarmer, ideal layer garment, 
quick drying, deep cut arm holes for added 
comfort, water repelent and windproof.

44002 SOL'S WARM
S-3XL# • 220 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
100% waterproof AC coated • 210T nylon 
100% 190T polyester lining • Collar and 
body lined with contrasting dark grey
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ATOLL
BLACK*
BOTTLE GREEN*
GOLD
NAVY*
ORANGE
PURPLE
REAL GREEN

RED*
ROYAL BLUE*
ULTRA YELLOW
WHITE*
PIXEL PINK
PIXEL CORAL
PIXEL TURQUOISE

*=3XL

ATOLL
BLACK
NAVY
ORANGE
PURPLE
REAL GREEN
RED

ROYAL BLUE
ULTRA YELLOW
WHITE
PIXEL PINK
PIXEL CORAL
PIXEL TURQUOISE

BS02 B&C SIROCCO
S-3XL • 50 pcs/carton
Practical jacket for spring walks in the countryside. 
100% waterproof nylon, full zip, collar with 
integrated hood and pull cord, roll-up and stow 
jacket with the K-Way - Principle in double zip 
hip belt, cord pull at hem, side pockets.

BS52 B&C SIROCCO WOMEN
XS-2XL • 30 pcs/carton
Practical jacket for spring walks in the countryside. 
100% waterproof nylon, full zip, collar with 
integrated hood and pull cord, roll-up and stow 
jacket with the K-Way - Principle in double zip hip 
belt, cord pull at hem, side pockets, tight fit .
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BLACK*
DARK GREY
NAVY*
ORANGE
RED*
WHITE

*=3XL

 BLACK
 NAVY
 OLIVE

BS10 B&C ATLANTIC SHORE
S-3XL • 30 pcs/carton
The jacket made of 100% Taffetta waterproof Nylon, 
in: 100% Polyester, full zip opening, concealed 
hood inside the collar, lining, zips and Velcro® cuffs 
in contrasted colour, 2 outer pockets and 2 inner 
pocket, adjustable cuffs with oval Velcro tabs, open 
hem, adjustable elasticated cord with 2 stoppers

BS27 B&C OCEAN SHORE
S-3XL • 30 pcs/carton
Front covered full-zip opening with Velcro® 
closing and zip puller. Adjustable hood concealed 
inside the collar with easy-to-pull tag. 2 outer 
pockets and 1 inner pocket wallet. Open hem 
with elasticated cord, 2 stoppers and easy-to-pull 
rings. Adjustable cuffs with Velcro® closing tabs. 
Easy access for decoration via a zip in the lining
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BLACK*
GREY*
NAVY*
RED*

*=3XL

BLACK
NAVY
ORANGE
RED
DARK GREY
WHITE

R206X MIDWEIGHT JACKET
S-3XL • 130 g/m² • 20 pcs/carton
Midweight jacket with high collar design, waterproof 
and windproof, long fit with fashion cut back.

BS67 B&C WINDBREAKER
S-3XL • 30 pcs/carton
The best deal midseason windbreaker with 
tricot thermo lining. Full zip opening with 
zip pull. 2 front pockets with overlap,·1 inner 
wallet pocket,·Elasticated cuffs,·Ergonomic side 
panels,·Adjustable bottom hem (with drawcord 
adjusters),·Open back for easy access for decoration.

BS68 B&C WINDBREAKER
S-3XL • 30 pcs/carton
The best deal midseason windbreaker with 
tricot thermo lining. Full zip opening with 
zip pull. 2 front pockets with overlap,·1 inner 
wallet pocket,·Elasticated cuffs,·Ergonomic side 
panels,·Adjustable bottom hem (with drawcord 
adjusters),·Open back for easy access for decoration.
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BLACK*
DEEP RED*
NAVY*
ORANGE*
ROYAL BLUE*
WHITE*

*=3XL

BLACK
DEEP RED
NAVY
ORANGE
ROYAL BLUE
WHITE

BS58 B&C REAL+ MEN
S-3XL • 10 pcs/carton
Warm and comfortable winter parka for men, half 
back lined with antipilling microfleece for maximum 
warmth, easy access for printing and embroidery.

BS59 B&C REAL+ WOMEN
XS-2XL • 180 g/m² • 10 pcs/carton
Warm and comfortable winter parka for 
women, high collar to keeps her neck warm 
in blistering wind and cold, antipilling 
microfleece in back for maximum warmth.
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BLACK*
GREY*
NAVY*
RED*

*=3XL

BLACK
NAVY
GREY
RED*

BLACK*
GLOSSY BLACK
RED*
NAVY*
WHITE

*=3XL

R221F CHANNEL JACKET WOMEN
XS-2XL • 10 pcs/carton
Ladies channel jacket, cosy fleece lined 
sleeves, superwarm and light, easy care.

R221M CHANNEL JACKET MEN
S-4XL • 10 pcs/carton
Men jacket, waterproof and windproof, 
superwarm and light, covered tape collar seam.

BS32 B&C COCOON+ WOMEN
XS-2XL • 10 pcs/carton
Down Jacket glossy colour edition. Front covered 
full-length zip with press-stud fastenings and 
matching colour zip puller. Feather touch padded 
hood, removable with a zip. 2 front pockets with 
zip and matching colour zip puller. Inner draw cord 
hem with 2 stoppers. Open cuffs. Easy access for 
decoration via a zip in the middle of the back

BS38 B&C COCOON+ MEN
S-3XL • 10 pcs/carton
The down jacket glossy colour edition. Front covered 
full-zip with press-stud fastenings and matching 
colour zip puller. Padded hood with feather touch, 
(removable with a zip). 2 front pockets with zip and 
matching colour zip puller. 1 inner wallet pocket. 
Elasticated cuffs with Velcro® closing tabs. Easy 
access for printing and embroidery thanks to the 
invisible zip opening in the middle of the back
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